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Abstract

In the last two decades, economic analysis has gradually incorporated the network theory, broadening the standard microeconomic models by considering dependent agents in contexts of: game theory, social capital, labor and financial markets, productive networks and experiments. This thesis investigates two big topics about networks in economy: the interaction between accountants and taxpayers in firm’s tax reporting, and the diffusion of microeconomic shocks through input-output interrelations. The former is an empiric investigation that was carried out through an experiment for deterrent notifications on Ecuadorian tax system in 2016. Meanwhile, the latter is a theoretical investigation that analyzes the role of imperfect markets and firm bankruptcy through a novel microeconomic network model.

The results show interesting evidences about the importance of networks in tax fulfillment and shock diffusion. For the first topic, it was found that deterrent electronic notifications not only over taxpayers but also over their accountants could improve firms’ tax reporting. Mainly, the strongest effect on firms’ declared tax was obtained when both accountants and taxpayers were notified simultaneously with reciprocal awareness (i.e. each one knows the other was notified). This finding a systemic relationship between both parties through an agency problem, as it is stated in tax literature.

For the second topic, it was found that a microeconomic shock in productive networks with price fixing and firm bankruptcy could generate different kinds of cascade effects on prices and quantities, complementing what the literature on shock diffusion points out when perfect competition is assumed. In particular, there is an upstream cascade effect on firm bankruptcy when a simple non-complex productive network is analyzed. Here, a productive shock on a firm increases its selling prices, reduces its possibility of trading in the network and decreases its expected profits. Hence, its probability of bankruptcy increases, causing the activity of its regular suppliers, the regular suppliers of these suppliers, and so on, worsen. If some firm of this regular suppliers’ chain goes bankrupt in any period, the rest of the firms will have a higher probability of bankruptcy in the next periods, thus reproducing and intensifying the effect over time.
Introduction

This thesis investigates two topics about networks in economy: the interaction between accountants and taxpayers in firm’s tax reporting when any of them (or both) are notified by tax administration, and the diffusion of microeconomic shocks through input-output interrelations in economies with imperfect competition and firms’ bankruptcy.

Why do these issues are they important to study? On the one side, accountants can be considered key agents in the firms’ social capital network due to their legal liability in firms’ tax reporting, their knowledge on accounting rules and tax evasion practices and the fact that they can work for several firms. Here, some microeconomic theories explain how these individuals interact with taxpayers in corporate tax evasion through an agency problem, however, to date there is still no empirical evidence to show it. On the other side, the productive network is an important economic mechanism to understand how microeconomic shocks propagate in the economic system and generate macroeconomic fluctuations. In this area, several empirical and theoretical researches have assumed perfect competition, without rivalry and firm exit. These omissions can distort the diffusion of a microeconomic shock in the productive network, lessen its propagation or limit it to a certain group of firms.

Even though these topics have a common background (i.e. networks), they have a different scope and methodology, so it is recommended to read them separately in the chapters described below.

The first chapter analyzes the role that accountants play in corporate income tax evasion in Ecuador. For this purpose, an experiment was carried out in Ecuadorian tax system with microenterprises in early 2016. The experiment evaluates to what extent a persuasive message on accountants is more effective than on taxpayers, through five different notifications. Three notifications focused only on accountants. Here there were a placebo, a notification with penalty message (years of imprisonment), and a notification with accountants’ private information (the number of firms the accountant work for). The fourth notification focused on both accountants and taxpayers, displayed accountants’ private information and stressed the reciprocal awareness about the notification (i.e. each one knew the other was notified). The fifth notification focused only on taxpayers and displayed a penalty message. All these notifications were electronically sent via tax box before tax reporting deadlines.
Using a simple regression model, the results show that simultaneous notifications on both accountants and taxpayers were the only treatment that increased significantly firms’ declared income tax. They were even more effective at improving firms’ declared tax than notifications on accountants only. Furthermore, it was shown that penalty notifications on accountants, rather than taxpayers only, were the most significant treatment at increasing firms’ declared revenue, however they did not generate a significant impact on declared tax due to a cost overreporting mechanism.

The second chapter studies the diffusion of productivity shocks in networks of firms, where there is imperfect competition and firms’ bankruptcy is a possibility. For imperfect competition, it is assumed that each firm has to choose, for each one of its inputs, a supplier among a subset of competing firms. When it does so, the buyer accepts the supplier’s selling price and can demand the amount of the input it requires, however, the transaction could fail with some probability (for example, if goods do not have the expected quality) causing losses to the buyer. This probability is greater for non-regular suppliers, who have to offer lower prices in order to compete. The buyer decides not only looking for the highest expected profit, but also for the lowest risk of loss that each supplier offers, leading him to assign a probability of hiring to each bidder. Hence, the buyer’s decision is modeled differently from the classic maximization of expected utility, allowing us to represent a continuum of market power, different from the classic Cournot or Bertrand.

Regarding firm bankruptcy, once the assignments of contracts are made, all the goods are produced, wages are paid and the representative household defines its consumption, the profits of firms are realized. Those firms with worst relative performance for longer time have greater possibilities of bankruptcy. The existence of the equilibrium in such an economy, which includes a Nash Equilibrium with prices as strategies and supply-demand equilibrium, is shown.

The simulations of the model for a simple non-complex productive network show different cascade effects on the prices and economic flows when a firm gets a shock. First, there are two types of price effects in the initial period: a horizontal effect and a downstream cascade effect. Second, there is an upstream effect on firms’ profit in the initial period. Finally, there is an upstream cascade effect on firms’ bankruptcy that is propagated exclusively to regular suppliers in the network over time.
Chapter 1
The Accountant as a means to corporate tax evasion: Evidence from a field experiment*

1.1 Introduction
Tax evasion is considered one of the biggest problems for development in the world (Tax Justice Network, 2007). Its high cost to society has continuously forced researchers and tax professionals to rethink a way to improve tax enforcement policies.¹ As Murphy and Christensen (2013), tax evasion could be understood as a form of organized crime, since it includes several parties such as taxpayers, lawyers, banks and multinational entities. These parties interact with one another through a complex economic, financial and institutional network, in order to forego tax obligations and increase profits.

In this process, accountants are a key agent due to their legal liability in a firm’s tax reporting and the privileged information they have on accounting rules, permissible deductions and exempt revenues to fulfill tax obligations and reduce tax burdens.

This role is more visible when a single accountant is able to work for several firms, each of which may implement compensation mechanisms to prompt efficient tax decisions and mitigate the risk of detection for wrongdoing. To date, there is a lot of empirical evidence about accountant’s incentives for tax avoidance, (e.g., Armstrong, Blouin, and Larcker 2012; Gaertner 2014; Powers, Robinson, and Stomberg 2016) however, there are few theoretical studies that focus on accountants’ behavior inside firm (Crocker and Slemrod 2005; Chen and Chu 2005; M. Desai, Dyck, and Zingales 2007; Biswas, Marchese, and Privileggi 2013) without any empirical causal test of tax enforcement policies.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the role that accountants have and their interactions within firm’s tax evasion through an experiment carried out in Ecuador’s tax system at the beginning

---

* I thank Guillermo de la Cruces, Ricardo Truglia, Hessel Osrterbeek, Juan Ponce and Paul Carrillo for helpful comments and discussions. I am grateful to the staff at the Ecuadorian Tax Authority (Servicio de Rentas Internas) for their active collaboration and for providing access to the data used in this study. I am also grateful to Carlos Jaramillo, and José Almeida, and many others.

¹ Based on several studies, Tax Justice Network (2007) estimates that less-developing countries evade close to USD 200 billion in taxes each year, by personal offshore practices, corporate profit transfers and informality. To get an idea, this fiscal loss is so high that doubles the budget established within the Millennium Development Goals to halve world poverty in a decade.
of 2016. The experiment sent five different kinds of electronic deterrent notifications to accountants and taxpayers prior to the reporting deadline. The universe of the experiment was composed exclusively by microenterprises. The first three notifications focused only on accountants. Here there were a placebo, a notification with penalty message (years of imprisonment in case of tax evasion), and a notification with accountants’ private information (the number of firms the accountant keeps accounts for). The fourth notification focused on both accountants and taxpayers, displayed accountants’ private information and stressed the reciprocal awareness of both parties (i.e. each one knew the other was notified). The fifth notification focused only on taxpayers and displayed a penalty message. These treatments allowed to evaluate the effect of accountants’ notifications on firm’s tax reporting and under what conditions this effect happen.

For the most part, the results show that simultaneous notifications on both accountants and taxpayers were the unique treatment that increased significantly firms’ declared income tax. They were even more effective at improving firms’ declared tax than notifications on accountants only. This suggests a possible interaction between accountants and taxpayers when both are notified, which increases the risk of detection, involves a better tax compliance and improves tax reporting.

Furthermore, it was shown that penalty notifications on accountants, rather than taxpayers only, were the most significant treatment at increasing firms’ declared revenue. However, this effect did not transfer to declared tax since it was found a cost overreporting mechanism that canceled any effective tax increase. A possible reason for this could be the standard message that the tax administration provided in notifications, which mitigate the risk perceived by taxpayers.

Interestingly, simultaneous notifications on both parties demonstrated to be more effective for firms whose revenues and costs are higher, when interaction terms are included. These notifications demonstrated also be more effective for firms whose accountants work for several companies, and for firms whose accountants are young, but with lower statistical significance.

This study provides initial insight about the effect of deterrent policies addressed to accountants obtained in the field. Within literature about the evaluation of tax enforcement
policies, to date there is no experimental study concerning how a deterrent policy could affect the accountants’ behavior and hence the firms’ tax reporting. As such, this study provides a unique contribution to tax research literature as most field studies focus on taxpayers instead of other economic agents that interact with them.

In addition, this study provides initial empirical evidence to microeconomic theories on the interaction between an accountant and a firm owner in tax reporting. Although Crocker and Slemrod (2005), Chen and Chu (2005), and Biswas, Marchese, and Privileggi (2013) provides guidelines relating to accountant’s participation in tax evasion through an agency problem and contract theory, so far there is no empirical testing of them. Lastly, this study contributes to the increasing but limited literature on tax compliance through field experiments (e.g. Hasseldine et al. 2007; Appelgren 2008; Iyer, Reckers, and Sanders 2010; Kleven et al. 2011; Ariel 2012; Pomeranz 2013; Harju, Kosonen, and Ropponen 2014; Kosonen and Ropponen 2015; Carrillo, Pomeranz, and Singhal 2017).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the main theoretical approaches for understanding the tax evasion problem and highlights the most relevant empirical evidence based on experiments. Section 3 describes the experimental design that was used for this study and shows some data statistics about the experiment’s universe. Section 4 analyzes the main results found for revenue reporting, cost reporting and tax reporting through a econometric model. Section 5 provides conclusions.

1.2 Literature review
This literature review has two main purposes. Firstly, it looks to introduce the microeconomic theory on firm’s tax evasion with emphasis in agency models. Secondly, it looks to present empirical evidence found in previous experiments regarding the effect of deterrent and non-deterrent policies. This part places special focus on field experiments on firms’ tax fulfillment.

1.2.1 Theoretical approach
The theoretical analysis of tax evasion has its origin in the model proposed by Allingham and Sandmo (1972), also known as the AS model.² This model represents an extension of the

² This model is also known as TAG model (Taxpayer as Gambler) (Cowell 2004).
crime model elaborated by Becker (1968), which studies optimal policy settings (civil damages, arrest costs, conviction, prison sentence, fines, and so on) in order to prevent illegal activities.

The AS model is a microeconomic model based on choice under risk, where a risk-averse individual decides to hide his income to evade taxes and maximize expected utility. This occurs under a set of exogenous parameters such as the probability of being caught (also denoted as tax monitoring), the penalty or fine, the tax rate, and the income generation. This problem involves two situations: not being detected, which means an additional income equivalent to the amount evaded; or being detected, which generates a fine payment.

Based on this model, Allingham and Sandmo (1972) show that an individual will evade income tax when the expected return per unit of income is higher than the expected cost of hiding it. In this case, tax evasion is more likely to occur when: i) the probability of getting caught decreases, ii) the penalty decreases, iii) the tax rate increases, iv) the risk aversion decreases and, v) income is higher (Cowell 2004).

The AS model has laid the basis for several theoretical analyzes on tax evasion, with further implications on labor supply, optimal taxation, uncertainty, informal markets, imperfect information, interaction with tax administration, design mechanisms, moral issues, and social dynamics. A topic that has gained interest in recent years is the behavior of firms when it comes to tax evasion.

Most theory on firm’s tax evasion has adopted an individual approach of the AS model considering endogenous income. Here, income is generated by profit maximization, rather than by individual preference maximization with leisure and labor supply. For the most part, the main research interest in this area has been the separability between production and tax evasion decisions. In other words, under what conditions unreported income does not depend on production levels, and such production levels do not depend on tax monitoring or the penalty established by the tax administration (e.g., Marrelli 1984; Kreutzer and Lee 1988; Virmani 1989). Currently, academics are also interested in the industrial transactional

---

framework and how it might influence the firms’ behavior through third-party information (e.g. Kopczuk and Slemrod 2006; Gordon and Li 2009; Kleven, Kreiner, and Saez 2016; Carrillo, Pomeranz, and Singhal 2017).

The firm’s tax evasion problem under the individual approach of the AS model has a disadvantage. It does not look at how the accountant/tax manager/CFO and how the owner/shareholders participate and interact when it comes to the decision-making process of a company. On one side, company owners have a vested interest in increasing profits by means of tax evasion, while on the other side, accountants have the legal (and illegal) knowhow to make it possible. Slemrod (2004) considers that the compensation mechanisms between these two parties, either by formal or informal means, are key features to understand the effects of tax deterrent policies, especially in large companies.

This theoretical limitation has led to the re-thinking firm’s tax evasion as an agency problem, where the roles of company owners and accountants differ accordingly. This formulation involves a compensation mechanism through a contractual relationship that mitigates the risk assumed by accountants when evading taxes on behalf of firms. In other words, this mechanism encourages accountants to make efficient tax decisions that can decrease firm’s tax payment. Chen and Chu (2005), Slemrod and Crocker (2005) y Biswas, Marchese, and Privileggi (2013) are main references to this point.

Chen and Chu (2005) argue that tax evasion is essentially determined by the trade-off between the expected return, the risk of being caught, and a company’s management control. They analyze tax evasion through income under-reporting, assuming there is an incomplete contractual relationship4 between a company owner and a risk-averse tax manager. When both parties are legally liable for tax fulfillment, they find that tax evasion generates a loss of internal control and inefficiency at a company. The reason for this result is simple: contract incompleteness does not fully mitigate the risk taken by tax managers given that their compensation may be less than it would have been without evasion. This fact discourages managers from giving their best effort, generating agency costs for the firm they work for.

4 An incomplete contract is a kind of contract that compensates accountants with an ex-ante risk-premium (before fraud happens). This contract must not be specific regarding the terms of compensation since tax evasion is an illegal activity.
Crocker and Slemrod (2005) developed a model with a similar theoretical approach. They examine the optimal contractual relationship that should occur between company owners and tax managers (i.e. accountants) when both are risk-neutral, assuming that the latter possesses privileged information on permissible legal deductions which might be over-reported in order to reduce corporate income tax (in principle, this information is unknown for owners, i.e. there is information asymmetry). Thus, the authors find that tax penalties on tax managers are more effective in reducing evasion than those on shareholders if both parties are legally liable for tax fulfillment. This result is essentially due to the information asymmetry embedded in tax reporting and the possibility that accountants can be also penalized when firms are caught by tax administration. These aspects could weaken the compensation managers should receive for reducing risk and exacerbate the conflict between the two parties when penalties on accountants increase.

Another interesting contribution in firm’s tax evasion through agency models is made by Biswas, Marchese, and Privileggi (2013), who assumed that tax managers can carry out self-protective actions to under-report firm’s income without increasing the risk of being caught. Here, the probability of being caught is endogenous and adversely depends on tax manager’s effort. Under these considerations, the authors show that not only tax evasion but also tax manager’s efforts may decrease when liability is gradually shifted from the principal to the agent. This is more likely to occur in situations where there are high tax penalties and high-risk levels of aversion. Evidently, highly risk-averse tax managers with greater liability properly report taxes to avoid penalties, however, if their compensation decreases after the liability shifts, the likelihood of properly reporting taxes will also decrease because the compensation includes an ex-ante premium that lessens the risk of being caught.

### 1.2.2 Empirical evidence

The strongest empirical evidence on the effects of tax enforcement policies has been found through experiments, either lab experiments or field experiments. These tools allow for the

---

5 Properly, Crocker and Slemrod’s model (2005) analyzes how the expected cost of incurring tax evasion affects deduction overreporting. As pointed out by the authors, this cost can increase not only by tax penalties, but also by other enforcement parameters such as the likelihood of being caught. So, the conclusion remains the same for policies that also change tax monitoring.

6 According to Crocker and Slemrod (2005), the information asymmetry is similar to the incomplete contractual relationship specified by Chen and Chu (2005). The illegality of an incomplete contract stresses the penalty effect on tax managers, which makes them to demand a higher compensation to mitigate the risk of being caught.
determining of cause-effect relationships in individuals’ behavior by randomly assigning different “treatments” and evaluating their impact on socio-economic variables. Essentially, such treatments are implemented through letters, pamphlets, informational videos, surveys or interviews with the purpose of increasing perception about tax monitoring, punishment or moral principles.

Lab experiments have been the most used tool to analyze tax evasion within little groups of individuals. Several studies show that taxpayer assistance, withholding taxes, the uncertainty about tax enforcement, the moral constraints, the public spending, the social perception of equity and the social interaction are fundamental aspects to determine how notifications influence tax fulfillment. Although lab experiments have the advantage of incorporating several factors in the behavioral analysis of tax evasion (which in some cases can be very difficult to study using a theoretical microeconomic model), their results cannot be extrapolated to the population of tax systems due to their loss of representativeness and external validity (Levitt and List 2007). Field experiments remove this drawback and lead to representative results for a universe of taxpayers with real tax obligations.

Field experiments on tax evasion are less common in the literature than laboratory experiments. However, nowadays its use has intensified gradually thanks to tax administrations and their interest in improving their process. These techniques generally involve sending either physical or electronic letters to a segment of high-risk taxpayers prior to the fulfillment of tax obligations. The information given is generally focused on deterrent issues (e.g., audit threats, penalty reminders), taxpayer assistance (e.g., service reminders, contact information), public services (e.g., public financing, redistributive issues), and social norms (e.g., morality, social stigma). In summary, results indicate that deterrent notifications usually upsurge fulfillment of tax obligations. A large compilation of field experiments on tax evasion and their main results can be found in Hallsworth (2014).

---

7 Some examples of these studies are Robben et al. (1990); Alm, Jackson, and McKee (1992); Fortin and Lacroix (2007); Alm et al. (2010); Coricelli, Rusconi, and Villeval (2014); Bazart and Bonein (2014).
8 As expected, this type of research requires the cooperation of tax administration in many aspects such as access to tax files, policy or control mechanisms, interviews to tax experts and lawyers, availability of communication channels, among others. The first study of this class was the experiment series of Minnesota’s Revenue Department. Coleman (1996) and Slemrod, Blumenthal, and Christian (2001) makes a broad description about them.
In the context of firms, field experiments have been the most reliable means for empirical analysis of tax fulfillment. Firms’ behavior must be observed in real situations due its complexities, interrelations and dynamics, so the evaluation of any tax enforcement policy requires be on-site. Field experiment studies here mainly focus on deterrent notifications about income tax, value-added tax and some subnational taxes. Most of these notifications are via email, focused on penalty and deadline reminders, and sometimes includes third-party information.

There are three key findings in field experiments for firm’s tax evasion. The first one relates to the importance of paper trails and third-party information for improving tax reporting. For example, Kleven et al. (2011) elaborated a tax enforcement field experiment in Denmark that randomly audited and sent threat-audit letters to taxpayers. The authors found that these interventions had significant effects on self-reported income (i.e. income reported by taxpayers themselves), but no effects on third-party reported income (i.e. income reported by others taxpayers). This result occurs because third-party information increases the monitoring perception and the risk of being caught, so tax evasion for third-party reported income is extremely small prior any tax enforcement policy.

Secondly, there is a kind of tax evasion substitution between the declared revenue and the declared cost in tax return. Carrillo, Pomeranz, and Singhal (2017) supported this idea through a field experiment in Ecuador with electronic notifications. These notifications communicated to firms any income party-difference in their tax reporting with additional penalty reminder. As a result, authors found that declared revenue of notified firms largely increased, removing any income party-difference that has been revealed. However, declared costs also increase at a similar rate, generating a non-appreciable impact on income tax. In other words, tax evasion, through revenue underreporting, is substituted by tax evasion through cost overreporting.

The third main finding relates to the spillover effect of the economic productive network. Pomeranz (2013) designed an audit preannouncement experiment that targeted small firms in the Chilean tax system. The study shows that declared added-valued tax increases not only for the notified firms, but also for their trading partners. This propagation happens in a backwards manner within the productive network (i.e. from supplier to supplier), either suppliers
overstate their sales (and consequently their tax payments) or they collude with the intervened firm to match their transactions.

Despite this valuable evidence, to date there is no research to explain how tax enforcement policies could affect accountants’ behavior and their participation in firm’s tax reporting. Furthermore, the agency models for firm’s tax evasion problem lack field testing. There is only limited empirical evidence on accountants’ compensation incentives for tax evasion through cross-sectional correlation analysis (e.g., Phillips 2003; M. A. Desai and Dharmapala 2006; Hanlon and Heitzman 2009; Armstrong, Blouin, and Larcker 2012; Gaertner 2014; Powers, Robinson, and Stomberg 2016).

Among the theoretical and empirical findings previously discussed, there remain doubts concerning corporate income tax. For example, is the accountant a critical agent regarding taxpayers’ social capital? What about tax enforcement policies on accountants? Is it more effective to increase tax monitoring on accountants, taxpayers or both? Are the results the same when there is a full-information environment between accountants and taxpayers? What happens if accountants provide accounting services not only to one but several firms? Are the effects the same on revenue, cost and tax reporting? These questions are answered through the impact evaluation shown below.

1.3 Experiment design, data and empirical specification

1.3.1 Empirical setting

According to the ecuadorian tax administration, the country’s tax revenue made up approximately 14% of GDP in 2015, excluding social security contributions and sectional taxes. Direct taxes represent approximately 36% of the tax burden and indirect taxes 60%. Within direct taxes, corporate income tax is the most important form of revenue. About nine out of every 10 dollars from direct tax collection come from companies’ profits while the remainder is obtained from personal income tax and other taxes.

---

9 Barile (2012) is perhaps the only reference to the date that evaluates Chen and Chu (2005)’s hypothesis about the relationship between efficiency of internal control and tax evasion. However, it is done by a laboratory experiment.

10 The tax administration in Ecuador collects 12 types of taxes: corporate income tax, personal income tax, simplified Ecuadorian tax scheme, added value tax, special consumption taxes, foreign outflows tax, motorized vehicle tax, rural land tax, foreign asset tax, vehicular pollution tax, non-returnable plastic bottles tax and petroleum royalties.
Ecuador’s tax evasion gap of corporate income tax amounted to 63.5% in 2008 (Jiménez, Sabaini, and Podestá 2010), representing 6% of that year’s GDP. Meanwhile, corporate tax expenditure (e.g. employment and investment stimuli) in 2015 represented approximately 1.5% of that year’s GDP.

The reporting of corporate income tax is done annually through the F101 form. Through it, firms are required to declare their revenues, expenditures and pre-tax profits for their economic activities. In order to determine the tax base, 15% of worker profit participation is deducted together with several exemptions and deductions. Consequently, income tax is determined by two flat rate which include 22% for regular profits and 12% for profits that will be reinvested.

Corporate tax returns are filed electronically every April according to a reporting deadline, after economic activity was developed. A tax box is available for this purpose, through which taxpayers also receive communications about outstanding and deterrent tax issues.

1.3.2 Experiment design
In order to see how accountants and taxpayers participate and interact in firms’ tax evasion practices, a field experiment was designed in collaboration with Ecuador’s tax administration on corporate income tax reporting of fiscal year 2015. Each treatment of this experiment involved sending one of the following tax deterrent notifications:

- **T1.** Accountant placebo notification
  It reminds accountants of the deadline of income tax reporting.

- **T2.** Accountant penalty notification.
  In addition to the message in treatment T1, it reminds accountants of the penalties in case of tax evasion, mainly years of imprisonment.

- **T3.** Accountant risk notification
  In addition to the message in treatment T1, it shows the number of firms the accountant keeps accounts for and reminds them of good practices for tax reporting.

- **T4.** Accountant-Taxpayer (parallel) risk notification

11 Some of the main exemptions and deductions are: tax losses depreciation, new employment additional deduction, additional deduction for expenditures related to training, technical assistance and market access, accelerated depreciation, income exemptions related to new investment, among others.
It simultaneously notifies both, accountants and taxpayers, with the same message of treatment T3. Additionally, it informs accountants that their taxpayers were notified, and vice versa, it informs taxpayers that their accountants were notified. In this treatment, at least one taxpayer per accountant is randomly notified.

- **T5.** Taxpayer penalty notification.
  It reminds taxpayers of possible penalties in case of tax evasion. It is similar to treatment T2, but instead of notifying accountants, it is taxpayers who are notified. In this treatment, at least one taxpayer per accountant is randomly notified.

The content of each notification is shown with more detail in Appendix A.\textsuperscript{12} All notifications were sent electronically on March 10, 2016 (one month before the deadlines for corporate income tax reporting of fiscal year 2015) via the tax box system. They were sent to different groups that were selected randomly from a high-risk treatment-viable universe defined by the Ecuadorian tax administration (this universe and the corresponding groups are described in the section below). A copy of the notification was automatically sent also to their email address.

As can be seen, T1, T2, T3 notifications focus on accountants, T5 focuses on taxpayers, and T4 focus on both. The placebo notification T1 was included in order to isolate the true effect of deterrent notifications from the risk perception generated by a normal deadline reminder without any dissuasive purposes. The accountant penalty and risk notifications, T2 and T3, were a requirement of the tax administration and were structured following the traditional deterrent notifications used years over issues like accountancy, monitoring and assistance.

The last two notifications were included to evaluate the extend which notifications on accountant improve tax fulfillment more than those taxpayers. The parallel risk notification, T4, unlike T3, simultaneously notifies accountants and taxpayers with reciprocal awareness about the notification. In this sense, it allows for the evaluating whether a deterrent notification to the firm’s accountant and taxpayer with a reciprocal awareness (i.e., both knows the other was notified too), is more effective than a deterrent notification to the firm’s accountant. On the other hand, the taxpayer penalty notification, T5, unlike T2, contacts

---

\textsuperscript{12} These notifications were designed under the criteria of tax risk experts and lawyers from the Ecuadorian tax administration.
taxpayers rather than their accountants. This notification in turn allows for the evaluating whether a deterrent notification on accountants is more effective than a deterrent notification on taxpayers.\textsuperscript{13}

1.3.3 Data

The universe of the experiment was composed by all the firms whose accountants exclusively work for microenterprises (firms with annual revenues less than $100,000) and carry out the accounting of two or more taxpayers in the tax system (between firms and personal small businesses). This restriction was imposed by Ecuadorian tax administration for two reasons. Firstly, medium and high-income sectors are continuously intervened by semi-intensive and intensive tax enforcement policies. In this sense, there is working openness and data accessibility only for low-income firms. Secondly, accountants who work for more than one taxpayer are considered risky by tax administration,\textsuperscript{14} so it was a requirement to delimit the universe over them.

Some statistics of this universe in the pretreatment period (fiscal year 2014) are shown in Table 1.1 for firms and accountants. In total, there were 18,465 firms and 5,945 accountants for fiscal year 2014. This universe represents nearly 20\% of all corporate taxpayers in the country.

At the firm level, most are part of the service sector (52\%), they are profit seeking firms (30\%), and do their business in the highland region (41\%).\textsuperscript{15} At the accountant level, accountants are on average 40-years old and work for approximately three firms. Most of them are women (67\%), married (54\%) and possess high level of formal instruction (93\%).

\textsuperscript{13} Persuasive notifications largely target taxpayers, disregarding other parties inside or outside the firm that could have had a social, economic or legal relationship for tax fulfillment. As seen above, the accountant is one of the most important actors in this social capital due to their legal liability and accounting knowledge regarding corporate income tax reporting. So, firms’ reaction to these notifications is useful for the tax administration in order to find new evidence about tax evasion behavior and design better tax enforcement policies considering taxpayers’ social capital.

\textsuperscript{14} Ecuadorian tax administration has found that the effective income tax rate decreases and the probability of tax evasion increases when multiple taxpayers are serviced by a single accountant.

\textsuperscript{15} Ecuador is divided into four distinct regions: Amazon, Highlands, Coast, and the Galapagos Islands. Highlands are located mainly on the Andes Mountains.
Table 1.1. Baseline Summary Statistics. Fiscal Year 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Firms level</th>
<th>Accountant level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td>11,229,89</td>
<td>Number of firms per accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(35,538,53)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td>13,939,48</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(113,800,76)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax</td>
<td>125,13</td>
<td>Percentage of women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(604,64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of service firms</td>
<td>0,52</td>
<td>Percentage of married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0,50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of profit seeking firms</td>
<td>0,30</td>
<td>Percentage of high-level instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0,46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage in Highlands</td>
<td>0,41</td>
<td>Number of firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0,49)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5,945</td>
<td>Number of accountants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the mean and the standard deviation in parenthesis for some variables in the pre-treatment period (fiscal year 2014). All monetary variables figure in USD. In the case of qualitative variables, only statistics for most relevant categories are shown.

The universe was split randomly in six equal-sized groups at the accountant level.\(^{16}\) One group did not receive treatment and was used as a control group to see what would happen when firms did not receive notification (i.e., counterfactual). The other five groups were treated with the notifications from T1 to T5 (i.e., treatment groups). The following figure details the experiment design at the baseline.

\(^{16}\) Due to the fact that accountants can work for several firms, a random sample was chosen at accountant level in order to have mutually exclusive treatments.
Note: All notifications were sent until March 10, 2016.

Here, the control group consisted of 991 accountants that keeps the books of 2,940 firms; the treatment group T1 consisted of 991 accountants that keeps the books of 3,091 firms, and so on. It should be recalled that in treatments T1, T2, T3, all accountants were notified and none of their taxpayers was intervened. Only the last two treatments T4 and T5 exchanged the target of notification with taxpayers. Here, treatment group T4 notified simultaneously 991 accountants and 2,009 taxpayers (that were selected randomly from 3,007 firms), meanwhile treatment group T5 only notified 2,804 taxpayers (that were selected randomly from 3,007 firms) and not their accountants.
As one would expect, groups must be homogenous prior to intervention. In tables 1.2 and 1.3, almost all mean differences at both the firm and accountant levels between each treatment and control groups are statistically equal to zero for baseline variables. There are very few cases where these differences are significant despite randomization, as happened, for example, at the firm level with the percentage of firms in the highlands region in treatment T4, or at the accountant level with the number of firms for which accountant works in treatment T2.

Table 1.2. Differences between Treatments and Control Groups at Firm level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td>-582.96</td>
<td>-1,032.28</td>
<td>-307.55</td>
<td>222.06</td>
<td>1,231.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1,001.59)</td>
<td>(975.87)</td>
<td>(999.22)</td>
<td>(1,025.01)</td>
<td>(1,187.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td>1,195.97</td>
<td>-1,015.82</td>
<td>738.26</td>
<td>2,757.34*</td>
<td>7,115.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1,897.87)</td>
<td>(970.98)</td>
<td>(1,289.56)</td>
<td>(1,813.05)</td>
<td>(4,709.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax</td>
<td>-15.56</td>
<td>-12.10</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>22.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.10)</td>
<td>(16.29)</td>
<td>(17.28)</td>
<td>(17.46)</td>
<td>(17.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of service firms</td>
<td>-0.0175</td>
<td>0.0335</td>
<td>0.0647</td>
<td>-0.0055</td>
<td>-0.0163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0276)</td>
<td>(0.0263)</td>
<td>(0.0208)</td>
<td>(0.0203)</td>
<td>(0.0194)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of profit seeking firms</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
<td>-0.0570*</td>
<td>-0.0149</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>0.0456*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0281)</td>
<td>(0.0309)</td>
<td>(0.0259)</td>
<td>(0.0251)</td>
<td>(0.0224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage in sierra region</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>-0.0646**</td>
<td>0.0458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0362)</td>
<td>(0.0380)</td>
<td>(0.0327)</td>
<td>(0.0319)</td>
<td>(0.0308)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of firms</td>
<td>3,091</td>
<td>3,420</td>
<td>3,203</td>
<td>3,007</td>
<td>2,804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each row shows a regression of variables with dummy treatments in the pretreatment period (fiscal year 2014). Their coefficients capture the mean difference of variables between the control group and each treatment. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. They were corrected by accountant cluster. Monetary variables figure in USD and percentage variables figures in proportions. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
Table 1.3. Differences between Treatments and Control Groups at the Accountant level.
Fiscal Year 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>notification</td>
<td>notification</td>
<td>notification</td>
<td>notification</td>
<td>notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># firms</td>
<td>0.1524</td>
<td>0.4844**</td>
<td>0.2654</td>
<td>0.0676</td>
<td>-0.1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1913)</td>
<td>(0.1913)</td>
<td>(0.1913)</td>
<td>(0.1913)</td>
<td>(0.1913)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.6825</td>
<td>0.9828*</td>
<td>0.8694</td>
<td>1.1125*</td>
<td>0.7054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.5152)</td>
<td>(0.5152)</td>
<td>(0.5152)</td>
<td>(0.5152)</td>
<td>(0.5153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of woman</td>
<td>-0.0061</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>-0.0081</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
<td>-0.0114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0211)</td>
<td>(0.0211)</td>
<td>(0.0211)</td>
<td>(0.0211)</td>
<td>(0.0211)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of married</td>
<td>-0.0061</td>
<td>-0.0394*</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
<td>-0.0242</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0224)</td>
<td>(0.0224)</td>
<td>(0.0224)</td>
<td>(0.0224)</td>
<td>(0.0224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of high</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>-0.0071</td>
<td>-0.0071</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
<td>-0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level instruction</td>
<td>(0.0116)</td>
<td>(0.0116)</td>
<td>(0.0116)</td>
<td>(0.0116)</td>
<td>(0.0116)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of accountants</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each row shows a regression of variables on dummy treatments in the pretreatment period (fiscal year 2014). Their coefficients capture the mean difference of variables between the control group and each treatment. Standard errors are in parenthesis. Age figures are in years, while percentage variables figure in proportions. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

The information of post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015) used for impact evaluation was collected until May 31, 2016. That is, around three months after sending notifications and around one month after the last taxpayer deadline. This date was defined in order to exclude as much as possible those firms that delay tax reporting (i.e. firms with postponing behavior) and for which the notification may have been possibly forgotten due to the long time since notification were sent. At this period, there are 14,700 firms clustered in 5,131 accountants that have filed their tax return of fiscal year 2015. It means an approximate 20% reduction from the original universe in the pretreatment period.

The postponing behavior weakens the impact of electronic notifications due to the temporal mitigation of the risk perception. The longer time the presentation of tax return, the wider is the gap between the notification sending date and the reporting date, and the less would be the risk perception and hence the impact on taxpayers. For example, Mcgraw et al. (1991) found that giving audio-visual information long time ago before tax reporting deadlines reduce its effect on tax returns.

For this reason, and in order to reveal significant effects, the cohort of post-treatment period was extracted until three months after sending notifications. Although this process reduces the size of the data, it does not generate attrition problems because of the circumstances explained more after (taxpayers delay their reporting not by consequence of notifications).
1.3.4 Validity factors

There are some non-negligible issues concerning internal and external validity of the experiment that should be considered before analyzing its results. When it comes to external validity, it is important to stress that the universe of the experiment is a non-random segment defined by the Ecuadorian tax administration (firms whose accountants exclusively work for microenterprises and keep the books of two or more taxpayers). Therefore, the empirical results shown further down cannot be extrapolated or generalized to the whole population of taxpayers. They must be used strictly to explain the behavior of the specified taxpayer segment. Nonetheless, it could be said that the results show an extreme case regarding firms’ responses in the small business sector because the selected firms exhibit a high-risk level for income tax fulfilment according to tax expert criteria.

In terms of internal validity, the randomness of treatments and the incorporation of a placebo intervention in the field design, allow for the estimation of a true causal effect of deterrent notifications on income tax reporting. As shown above, the treatments and control groups are statistically balanced as a result of the random selection. With no significant ex-ante difference between them, any ex-post difference can be attributed to the impact of notifications. So, the identification of causal effects in a firm’s tax reporting is possible by simply comparing groups in the post-treatment period. Moreover, the addition of a placebo allows for the observation of whether these effects are significantly produced by a higher risk perception on deterrent messages or by non-dissuasive notifications that could make taxpayers think they are being monitored.

It should also be noted that the country’s tax administration did not intervene the universe of the experiment by any enforcement policy after notifications were sent (on March 10, 2016) and before tax information was collected (May 31, 2016). This ensures that the estimated effects are exclusively attributed to the notifications. On the other hand, although external factors such as the deceleration of Ecuador’s economy and the earthquake that took place in 2016 could have influenced companies’ activities and therefore their tax returns, the randomness of the experiment guarantees that both the control group and the treatment groups were affected equally by these factors, thus generating no bias on estimations. Despite these advantages, there is one important issue that potentially threatens the internal validity of results: the experimental mortality or attrition due to postponing behavior of firms.
As mentioned before, about 20% of the original universe has not filed the tax return prior May 31, 2016, when data were downloaded for the post-treatment period.

Since notifications did not require accountants and taxpayers to provide additional information on their bookkeeping practices, neither required the fulfillment of any new tax obligation, it is reasonable to expect that taxpayers who did not report taxes before the deadline were motivated not to do so by external factors (rather than by the experiment itself).

In order to test this fact, a Probit model is estimated for the probability of reporting before May 31, 2016. As seen in table 1.4, the placebo treatment is the only one that significantly influences a firm’s postponing behavior while the other treatments have no impact. It means the proportion of firms that filed taxes until the post-treatment date were statistically equal between treatments and control groups, except for the placebo group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1. Acc. Placebo notification</td>
<td>0.0338**</td>
<td>(0.0149)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. Acc. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>(0.0206)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3. Acc. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
<td>(0.0153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>(0.0156)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5. Txp. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.0217</td>
<td>(0.0141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>18,465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the marginal effects of reporting in post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). All treatment variables are dummies. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. They were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

It is important to recall the placebo notification was the unique treatment that just provided information on tax reporting deadlines, so one would expect it influences on postponing
behavior more than others. The remaining notifications also had the same reminder at the beginning, however their content was more focused on dissuasive messages (years of imprisonment, number of taxpayers to whom accountants work with, common knowledge, etc.). Therefore, one would expect that these notifications persuade taxpayers/accountants to report taxes honestly rather than doing them on time.

1.3.5 Estimation strategy
The impact estimation of each treatment on declared taxes, revenues and costs was done through a simple regression model. Here, I used the midpoint relative change of tax reporting variables as outcome variable. This indicator has the advantage of enclosing the variable’s percentage rate within a bounded interval from -200% to 200%, thus diminishing the variance of estimators. Also, it can be calculated for variables with initial null values, and, among other properties, it is not sensitive to scale, symmetric and robust to outliers.

Under these considerations, the following lineal model was estimated:

\[ \Delta \% Y_{ij} = \alpha + \beta T_i + \theta X_i + e_{ij} \]

where \( \Delta \% Y_{ij} \) is the midpoint relative change of tax reporting variables declared by the firm \( i \) with the accountant \( j \), between fiscal years 2014 and 2015; \( T_i \) represents the vector of treatment variables according to treatments described above; \( X_i \) is the vector of covariables and \( e_{ij} \) is the error. \( \alpha, \beta, \theta \) are the coefficients of the model.

The treatment variables from T1 to T3 are dummies and indicate whether accountant \( j \) was notified. In contrast, the treatment variables T4 and T5 are continuous and represent the proportion of firms that were notified for each accountant \( j \). Since at least one firm is notified randomly in both treatments, these proportions are strictly positive and they approach to 1 as

---

18 The midpoint relative change measures the absolute difference between two values in terms on the mean of both. It is defined by:

\[ \Delta hY = h(y_1, y_0) = \frac{(y_1 - y_0)}{\bar{y}} \]

It is proved that (Tornqvist, Vartia, and Vartia 1985; Lorenzen 1990):

1. \( h(y_1, y_0) = 0 \) if \( y_1 = y_0 \)
2. \( h(y_1, y_0) > 0 \) if \( y_1 > y_0 \)
3. \( h(y_1, y_0) < 0 \) if \( y_1 < y_0 \)
4. \( h(y_1, y_0) = -h(y_0, y_1) \)
5. \( |h(y_1, y_0)| \leq 2 \forall y_1, y_0 \)
more firms are notified. This feature not only makes treatments T4 and T5 comparable to the others, but also has the advantage of introducing intensity to these interventions.\textsuperscript{19} It should be noted the variables T1 to T5 are independent and exogenous due to the randomness of the experiment.

The covariables $X_i$ were divided in three sets. firms’ characteristics (economy activity, region and company type), accountant’s characteristics (age, gender, civil status and instruction) and time variables (date until when tax return must be filed). All these variables were extracted from tax administration data base and were gradually incorporated in the regression model in order to check the robustness of the effect estimation.

In the statistical model described above, the effect of treatments is identified through the set of coefficients $\beta$. These coefficients quantify how high the relative change of tax reporting variables in treatments groups compare to the control group. Therefore, their estimation is the mainly interest of this paper.

Due to the experimental design used, it should be noted that observations in the model are independent between firms with different accountant and not among firms that have accountants in common. As such, estimations were corrected by using cluster-robust errors. This correction increases the probability of finding nonsignificant effects due to cluster characteristics (for example, a low cluster size and/or a high intra-cluster correlation), however it is consistent with accountant interventions made in the experiment.

\subsection*{1.4 Results}
\subsection*{1.4.1 Overall effects}

The effects of each treatment on declared total revenue, total cost and income tax are shown in tables 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7, respectively. In addition, the differences in effects between any pair of treatments are shown in the Appendix B.

\textsuperscript{19} For example, if an accountant keeps the books of five firms and only three of them was notified (either by T4 or T5), then the accountant practically gets the three fifths of the treatment that he would receive if all their firms were notified.
The more remarkable effects appeared on total revenue. Here, the accountant penalty (treatment T2), accountant risk (treatment T3) and parallel risk (treatment T4) notifications had a positive and statistically significant impact. The stronger effect was provided by parallel risk notification (treatment T4) which increased revenue at the 10% at 5% significance level. The accountant penalty notification (treatment T2) increased revenue by 8.4%, at 1% significance level (most significant). Finally, the accountant risk notification (treatment T3) increased revenue by approximately 5.2% with a lower significance level, 10%. The rest of the treatments had a positive effect but were statistically equal to zero (Table 1.5).

Table 1.5. Impact Estimation on Declared Total Revenue. Fiscal Year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spec. 1</th>
<th>Spec. 2</th>
<th>Spec. 3</th>
<th>Spec. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1. Acc. Placebo notification</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. Acc. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.081***</td>
<td>0.084***</td>
<td>0.082***</td>
<td>0.083***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.028)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3. Acc. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.052*</td>
<td>0.052*</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.101**</td>
<td>0.095**</td>
<td>0.098**</td>
<td>0.101**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5. Txp. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm's covariables</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountant's covariables</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time covariables</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>14,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each column shows a regression of total revenue relative change on treatments in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). The specifications spec. 1 to spec. 4 include gradually the covariable’s sets (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Treatments variables from T1 to T3 are dummy variable, while T4 and T5 are continuous variables. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. They were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
Interestingly, the fact that both accountants and taxpayers are notified by tax administration (treatment T4) increased more revenues than notifying exclusively accountants with a similar message (treatment T3), however this difference is not significant (see Appendix B.1). This shows a possible interaction between both parties when they are simultaneously contacted by tax administration in order to reduce the risk perception about notifications. This interaction is intensified not only by reciprocal awareness of the treatment (each party knows that the other was notified), but also by accountants’ private information shown in notifications (number of firms for which they work for). The fact that both know that the tax administration has private information (in this case about accountant business) can increase taxpayers’ risk perception because it could make them aware that the tax administration is strong and capable of obtaining any type of economic information for fiscal purposes.

It is also worth noting the penalty notification had a greater effect on accountants (treatment T2) than on taxpayers (treatment T5), however, as before, this difference is not significant (see Appendix B.1). This result makes sense because accountants are more risk-averse since they could work for several firms making their tax reporting. Hence, their legal liability is greater than a single taxpayer could have. This premise is analyzed in more detail latter on with interaction terms.20

When it comes to cost reporting, only accountant penalty notifications (treatment T2) had a significant impact. It increased the total cost by approximately 6.5% at the 5% significance level. The rest of the treatments had a positive effect but were statistically equal to zero (Table 1.6).

20 These results are consistent with the agency model made by Crocker and Slemrod (2005). As noted in literature review, the main factor that stress the effect of penalties on accountants is the information asymmetry regarding the accounting rules to reduce the tax payment. The privilege that accountants have when accessing this kind of information, and their legal liability on firms’ tax reporting (i.e. the possibility of being penalized), makes them more sensitive than taxpayers to any risk signal, such as, for example, a persuasive notification. In this sense, it is expected that firms’ income reporting improves more when accountants are notified rather than taxpayers themselves, or even more when both accountants and taxpayers are notified simultaneously with reciprocal knowledge.
Table 1.6. Impact Estimation on Declared Total Cost. Fiscal Year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec.</th>
<th>Spec. 1</th>
<th>Spec. 2</th>
<th>Spec. 3</th>
<th>Spec. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1. Acc. Placebo notification</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. Acc. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.070**</td>
<td>0.069**</td>
<td>0.065*</td>
<td>0.066**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3. Acc. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5. Txp. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm's covariables</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountant's covariables</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time covariables</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>14,700</td>
<td>14,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each column shows a regression of total cost relative change on treatments in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). The specifications spec. 1 to spec. 4 include gradually the covariable’s sets (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Treatments variables from T1 to T3 are dummy variable, while T4 and T5 are continuous variables. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. They were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Despite the possible theoretical contradiction, these results are not surprising because firms use cost mechanisms to reduce tax payments. If they increase the declared revenue as a response to tax notification, they could increase the declared cost in order to eliminate any tax increases.\(^\text{21}\) In the context of the present study, it is likely that an accountant uses this mechanism in lower-risk situations, when deterrent notifications are standard and have been known for a long time by taxpayers without any subsequent tax audit. This seems to happen with the accountant penalty notification (treatment T2), which had a similar format to other tax notifications implemented previously by the Ecuadorian tax administration. For the other

---

\(^{21}\) This behavior is similar to tax substitution found by Carrillo, Pomeranz, and Singhal (2017), but without third-party information.
treatments, cost overreporting is reduced due to their novelty, either through notifications that included some private information about accountants (treatment T3), through notifications that simultaneously contacted two parties of firms’ social capital (treatment T4), or through notifications that contacted taxpayers with same accountants (treatment T5).

All the patterns above explain the effects on declared income tax. As can be seen in Table 1.7, the parallel risk notification (treatment T4) is the unique treatment that had a significant positive impact as it increased the declared income tax by approximately 8.3% at the 5% significance level. But not only that, this effect was significantly greater than that obtained by notifying only accountants without knowledge of their taxpayers (treatment T3), as seen in Appendix B.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.7. Impact Estimation on Declared Income Tax. Fiscal Year 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1. Acc. Placebo notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. Acc. Penalty notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.025)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3. Acc. Risk notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5. Txp. Penalty notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm's covariables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountant's covariables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time covariables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each column shows a regression of income tax relative change on treatments in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015) The specifications spec. 1 to spec. 4 include gradually the covariable’s sets (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Treatments variables from T1 to T3 are dummy variable, while T4 and T5 are continuous variables. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. They were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
As noted before, the interaction between accountants and taxpayers, the reciprocal awareness of both parties, and the accountant’s private information are the main factors in this notification which reduced revenue underreporting and cost overreporting. As a result, a better tax return was generated.

It should be noted that the placebo treatment had no significance in all estimations shown in table 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. That means the results described above are directly related to the deterrent messages, not by the fact that taxpayers might think they are being monitored by tax administration when they are not. This evidence strengthens the reliability of estimations.

In summary, research findings present some interesting conclusions relating to firms’ tax behavior. On the one hand, between all notifications in the experiment, only parallel-risk notifications (treatment T4) had a statistically significant effect on income tax. As a matter of fact, these notifications produced a greater effect than risk notifications sent exclusively to accountants (treatment T3). This suggests that accountants and taxpayers interact on tax reporting and reach an agreement in order to reduce risk perception effectively.

On the other hand, penalty notifications on accountants (treatment T2) had the most significant effect on declared revenue. These notifications were even more effective at increasing declared revenue than notifications on taxpayers only (treatment T5), but with a non-significant difference. Despite that, these notifications did not produce a significant impact on income tax due to an overreporting cost mechanism that cancelled out the previous effect. This was likely due to electronic sending and the notification’s standard format used by tax administration that lessen the risk perception of taxpayers.

1.4.2 Interaction effects
In this section, only the heterogeneity of parallel risk notification’s impact (treatment T4) is analyzed. To do so, the treatment is interacted with characteristics of both, taxpayers and accountants.

Table 1.8 shows how the effect of parallel-risk notification (treatment T4) varies in relation to firm size, according to revenues and cost declared in fiscal year 2014. Here, results show that the higher the revenues and costs, the greater the effect on income tax, with a significant interaction terms at the 1% significance level. Due to the fact that the main effect of the
treatment is nonsignificant, it could be stated that these results are mainly driven by the size of the firm.

This evidence is consistent with the microeconomic theory of tax evasion, which supports that tax evasion is greater (as well as risk perception) when taxpayers’ incomes are higher. This means that any dissuasive policy would likely produce more effective tax changes for firms whose revenues and/or costs are higher.

Table 1.8. Interaction of Parallel Risk Notification (Treatment T4) by Firm’s Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction terms</th>
<th>Spec. 1</th>
<th>Spec. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4 x Log(Txp. Revenue)</td>
<td>0.022***</td>
<td>0.023***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0068)</td>
<td>(0.0063)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 x Log(Txp. Costs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.023***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0063)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Main Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spec. 1</th>
<th>Spec. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0326)</td>
<td>(0.0337)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log(Txp. Revenue)</td>
<td>-0.035***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0023)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log(Txp. Costs)</td>
<td>-0.025***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0022)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of observations 14,700 14,700

Note: Each column shows a regression of income tax relative change on treatments in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). Spec. 1 includes the interaction term for firm’s revenues and Spec. 2 includes the interaction term for firm’s costs. All covariable’s sets were included for estimation (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Table only shows estimations for treatment T4. Acc-Txp risk notification. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. They were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Table 1.9 displays impact estimations when the number of firms for which accountants work for or their age varies. As shown, the more taxpayers accountants keep books or the younger
they are, the greater the effect will be on income tax. Despite the expected signs, only the interaction term related with the number of firms is significant at the 10% level. In addition, as it occurred before, the main effect of the treatment is nonsignificant.

Table 1.9. Interaction of Parallel Risk Notification (Treatment T4) by Accountant’s Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction terms</th>
<th>Spec. 1</th>
<th>Spec. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4 x Log(Acc. #firms)</td>
<td>0.064*</td>
<td>(0.0357)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 x Acc. Age</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>(0.1146)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Main Effects

| T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification | -0.021  | 0.201  | (0.0690) | (0.4290) |
| Log(Acc. #firms)               | -0.007  | (0.0109)|
| Acc. Age                      | 0.096   | (0.2071)|

Number of observations 14.700 14.700

Note: Each column shows a regression of income tax relative change on treatments in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). Spec. 1 includes the interaction term for firm’s revenues and Spec. 2 includes the interaction term for firm’s costs. All covariable’s sets were included for estimation (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Table only shows estimations for treatment T4. Acc-Txp risk notification. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. They were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

These results make sense. It is expected that the effect of notifications on accountants is high when the number of taxpayers for whom they work for is important, as their responsibility in complying with tax obligations and their perception of risk increases. By contrast, the inverse effect regarding to accountant’s age may evidence their experience with carrying out legal or illegal practices for reducing tax liability, which would help to mitigate a company’s risk perception.
1.5 Conclusions

Tax evasion could be analyzed as a social economical phenomenon through which several parties interact in order to reduce tax payment. Here, accounts are key agents due to their privileged information on accounting rules and how to apply them, their liability in the fulfillment of tax obligations, the fact that they can work for several firms, and the possible compensation mechanisms to mitigate the risk of being detected.

Accountants has been empirically invisible party in the design of tax enforcement policies. Although there have been an increasing number of impact evaluations of deterrent policies on firm’s tax behavior, the effect of deterrence actions on accountants and their participation in tax evasion remains unknown beyond the theoretical implications of agency models.

This study has the first empirical evidence on the causal effect of deterrent notifications on accountants. Through an experiment conducted in Ecuador’s tax system, it was shown that simultaneous deterrent notifications on both accountants and taxpayers with reciprocal awareness (treatment T4) increase firms’ declared income tax by approximately 8.3% at the 5% significance level. This effect was the only significant one in the experiment, it was even significantly higher than effect caused by the notifications focused on accountants only (treatment T3). Moreover, it was shown that penalty notifications on accountants (treatment T2) increased firms’ declared revenue by 8.4% at the 1% significance level. This effect was even higher than effect caused by the penalty notifications focused on taxpayers only (treatment T5), but with a non-significant difference. It should be noted that despite the fact that penalty notifications on accountants was more effective in firms’ declared revenue, they did not generate a significant impact on declared income tax.

These results suggest that accountants have an active role in a firm’s tax reporting. One the one hand, there is evidence of interaction between the accountant and taxpayer when both are notified, which increases the perceived risk by firms and stimulates a better tax reporting. On the other hand, there is a cost mechanism through which accountants apparently cancel the effect of notifications. Even though firms increase the declared revenue when their accountants are notified, they seem to overreport costs in order to have less tax payment.

The systemic relationship between accountants and taxpayers, and the evasion mechanisms by cost overreporting are innovative clues to understand accountants’ behavior in a firm’s tax
reporting and to design better tax enforcement policies. It is recommended to extend this kind of analysis to other parties that are involved in the social capital of the firm, such as suppliers, owner’s familiars or shareholders, and evaluate their reaction to tax monitoring.
Chapter 2
Productivity Shocks Diffusion in Firms Networks with Imperfect Competition and Bankruptcy*

2.1 Introduction

Many theoretical and empirical studies use the concept of production network or network of firms to analyze the propagation of microeconomic shocks in an economy and their effect on macroeconomic aggregates (Carvalho 2010; Acemoglu et al. 2012; Stella 2015; Acemoglu et al. 2016; Carvalho et al. 2016; Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi 2017).

The contributions on this field assume markets with perfect competition where identical firms act as price takers in Walrasian equilibrium setting. Among other things, this assumption implies that the main mechanism of shock transmission (for example, a negative shock on the productivity of a group of firms) is changes on the price of the inputs these firms produce, and their subsequent substitution by other inputs (usually a partial substitution). In spite of the unquestionable importance of this mechanism in the diffusion of the shock, its effect tends to diminish or lessen as the “shock wave” expands on the production network, since inputs (affected by the shock) are only a part of each firms’ costs.

Assuming the shock is negative, there is another important effect on the economy, namely the possibility of firm exit. In a Walrasian equilibrium setting, perfect competition between input producing firms implies that if one firm exits the market, its production share will be taken up by the remaining firms and consequently, there would be a shift in the demand for inputs and labor. Moreover, if the production function of these firms is homogenous of degree one, their exit from the market won’t even give rise to a change in prices. However, in the presence of a negative shock, a recurring

* This research was co-authored by Wilson Pérez, Phd. I thank Victor Aguiar, Carlos Uribe and Felipe Brugués for helpful comments and discussions.

This research was carried out using the research computing facilities and/or advisory services offered by Scientific Computing Laboratory of the Research Center on Mathematical Modelling: MODEMAT, Escuela Politecnica Nacional - Quito.
concern for policy makers and in general for economic agents is the possibility of firm bankruptcy and a subsequent decrease in employment and production. Is this a valid concern? According to the Walrasian model, it is not.

The present work studies the propagation of a productivity shock in production networks characterized by imperfect competition with the possibility of firm exit. To do so, an economic model based on a network is built, where nodes represent firms and edges represent input supply from one firm to another. It is a weighted, directed, and random (as shall be explained later) network. The modelled economy also includes a representative household which has a two-fold relationship with the firms: as labor provider and purchaser of final goods. The economy is assumed to be closed.

The firms are characterized by: (1) a production function which, in principle, may represent any production set that fulfills the properties of free disposal, no free lunch, a closed production set and the possibility of inaction. 22 (2) An evaluation function that represents the firm’s weighing between the variation in its expected utility (derived from hiring one input producing firm over another) and the variation in the risk this decision entails. The input-buying firm’s evaluation of this trade-off between a higher expected utility and a higher risk is a consideration we add to the problem of expected utility maximization; the perceived risk of contract failure related to each potential input supplier and the cost involved for the buying firm. This way, due to previous contact between suppliers and the buying firm, for regular suppliers both variables are perceived as lower compared to new suppliers; consequently, in order to be competitive, the latter must reduce their prices.

As will be seen in section 3.1, due to characteristics (2) and (3), the firm assigns a probability (which can be zero or one) to the decision of hiring a specific supplier; in other words, in this approach the decision is random. This makes it possible to model different degrees of competitiveness in the specific market a buying firm faces when searching for a specific input. Hence, a buying firm’s perception of a very high risk when hiring a supplier different from its usual supplier would lead to the usual supplier

22 However, the demonstration of the existence of equilibrium in the model here presented is carried out for a Leontief technology in every one of the inputs, including labor. See Appendix E.
to behave like a monopolist when facing this buying firm. This could happen when the buying firm requires an input with very specific characteristics, when product quality is very hard to know *ex ante*, and/or when a mistake in the details, time or place of delivery are very possible. On the other hand, if the input has standard characteristics which can be easily verified *ex ante* and the costs of failures in the input provision are low, we would be dealing with a competitive market for this particular input, which is why the supplier would behave as a price accepting firm.

Built this way, the economy is a probabilistic space where a unitary event represents a subgraph in a production network in which nodes represent firms that have not gone bankrupt (see below for the probability of firm exit or bankruptcy) and the edges are the input provision contracts between one firm and another (this includes prices and quantities) which have been effectively assigned. The probability of this single event depends on characteristics (1), (2) and (3) of the nodes (see above) and on the prices that each input supplier sets for its output.

In this model, the sequence of events is as follows: the firms that produce intermediate goods (inputs) set the selling prices that maximize their expected benefits taking into account that these prices impact the probability of being assigned (or not) the input provision contract and considering the demand function of their potential buyers. We assume that each firm produces only one intermediate good. When making this decision, each firm assumes all other firms’ prices as given, so the first equilibrium in the economy is a Nash equilibrium. In this equilibrium, each firm sets the prices that maximize its expected benefits, given the prices set by the rest of the firms. Additionally, the market for final goods is a perfect competition market and therefore, firms are price takers. Lastly, the representative household maximizes its expected utility by means of its demand for final goods and labor supply.

Given technologies and potential suppliers (with their risk related characteristics) for each buying firm, prices fixed previously through the Nash equilibrium determine the probability in the probabilistic space of the production network. In this space, for each event realization, wages are endogenous, and each firm decides the quantity of labor and inputs it will hire and purchase, such that total market supply equals the market demand in each market. This is what we refer to as General Market Equilibrium (GME),
that is, the set of prices that constitute a Nash equilibrium \textit{ex ante}, and of quantities and wages that guarantee the \textit{ex post} equilibrium between supply and demand.

In this model, firm exit or bankruptcy is also a random event. Hence, the probability of a firm going bankrupt is greater the higher the number of periods in which the firm obtained negative results. This fact is incorporated into the model through a stochastic process in which each time period is determined by the GME of the firms that have survived until that moment.

In this model, a negative shock in a firm’s productivity could have the following effects. First, the affected firm would have to increase its prices, since producing its output becomes more costly. This allows its competitors a margin to increase their prices, despite not having suffered from the shock’s impact. Second, confronted with its price increases, the probabilities of the affected firm being hired by its potential buyers would decrease, which in turn would affect the firms linked to it. Therefore, its downstream buyers would have to face higher prices for this input, and subsequently, withstand an increase in their prices and a reduction in the probabilities of being hired. Third, having lost a buyer, the affected firm’s upstream regular suppliers may expect a reduction in their sales and must reduce their prices in search for higher chances of gaining other contracts; both factors reduce their profits. If these negative effects are large enough to give rise to more firm exits in the production network, the process repeats itself, being one of the mechanisms of propagation of the initial shock. To evaluate these effects, numeric simulations of the theoretical model over a simple network production are carried out.

The present work relates to various theoretical studies on the propagation of microeconomic shocks in production networks. In particular, this study contributes to the discussion that is developed in the work of Acemoglu et al. (2012), on cascade effects and microeconomic fluctuations in competitive markets. Acemoglu analyzes the propagation of microeconomic shocks through a general equilibrium model with a representative household and various economic sectors. Here, sectors are price takers and use Cobb-Douglas technologies with constant returns to scale. These technologies generate zero profits and linear input costs for each sector. Its main results show that a productivity shock that affects a specific sector may propagate downstream to the rest of
sectors in the economy (i.e. from buyer to buyer), depending on each sector’s degree of participation as input providers in the network. Many research papers on the diffusion shocks in economic networks adopt this theoretical approach (Carvalho and Gabaix 2013; Stella 2015; Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi 2016; Carvalho et al. 2016; Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi 2017; Atalay 2017).

The approach used in the present work is more closely related to the work of Baqaee (2016) on cascade effects in economies with market failures. Baqaee analyzes the propagation of microeconomic shocks on production networks with non-competitive markets, and firm entry and exit. To do so, they develop a model of price setting in which market price is dependent on the profit margin and the number of firms in each sector. In this model, there exists no price discrimination between demanding sectors and the assumption of a representative firm with constant returns to scale is upheld. The model’s results show that a productivity shock may generate simultaneous upstream and downstream cascade effects, multiplying the impact on the network beyond cases with perfect competition. This work is one of the first ones in discussing market failures on the propagation of shocks in production networks; nevertheless, some assumptions from the perfect competition framework remain (for example, zero profits and no price discrimination) which relax the production network’s behavior and the shock transmission. Similarly, eventhough this work considers product differentiation as the main reason for firm exit from the industry (and therefore, for firm bankruptcy), its inclusion in the model is dimmed by the homogeneity of the economic sectors.

Our research also contributes to the construction of new methods for modeling choice under risk. In the conventional risk aversion model, the agent seeks to maximize the value of its expected utility. This way, the agent’s preferences regarding the risk involved in each presented option are represented through the curvature in the utility function (i.e. the absolute degree of risk aversion). However, the solution to this problem is a corner solution, meaning it assigns 100% probability to the option that generates the largest expected utility. In this sense, it is a deterministic solution to a random problem. Additionally, as stated by Donoghue and Somerville (2018), the conventional risk aversion model discards preferences which are seemingly plausible due to a calibration problem when dealing with options that have different returns (e.g., the model does not allow the agents to exhibit a high risk aversion when there are
options with low and moderate returns at the same time). Notice that even though a project may be much riskier that another project, the former may be chosen because its expected utility is slightly higher than that of any other alternative. Our work puts forward a design where the agent evaluates each project by how much additional expected utility can be derived from choosing it, versus the project’s implicit risk. In this sense, the potential increases in the expected utility are weighted against a worst-case scenario situation.

The rest of the document is organized in the following way. The second section briefly reviews the theoretical contributions in the analysis of the diffusion of microeconomic shocks. The third section summarizes the fundamentals of the problem of probabilistic choice, the behavior of each one of the agents in the production network, the formulation of the General Market Equilibrium (GME) approach and firm bankruptcy in the model. The fourth section carries out a simulation exercise based on a production network that is not real and analyzes how productivity shocks are propagated in the productive system. Finally, the fifth section presents the study’s conclusions.

2.2 Literature review. The theory of the diffusion of microeconomic shocks in production networks

The application of networks in economics is wide. There exist various works in areas like experimental economics, the formation of strategic networks, information and learning diffusion, the labor market, social interrelations and development, negotiation and market power, international commerce and international networks, systemic risk and finance, among others (Jackson 2014). At present, a prominent field of research is the analysis of microeconomic shock diffusion in a production network. Here, one of the main objectives has been to analyze the validity of Lucas’ argument on the formation of economic cycles. This argument, also known as the law of large numbers or the argument of diversification, states that microeconomic shocks generate non-significant effects on the variations in macroeconomic aggregates, since these shocks “average out” and become negligible when the number of firms in an economy is large.

---

(Lucas 1977). Consequently, the likelihood of the emergence of significant fluctuations on macroeconomic aggregates as a result of microeconomic shocks is small.

In this field, diverse works on production networks stand out. From a theoretical standpoint, the following studies can be found: Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi. (2010), Carvalho (2010), Acemoglu et al. (2012), Jones (2013), Carvalho et al. (2016), Bigio and La’O (2016), Grassi (2017), Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2017), D. R. Baqae (2018) y D. R. Baqae and Farhi (2019). The main objective of this work is to determine the conditions under which a microeconomic shock on the production network can generate downstream and upstream effects, by using a general equilibrium model. These studies will be described in what remains of this section.

Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi. (2010) analyze the relationship that exists between the production network’s structure and the volatility of macroeconomic aggregates, using a static version of the equilibrium model proposed by Long and Plosser (1983). This model considers a representative household and various economic sectors. On the one hand, household preferences are assumed to be Cobb-Douglas. On the other hand, economic sectors use Cobb-Douglas production functions with constant returns to scale. Under these assumptions the authors demonstrate that idiosyncratic shocks at the sectoral level can generate downstream cascade effects. In other words, these shocks can be transmitted to the buyers of affected sectors, in turn to their buyers, and so on. This phenomenon takes place in networks for which the degree of nodes’ distribution fulfills the power law. Specifically, these networks present two important characteristics for the diffusion of shocks. First, there are sectors with a large

---


25 A downstream effect refers to a shock diffused from a firm or sector to its buyers, their buyers’ buyers and so on. On the contrary, an upstream effect refers to a shock spread from a firm or sector to its suppliers, their suppliers’ suppliers and so on.

26 The Long and Plosser model (1983) is the methodological basis for most analysis of the diffusion of microeconomic shocks in a productive network.

27 This distribution is characterized for being strongly biased to the right, in other words, there exists a small number of nodes in the network that have a high number of close neighbors. Several empirical studies show that various economic networks present this structural regularity. See Jackson (2008)
number of buyers in the economy (first order interrelations); and second, there are highly central sectors in the production network which have common suppliers (superior degree interrelations). According to the authors, the latter is essential in explaining the aggregate volatility in the economy, since any negative shock that affects the suppliers will decrease their buyers’ demand, which will multiply the effect onto the rest of sectors, due to their high centrality in the network.

Carvalho (2010) shows how idiosyncratic shocks in the economic sectors can generate fluctuations in the macroeconomic aggregates. To do so, he uses a general equilibrium model with a representative household and various sectors with Cobb-Douglas technologies and preferences. It is assumed that households have a preference for leisure, which is why labor supply is endogenous. Based on this model, the author finds that sectoral shocks may propagate in the economic system and impact macroeconomic aggregates. This outcome occurs in production networks where demand is not very diversified and a reduced group of sectors concentrate supply. It is shocks in sectors with these characteristics which are multiplied rapidly in the production network and which widen fluctuations in the macroeconomic aggregates. This result is similar to the one arrived at by Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2010) but for networks structured differently (for example, star-shaped networks and complete graphs).

Acemoglu et al. (2012) is possibly one of the main references for the analysis of microeconomic shocks and macroeconomic fluctuations in production networks. Based on the model postulated by Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2010), the authors demonstrate that idiosyncratic shocks at the sectoral level may propagate and multiply in the network through the intersectoral relations of the productive system, generating non-negligible fluctuations in the macroeconomic aggregates. This propagation can be explained not only by the characterization of firms as direct suppliers, but also as indirect suppliers in the network’s different linkages (the authors measure this aspect using the eigenvector centrality\textsuperscript{28}). These higher order interrelations open the possibility of downstream cascade effects through which shocks are transmitted from buyer to buyer in the network. This way, the authors report two important findings for

\textsuperscript{28} Specially, the higher the eigenvector centrality, the greater the likelihood that a highly central industry is related to other industries that are also highly central.
production networks with degree distributions that fulfill the power law. First, shocks on suppliers with a more central role in the network (i.e. a large number of direct and indirect buyers) have a higher impact on the volatility of macroeconomic aggregates. Second, the more heterogeneous the economic sectors’ role as input suppliers is, the larger the effect of these shocks.  

Jones (2013) examines the production network as a transmission and amplification channel of shocks generated by an inadequate resource allocation within firms. With this purpose in mind, he develops an equilibrium model for an open economy with a representative household and various economic sectors that exhibit Cobb-Douglas preferences and technologies, respectively. Within their production processes each sector employs capital, labor, and intermediate domestic and imported goods, and is dependent on the rest of the sectors’ economic activity through input-supply relationships. With this model Jones finds that firm distortions (resulting from taxes, regulations, preferential credit rates) alter resource allocation and decrease the economy’s total income. This effect depends on how important locally produced inputs are for economic sectors and how different these distortions turn out to be between sectors.

Carvalho et al. (2016) examine intersectoral relationships in the production network as a mechanism for the diffusion of microeconomic shocks, both downstream and upstream. Different from other research studies, their work is based on a general equilibrium model that involves competitive firms which use CES technologies. Based on this

---

29 Gabaix (2011) finds a similar result when the firm size distribution fulfills the power law, without considering intersectoral relations in the network. This author demonstrates that as firm size becomes more heterogeneous (i.e. distribution tails are heavier), idiosyncratic shocks at the firm level are more likely to generate macroeconomic fluctuations. An introduction to the establishment of power laws in economics is carried out by Gabaix (2016).

30 Carvalho (2014) shows the importance and scope of Acemoglu’s results in the analysis of aggregate volatility, using data from the United States’ production network. According to Carvalho, this network can be characterized as a small world (i.e. low network’s diameter, low average distance), where economic sectors are found a few input-supply transactions from each other. This network is also characterized by a high heterogeneity in input provision (i.e. the power law holds in the degrees’ distribution) and highly central economic sectors. These properties explain the dynamics of two interesting phenomena. First, the proximity between different economic sectors is highly correlated with the comovements of their economic activity. The closer they are, the higher is the probability that their activity occurs jointly. Second, the activity of the most central sectors in the US’ production network is highly correlated with GDP growth. The latter suggests that sectors that are more central are an important source of aggregate fluctuations, since they enable the synchronization of the remaining sectors’ activity in the network.
model, the authors report different findings which are dependent on the elasticity between intermediate consumption and labor demand. First, if a firm experiences a negative shock, production in all downstream firms decreases. This effect is intensified the higher the elasticity of substitution between inputs and labor. Second, if a firm experiences a negative shock, then production in all upstream firms decreases as well, but only when the elasticity is above 1 (otherwise, it increases). Third, both downstream and upstream effects on a firm in the production network decrease in magnitude the farther the firm is located from the firm that received the negative shock.31

Bigio and La’O (2016) study the diffusion of sectoral shocks which are financial in nature, and their effect on labor and the economy’s total income. To this end, they use the multisectoral model by Acemoglu et al. (2012) and assume a representative household whose preferences include leisure and firms have technologies with decreasing returns to scale. Based on this model, they incorporate financial restrictions on the use of capital so that firms commit a fixed portion of their revenue for the acquisition of labor and capital goods within their production process. According to Bigio and La’O, this form of financing generates a gap between the firm’s marginal revenue and cost which can be attributed to a rate of interest on the working capital. The model’s results show that financial distortions may lead to an inefficient use of production factors and therefore, a reduction in the economy’s total productivity. This effect is subject to which firm is affected by these distortions and how the production network’s structure propagates them. Additionally, they demonstrate that these distortions preclude the satisfaction of Hulten’s theorem32, which usually holds in studies that analyze the diffusion of shocks in production networks in perfect markets.

Grassi (2017) also contributes to microeconomic level analyses of aggregate fluctuations and focuses on three aspects: firm size, the industrial organization of sectors and the production network that links them. For this, he builds an equilibrium

31 Carvalho et al. (2016) use this model to quantify the direct and indirect effects following the 2011 earthquake in Japan. Specially, they found that the diffusion of the earthquake’s effect was stronger on downstream firms in the production network and that this effect lessened as the length of the production linkages increased. Boehm, Flaaken, and Pandalai-Nayar (2019) carry out an analysis along the same line to measure the effect of the earthquake in Japan.

32 Hulten’s theorem states that total factor productivity growth can be explained by adding up sectorial shocks, weighted by the contribution of each sectors’ sales to the economy.
Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi (2017) analyze the possibility of the emergence of strong fluctuations in macroeconomic aggregates (which they refer to as “macroeconomic tail risks”), using the general equilibrium model proposed by Acemoglu, Ozdaglar, and Tahbaz-Salehi. (2010). Based on this model, the authors report two main findings. First, the idiosyncratic shocks must follow a probability distribution with heavier tails than that of the normal distribution (e.g. the exponential tail distribution) for them to generate strong macroeconomic deviations and give rise to a crisis. Second, there needs to be enough heterogeneity in the size of the economic sectors so that the microeconomic shocks do not disappear following the aggregation process and so that they may generate a strong variation at the macroeconomic level. As a side effect, the authors observe that large deviations in the macroeconomic aggregates are accompanied by substantial and simultaneous variations in a wide range of industries, especially when intersectoral relationships in the production network are dense.

D. R. Baqae (2018) examines how shocks at the sectoral level are diffused in the production network with non-competitive markets and external scale economies generated by firm entry and exit. His analysis uses an equilibrium model that includes a representative household and a continuum of homogeneous firms which belong to
different industries, each using CES preferences and technologies, respectively. Here, firms set the selling price of the good they offer (without price discrimination) so that they attain a predetermined level of profit margins. The model’s equilibrium is subject to the number of firms that participate in the industry, which is assumed to grow as product differentiation increases. According to this model, Baqaee finds that a productivity shock on an economic sector accentuates fluctuations in the macroeconomic aggregates since these shocks produce changes on prices, profits and consequently, on the number of firms that participate in each sector. The author demonstrates that the diffusion of this shock in the production network depends on the industry’s role as an input supplier and buyer in the production network, and on the market structure as well. Specifically, he shows that these shocks may generate not only downstream cascade effects in the production network, but upstream cascade effect as well, when markets are non-competitive, and elasticities of substitution are different from one (i.e. technological specifications are different from Cobb-Douglas).

Finally, Baqaee and Farhi (2019) examine the diffusion of microeconomic shocks and their impact at the macroeconomic level, as a non-linear extension of Hulten’s theorem. The authors use a simple equilibrium model with one representative household and various production sectors in competitive markets. Different from other models developed in this field of study, the production sectors use technologies with constant elasticities of substitution for every pair of inputs. Within this framework, the authors find that trade relations in the production network are not the only key factors in the amplification of negative microeconomic shocks and the mitigation of distortions caused by positive shocks; nonlinearities that stem from the elasticities of substitution (and returns to scale and factor reallocation as well) are also crucial. Specially, it is demonstrated that nonlinearities create second order effects that are non-negligible for the macroeconomic aggregates, which is why the economic growth’s variance may be larger than that obtained when using Cobb-Douglas technologies. But in addition, the economic growth’s distribution is biased to the left, with heavier tails, even when microeconomic shocks have a symmetric and mesokurtic distribution.

The studies referenced previously exhibit a common theoretical finding: the production network constitutes a key economic mechanism to understand how microeconomic
shocks are propagated in the economic system and generate nontrivial fluctuations in the macroeconomic aggregates.

As can be seen from the literature, this result has a strong theoretical foundation in the development of general equilibrium Walrasian models (with the exception Grassi (2017) and D. R. Baqae (2018)). In assuming perfect competition, this type of models overlook an important market failure that characterizes the productive systems in reality: price setting. In general terms, academic works on the diffusion of economic shocks in production networks consider price-taking firms, irrespective of the network’s topology. Here, the mechanism that determines selling prices is always the equilibrium, regardless of the extent of a firm’s intermediation and its participation in the productive network. These assumptions limit the possibility of studying oligopoly situations in which firms interact during price formation, considering each firm’s linkages and the level of rivalry present in their industry. These deviations from the perfect markets assumption may accentuate the effect of any shock in the network (depending on the size of the industry) and impact other key economic variables. For example, a productivity shock that affects a large industry may generate not only an output reduction in its surrounding firms, but also, an inflationary cascade effect due to the increase in its marginal cost. Other market failures also deserve attention like, for example, disequilibrium and incomplete markets.

Another distinctive aspect of equilibrium models in the study of the propagation of microeconomic shocks is the type of technology used to describe the economic sectors’ production process. Here, studies generally assume a production function with a Cobb-Douglas specification and constant returns to scale. As it is known, demand functions that maximize profits under this technological restriction are lineal in nominal terms, meaning, input expenditure is a fixed share of the revenue generated by a sector. This characteristic may weaken the diffusion of economic shocks in the production network and reduce variations in macroeconomic fluctuations. For example, when considering more complex technologies, with elasticities of substitution different from one, sunk

---

33 One of the traditional results of industrial organization theory states that as the number of firms within an oligopoly rises, the prices that firms set converge to the Walrasian equilibrium price (Cournot model). This property is based on homogeneous industries where there are no entry barriers, which is why it is expected that the analysis of the diffusion of microeconomic shocks under the assumption of competitive markets constitutes a valid approach only for these situations.
costs and increasing or diminishing returns to scale, or with the possibility of inaction, one of the shocks may propagate in a different way (downstream or upstream) or in an accelerated manner. A sample of that can be found in the results reported by Carvalho et al. (2016), Grassi (2017) and Baqae and Farhi (2019), when they assume CES type production functions.

A critical aspect that is absent from the analysis of the economic shock diffusion is firm bankruptcy. In general, firm bankruptcy as a phenomenon is omitted from the analysis of shock diffusion because of the representative firm assumption that is included in general equilibrium models. This assumption leads to the dismissal of differences in firms’ technology, and as such, the possibility of identifying those firms that may exit the industry due to circumstances inherent to their economic activity. Consequently, the supply functions of equilibrium models usually adopt a smooth and continuous form (i.e. well-behaved functions), therefore precluding the emergence of any drastic change in the economic flows. This fact suppresses an important source of variation in the determination of macroeconomic aggregates, and of course, in the way in which shocks are propagated in the production network. For example, if a shock is sufficiently strong to cause a large firm goes bankrupt, this will be followed by a significant change in the supply curve, which, depending on the linkages of the impacted firm, will be diffused among suppliers and buyers in the network, and possibly endanger their permanence in the economy. In other words, an economic shock may trigger a systemic bankruptcy process (downstream or upstream) in the network and generate sizable fluctuations in the macroeconomic aggregates. D. R. Baqae (2018) makes some contributions to the study of how firm entry and exit predetermine the impact of these shocks; however, like the other studies, his analysis is carried out at the sectorial level with a continuum of homogeneous firms.

Because of interrelations in the production network and firm heterogeneity, it is advisable to study a firm’s bankruptcy using a random approach, which goes beyond the deterministic approach with which this phenomenon has been generally theorized.34

---

34 In the literature, entry and exit decisions have been analyzed essentially using a deterministic choice approach, following guidelines established by Marshallian rules (i.e. the decision to produce depends on whether the value of revenue exceeds certain determined thresholds). There exists a wide range of works that analyze these decisions in a partial equilibrium context, considering uncertainty in the short run,
Incorporating the assumption of firm bankruptcy as a random event brings about two advantages for the economic analysis. First, it makes it possible to address the high complexity and unpredictability of the productive system when it is comprised by a large number of firms that act in a simultaneous and interdependent manner in a production network. Second, the random approach enables the consideration of non-observable factors within a firm (circumstances that are political, organizational or institutional in nature) which condition its economic activity and its potential exit from the market.

Finally, the theoretical analysis of the diffusion of economic shocks has centered its attention on exogeneous production networks, in other words, networks with input-supply relations that do not dependent on firm behavior neither market prices. This assumption severely limits the propagation of shocks in a network, since it discards another important source of variability in the fluctuations of macroeconomic aggregates: the endogenous formation of market transactions. As such, the propagation of a shock not only depends on the degree of the firms’ interrelations in the production network, but also on the circumstances under which the input-supply relations arise in the production network. A shock may diffuse and multiply in the network to the extent to which those interrelations are strong enough in the face of the market pressures, and of course, the strategies adopted by other firms in the production network. Additionally, the propagation of shocks in the network will grow in complexity depending on how these relationships are formed (that is to say, if they are deterministic or stochastic) and depending on the variables that explain this formation (e.g. prices, information asymmetry, rivalry, organization, etc.).

2.3 Model

In this section we develop a model for the analysis of a production network with imperfect competition and firm bankruptcy. The economic system is comprised by a representative household $h$ and firms $J = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ both of which transact in the market for goods $I = \{1, 2, \ldots, M\}$ and the labor market $l$. It is assumed that $N > M$.

investment and market structure. Some known examples include the work of Sandmo (1971), Dixit (1989), Lambrecht (2001) and Kwon (2010)
The production network is defined by a directed graph \( R = (V, \Gamma) \), where \( V = J \cup \{h\} \) are the nodes that denote the set of firms \( J \) and the representative household \( h \), and \( \Gamma \subset V \times V \) are the edges that represent the buying-selling transactions that agents carry out in the goods market \( I \) and the labor market \( l \). It is worth noticing that this is a potential network, meaning it comprises all possible buying-selling transactions between the firms.

Each firm \( j \in J \) produces only one good, denoted by the set \( a(j) \), and demands a set of inputs which are denoted by the set \( b(j) \). Undoubtedly, \( a(j) \subset I, |a(j)| = 1 \) and \( b(j) \subset I \cup \{l\} \). It is assumed that firms do not use their own produced goods as inputs in their production processes and that they always require labor (i.e. \( a(j) \cap b(j) = \emptyset, l \in b(j) \)). The firms’ technology assumes free disposal, no free lunch, a closed set and includes the possibility of inaction. On the other hand, the representative household \( h \) supplies labor \( a(h) = \{l\} \) and demands a set of goods \( b(h) \subset I, b(h) \neq \emptyset \). Household preferences are assumed to be rational, continuous, locally non-satisfied and strictly convex.\(^{35}\)

Correspondences between \( a(j) \) and \( b(j) \) are defined in such a way so that all goods have at least one supplier and one buyer.

\[
\forall i \in I \cup \{l\}, \exists j, j' \in V, j \neq j' \mid \{i\} = a(j) \land i \in b(j')
\]

These correspondences assume that firms are exclusively dedicated to the production of one type of good, be this an intermediate or final good, but not both. In formal terms, let \( I^m = I \setminus b(h) \) be the set of intermediate consumption goods with \( M^m \) cardinality, and \( I^o = b(h) \) the set of final consumption goods with \( M^o \) cardinality. Likewise, let \( J^m = \{j \in J \mid a(j) \subset I^m \} \) be the set of firms that produce intermediate goods with \( N^m \) cardinality, and \( J^o = \{j \in J \mid a(j) \subset I^o \} \) the set of firms that produce final goods with cardinality \( N^o \). This way, the following proposition holds:

\[
J^m \cap J^o = \emptyset, J^m \cup J^o = J
\]

\(^{35}\) For the simulations’ purposes, technologies and preferences are represented by CES functions.
Let \( c(k, i) \) be the set of potential suppliers of the intermediate good \( i \in b(k) \setminus \{l\} \) for the firm \( k \in J \). This set, for every firm and for every input different from labor is assumed to be comprised by two potential suppliers \( c(k, i) = \{j, \bar{j}\} \), where \( j \) is the regular supplier, meaning, the firm that usually trade with buyer \( k \); and \( \bar{j} \) is the rival supplier, in other words, the firm that has never before engaged in a transaction with the buyer \( k \) but which tries to replace supplier \( j \).

In formal terms, the following condition must hold for the set \( c(k, i) \):

\[
\forall k \in J, \forall i \in b(k), \exists c(k, i) = \{j, \bar{j}\} \subset J^m, j \neq \bar{j} \mid a(j) = a(\bar{j}) = \{i\}
\]

The correspondences between \( a(j), b(j), c(k, i) \) make it possible to define the structure of the production network. Here, the edge \((j, k)\) is part of the network \( R = (V, \Gamma) \) in any of the following cases: the representative household \( h \) supplies labor to the firms \( k \in J \); firm \( j \in J \) produces a final consumption good for the representative household \( h = \bar{h} \); or, firm \( j \) is a supplier (regular or rival) for the firm \( k \). These conditions may be expressed in the following way:

\[
\forall j \in J, \quad a(h) \cap b(j) \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (h, j) \in \Gamma
\]
\[
\forall j \in J, \quad a(j) \cap b(h) \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (j, h) \in \Gamma
\]
\[
\forall j, k \in J, j \neq k \exists i \in b(k) \mid j \in c(k, i) \Rightarrow (j, k) \in \Gamma
\]

In this network, firm behavior as input buyers is modelled using a probabilistic choice approach. Each firm \( k \in J \) assigns a probability \( \psi_{jk} \) to the event of successfully assigning a contract for the provision of good \( i \) to supplier \( j \in c(k, i) \). This behavior stems from the buyer’s lack of information with respect to its suppliers (regarding aspects such as the quality of the product they offer, delivery times, specific and required input characteristics, etc.), and the trade-off between expected profits and the risk faced by the buyer.

Here, transactions with the regular supplier \( j \) generate a lower risk for buyer \( k \), since the recurring relationship with this supplier has enabled the buyer to eliminate some sources of risk (for example, adapting its productive processes to the characteristics of the regular supplier). On the other hand, transactions with the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \) are riskier, essentially because of the lack of information. In this sense, to be competitive, the rival supplier must offer a sufficiently low price so that buyer \( k \)’s expected profit is higher than that offered by the regular supplier.
Therefore, the probabilities $\psi_{jk}$ depend on the selling prices set by input suppliers in the production network. Let $p^{m} = (p^{m}_{jk}) \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{N} \times \mathbb{R}_{+}^{N}$, the prices set by intermediate good firms, where $p^{m}_{jk}$ is the price offered by supplier $j$ to firm $k$, when $j \in c(k,i), a(j) = \{i\}$. Then, the probability $\psi_{jk}$ of buyer $k$ transacting with its usual supplier is determined by the price this supplier offers, $p^{m}_{jk}$, and the price offered by its rival, $p^{m}_{\bar{j}k}$:

$$\forall k \in J, \forall i \in b(k), \quad \psi_{jk} = \psi_{jk}(p^{m}_{jk}, p^{m}_{\bar{j}k}) \quad j, \bar{j} \in c(k,i)$$

These functions can be used to define the probabilistic space $(\Omega, \Psi)$, where $\Omega = \{\omega = (V, \Gamma) \mid \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma \}$ is the set of realizations in the production network $R = (V, \Gamma)$. Here, the edges $(j, k) \in \Gamma$ if firm $k$ effectively assigns the input provision contract to firm $j$. On the other hand, $\Psi(\omega \mid p^{m})$ is the probability of the realization of $\omega \in \Omega$, given prices $p^{m}$ and considering risks as given.

The set of realizations $\Omega$ assumes that every firm may offer its produced good to one or more buyers (or to none), and that it may demand any input from only one supplier. Formally, let $\hat{\Gamma}(\omega)$ be the buying and selling transactions of realization $\omega \in \Omega$. Let $\Delta^{+}_{j}(\omega) = \{keV \mid (j, k) \in \hat{\Gamma}(\omega)\}$ and $\Delta^{-}_{ji}(\omega) = \{keV \mid (k, j) \in \hat{\Gamma}(\omega), a(k) = \{i\}\}$, be two operators that show the buyers and suppliers respectively of firm $j$ in each realization. Then, for the set $\Omega$ the following proposition holds:

$$\forall \omega \in \Omega, \forall j \in J, \forall i \in I \quad |\Delta^{+}_{j}(\omega)| \geq 0, \quad |\Delta^{-}_{ji}(\omega)| = 1$$

Likewise, it is assumed that all transactions between firms $J$ and the representative household $h$ are effective in any realization $\omega \in \Omega$, which is why for the set $\Omega$ the following proposition also holds:

$$\forall \omega \in \Omega, \forall j \in J \mid (a(j) \cap b(h) \neq \emptyset \lor a(h) \cap b(j) \neq \emptyset), \quad \{(j, h), (h, j)\} \subset \hat{\Gamma}(\omega)$$

To appreciate the model’s formulation, let’s consider the production network shown in Figure 2.1. In this network, there are 6 firms $J = \{j_1, j_2, j_3, j_4, j_5, j_6\}$ and a representative household $h$, which interact in 3 goods markets $I = \{i_1, i_2, i_3\}$ and the labor market $l$.

---

36 It is worth noting that for each realization $\omega \in \Omega$ denotes a different set of effective transactions for the firms, meaning it denotes a subgraph of $R$. 
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Figure 2.1. An example of Production Network $R$

Note. This figure illustrates an example of a production network. Each node denotes a firm, each edge denotes a potential buying and selling transaction, and each color identifies a different good. If the edges are drawn with a continuous line, they represent the supply from the regular provider; if the edges are drawn with a dotted line, they denote the supply from the rival supplier.

Firm output is defined by the products $a(j_1) = \{i_3\}$, $a(j_2) = \{i_3\}$, $a(j_3) = \{i_1\}$, $a(j_4) = \{i_1\}$, $a(j_5) = \{i_2\}$, $a(j_6) = \{i_2\}$; while their demand for inputs is defined by the sets $b(j_1) = \{i_1, l\}$, $b(j_2) = \{i_2, l\}$, $b(j_3) = \{l\}$, $b(j_4) = \{i_2, l\}$, $b(j_5) = \{l\}$, $b(j_6) = \{i_1, l\}$.

On the other hand, the representative household’s preferences are defined over the items $a(h) = \{l\}$ and $b(h) = \{j_1, j_2\}$.

Transactions are shown in different colors. Transactions corresponding to good $i_1$ are drawn in blue, transactions involving good $i_2$, in red, transactions corresponding to good $i_3$, in orange and labor transactions are drawn in black. As can be observed, the markets $I^m = \{i_1, i_2\}$ are markets for intermediate goods where firms $J^m = \{j_3, j_4, j_5, j_6\}$ trade; meanwhile, market $I^g = \{i_3\}$ is the market for final goods, where firms $J^g = \{j_1, j_2\}$ trade.

Regular and rival suppliers for each firm are distinguished by continuous or dotted edges, respectively. For example, firm $j_2$’s regular supplier of good $i_2$ is firm $j_6$ and its rival supplier is firm $j_5$ (i.e. $c(j_2, i_1) = \{j_6, j_5\}$). Similarly, firm $j_6$’s regular supplier of good $i_1$ is firm $j_3$ and its rival supplier is firm $j_4$ (i.e. $c(j_6, i_1) = \{j_3, j_4\}$).

Two realizations in this production network are shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. Examples of realizations in the production network

a) Realization $\omega_1 \in \Omega$

b) Realization $\omega_2 \in \Omega$

Note. This figure shows two realizations in the production network of Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2.a displays transactions that correspond exclusively to regular suppliers, while Figure 2.2.b shows those that pertain to some rival suppliers.

In realization $\omega_1$ all firms acquire their inputs from their corresponding regular suppliers. For example, firm $j_2$ chooses to purchase from its regular supplier $j_6$ (i.e. $(j_6, j_2) \in \omega_1$), and firm $j_6$ decides to purchase from its regular supplier $j_3$ (i.e. $(j_3, j_6) \in \omega_1$). On the other hand, in realization $\omega_2$ some buyers engage in transactions with their rival suppliers. Here, firm $j_2$ decides to transact with its rival supplier $j_5$ (i.e. $(j_5, j_2) \in \omega_2$) and firm $j_6$ chooses to buy from its rival supplier $j_4$ (i.e. $(j_4, j_6) \in \omega_2$). In this realization it is worth emphasizing that the buyers’ decisions enable firms $j_4$ and $j_5$ to monopolize the market for goods $i_1$ and $i_2$, respectively.

Given the possible realizations $\Omega$ in the production network $R = (V, \Gamma)$, all firms and the representative household make their best decision. Intermediate good firms maximize their expected profits by setting their output prices, given the network’s structure and the chances of selling their output to their buyers. Final good firms also maximize their expected profits but in competitive markets, which is to say they do not set their prices but their produced quantities since they are price takers. Finally, the representative household maximizes its expected utility through its demand for final goods and labor supply.
Once a production network’s realization has been carried out based on this behavior, it is necessary to ensure the supply and demand equilibrium for each and every market, including the labor market. To do so, wages and prices of final consumption goods must be adjusted \textit{ex post} in such a way that all markets clear. We name the set of all prices and quantities in this equilibrium the General Market Equilibrium (GME).

Next, the microeconomic foundation of the process of probabilistic choice that corresponds to the buyer will be explained, before describing the economic agents’ behavior in the model.

2.3.1 The buyer’s probabilistic choice problem.

2.3.1.1 Formulation

As mentioned in the previous section, the buyers’ selection between one supplier or another is probabilistic; that is, a buyer assigns a probability to each of the transactions it engages in with its potential suppliers.

This kind of selection arises from the buyer’s lack of information concerning key aspects of the transaction, such as: product’s quality, delivery time, paying or financing system, customer service, response capabilities, transportation costs, among other factors. When the buyer interacts repeatedly with a supplier, it acquires knowledge about these factors and even adapts its production process to the characteristics of the input provided by this supplier. Therefore, a supplier that has engaged in transactions previously and in a regular manner with a firm (in other words, a regular supplier) has an advantage over a supplier which has not (a rival supplier), even when the competing price is lower, granting the former a higher probability of selling its product. Naturally, if the rival supplier’s price is much lower than that of the regular supplier, the buyer might be interested in switching suppliers; however, it would face the risk of the input not fulfilling all the required characteristics for its production process, introducing the possibility of incurring in losses instead of profits. \footnote{It is necessary to underscore that the basis of probabilistic choice assumes incomplete contracts in input provision; in other words, contracts that cannot guarantee that the supplier fulfills all terms and conditions required by the buyer regarding the input’s transaction (due to the complexity, uncertainty or informality in the transaction). In cases where the contract turns out to be complete, the basis of probabilistic choice is no longer appropriate since the buyer would receive its inputs with all required specifications satisfied, or}
It is important to underscore that the problem of probabilistic choice presented here is different from the conventional risk aversion model, when an agent makes a deterministic decision that maximizes its expected utility. It also differs from other alternative frameworks like models of loss aversion, probability weighting and models of context-dependence (Donoghue and Somerville 2018).38

In the probabilistic choice problem, the buyer assigns a probability to a transaction with a supplier, instead of making a discrete decision of which supplier it will engage in a transaction with. This probability determines the states of nature that are generated because of the buyer’s lack of information concerning its suppliers.39

Next, this decision is modelled. Let’s suppose there is a buyer \( k \in J \) and two suppliers: a regular supplier \( j \) and a rival supplier \( \bar{j} \) which provide the same good \( a(j) = a(\bar{j}) \), as shown in Figure 2.3. Both suppliers operate in two kind of scenarios: a positive scenario where they generate profits for the buyer, and a negative scenario where they generate losses.

This way, if the buyer decides to engage in a transaction with its regular supplier \( j \), then its expected profits will be \( \Pi_j = (1 - \phi_j)\pi_j + \phi_j\varepsilon_j \), where \( \pi_j, \varepsilon_j \) are the level of profits and losses obtained with this supplier, respectively, and \( \phi_j \) will be the risk of incurring losses. Similarly, if the buyer decides to engage in a transaction with the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \), then its expected benefits will be \( \Pi_{\bar{j}} = (1 - \phi_{\bar{j}})\pi_{\bar{j}} + \phi_{\bar{j}}\varepsilon_{\bar{j}} \), where \( \pi_{\bar{j}}, \varepsilon_{\bar{j}} \) are the level of profits and losses obtained with this supplier, respectively, and \( \phi_{\bar{j}} \) is the risk of incurring losses. In both cases, losses \( \varepsilon_j \) and \( \varepsilon_{\bar{j}} \) may be so high as to be considered catastrophic magnitudes \( (\varepsilon_j, \varepsilon_{\bar{j}} \ll 0) \).

---

38 Donoghue and Somerville (2018) compare the results of these models in the fields of insurance, financial investments and agency problems.

39 The theory of quantum choice is one of the first analysis that considers probability as a variable of choice in the behavior of economic agents. This theory considers that individuals may choose between a set of discrete options on the basis of a random utility model. In this model, the agent first chooses randomly its utility function and afterwards, it chooses the utility maximizing alternative. Mcfadden (1976) carries out a brief review of the results of this model. However, up to what is known, there is no empirical application as to why the agent would make its decisions in this manner.
Note. The figure above illustrates the formulation of a buyer’s probabilistic choice between two suppliers. Node \( k \) denotes the buyer, while nodes \( j \) and \( \bar{j} \) denote the regular and rival suppliers, respectively. The table below shows the buyer’s benefits and probability of engaging in a transaction with each different supplier, under two scenarios: a positive scenario where there are profits and a negative one where there are losses.

Let’s suppose a transaction with the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \) generates a larger expected profit than a transaction with the regular supplier \( j \); however, it would still involve a larger expected loss.

\[
\Pi_{\bar{j}} > \Pi_j, \quad \phi_{\bar{j}} \varepsilon_{\bar{j}} < \phi_j \varepsilon_j
\]

These aspects state a dilemma for the buyer. Which transaction should the buyer decide to engage in? The one that awards the larger profit or the one that poses the lower risk? If the buyer is only interested in maximizing its profits, then it will choose to engage in a transaction with the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \); but, if the buyer is also interested in minimizing risk, it will choose to transact with the regular supplier \( j \).

If the buyer simultaneously weights the variations in the expected benefits against the variations in the risk involved in hiring a specific supplier, its decision will not necessarily be a deterministic one. Let \( \psi_{jk} \) be the probability the buyer assigns to transacting with the regular supplier \( j \), and \( \psi_{\bar{j}k} = (1 - \psi_{jk}) \), the probability the buyer assigns to transacting with the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \) (i.e. non-regular supplier). Let \( g \) be a function that denotes the trade-off between the variation in expected profits and risk for...
the specific probability $\psi_{jk}$. We state that in weighing this trade-off, the buyer wants a minimum value, that is to say:

$$g\left(\Pi(\psi_{jk}), \mathcal{E}(\psi_{jk})\right) \geq \beta$$

Where $\Pi(\psi_{jk}) = (1 - \psi_{jk})(\Pi_j - \Pi_j)$ is the expected profits differential, $\mathcal{E}(\psi_{jk}) = (1 - \psi_{jk})(\phi_j \varepsilon_j - \phi_j \varepsilon_j)$ is the expected losses differential and $\beta$ is the minimum preference value for the trade-off. \(^{40}\)

It is assumed that $g$ is a continuous, increasing and concave function $(g_1 \geq 0, g_2 \geq 0, g_{11} \leq 0, g_{22} \leq 0, g_{12} \geq 0)$. For the sake of simplicity, this function is represented using a univariate function $f(\psi_{jk})$:

$$f(\psi_{jk}) = g\left(\Pi(\psi_{jk}), \mathcal{E}(\psi_{jk})\right)$$

In this context, the problem for buyer $k$ involves finding the probability that maximizes expected profits from engaging in a transaction with suppliers $j, j'$, subject to the restriction that stems from the trade-off between profits and risk.

$$\max_{\psi_{jk}} \psi_{jk} \Pi_j + (1 - \psi_{jk}) \Pi_j$$

$$\text{s.t. } f(\psi_{jk}) \geq \beta$$

$$0 \leq \psi_{jk} \leq 1$$

The solution to this problem is presented in Figure 2.4, which shows a situation where $\Pi_j > \Pi_j$ and $\phi_j \varepsilon_j < \phi_j \varepsilon_j$. For the existence of an interior solution, it is assumed that $f(1) > \beta, f(0) < \beta, f'(\psi_{jk}) \geq 0.\(^{41}\)$ The AB curve represents the function $f(\psi_{jk})$ and the straight line CD represents the horizontal which corresponds to a specific level of $\beta$ in the y-axis. Both lines meet at point $M$ and delineate the feasible set $f(\psi_{jk}) \geq \beta$, represented by the $EF$ segment. On the other hand, the red line denotes the function for expected profit, $\psi_{jk} \Pi_j + (1 - \psi_{jk}) \Pi_j$. In this way, as can be observed from Figure 2.4,

---

\(^{40}\) The definition of the trade-off function $g$ and the minimum value $\beta$ may cause some ambiguity within the framework of microeconomic theory. Appendix C presents a reformulation of the problem of probabilistic choice that is consistent with the theory of preferences, without using this function.

\(^{41}\) This implies $\frac{\theta_1}{\theta_2} \leq -\frac{\phi_j \varepsilon_j - \phi_j \varepsilon_j}{\Pi_j - \Pi_j}$
the solution to problem (2) is reached at point $E$. At this point, the largest expected value is obtained while restricting probability $\psi_{jk}^*$ to the trade-off between risk and profit.

![Figure 2.4. Solution to the problem of probabilistic choice](image)

Note. This figure shows the solution to the problem of probabilistic choice (2) when $\Pi_f > \Pi_j$ and $\phi_j e_j < \phi_j e_j$. The abscissa axis denotes the probability of transaction and the ordinate axis denotes the total expected profit. The AB curve represents the trade-off function $f(\psi_{jk})$, the CD line is a horizontal that denotes the minimum preferred value $\beta$ and the EF straight line denotes the problem’s feasible set. The red line represents the expected profit function $\psi_{jk} \Pi_j + (1 - \psi_{jk}) \Pi_f$ that is to be maximized and which reaches its optimal level at point $E$.

Let’s perform a static comparative analysis of this solution when the level of profit varies. To do so, we calculate the derivative of probability $\psi_{jk}^*$ with respect to profits $\Pi_j$ and $\Pi_f$. Using the implicit derivative theorem yields:

$$\frac{\partial \psi^*}{\partial \Pi_j} = \frac{g_1(1 - \psi_{jk}^*)}{f'} > 0$$

$$\frac{\partial \psi^*}{\partial \Pi_f} = -\frac{g_1(1 - \psi_{jk}^*)}{f'} < 0$$

Both effects have the anticipated signs. If the expected profit $\Pi_f$ rises (holding everything else constant), then the buyer will increase its probability of engaging in a transaction with the regular supplier $f$, since this supplier provides greater opportunities for increasing its profits. On the contrary, if the expected profit $\Pi_f$ increases, then the
buyer will have a higher preference for transacting with the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \) and will decrease its probability of engaging in a transaction with the regular supplier \( j \).\(^{42}\)

These effects are illustrated visually in Figure 2.5. In graph 5a, the rise in profit \( \Pi_j \) contracts curve AB down to curve \( A'B' \) (since \( \frac{\partial \Pi_j}{\partial \Pi_j} < 0 \)), which increases probability \( \psi_{jk} \) of engaging in a transaction with the regular supplier \( j \). On the other hand, in graph 5b, an increase in profits \( \Pi_{\bar{j}} \) expands curve AB up to curve \( A''B'' \) (since \( \frac{\partial \Pi_{\bar{j}}}{\partial \Pi_{\bar{j}}} > 0 \)), which decreases probability \( \psi_{jk} \) of engaging in a transaction with the regular supplier \( j \) (which is the same as saying that probability \( \psi_{jk} = (1 - \psi_{\bar{j}k}) \) of engaging in a transaction with the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \) increases).

Figure 2.5. Comparative statics of the problem of probabilistic choice

Note. This figure shows changes in the buyer’s probabilistic choice (2) under two scenarios. Figure a) shows the resulting change in the probability of transaction \( \psi \) when the expected profit \( \Pi_j \) rises. On the other hand, figure b) shows the resulting variation in the probability of transaction when the expected profit \( \Pi_{\bar{j}} \) increases. In both situations it is assumed that \( \Pi_{\bar{j}} > \Pi_j \) and \( \phi_{\bar{j}} e_{\bar{j}} < \phi_{j} e_{j} \). For further detail, refer to the description of Figure 2.4 in the text.

\(^{42}\) Another intuitive result is \( \frac{\partial \psi^*}{\partial \phi_{\bar{j}}} < 0, \frac{\partial \psi^*}{\partial \phi_{j}} > 0 \). This means that the buyer will increase its probability of transacting with usual supplier \( j \) if it reduces the risk of incurring loses or the rival supplier \( \bar{j} \) increases its corresponding risk.
2.3.1.2 An approach to monopoly and perfect competition

One of the advantages of the probabilistic choice problem (2) is the formulation of different market structures such as monopoly and perfect competition. These settings are illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. Extreme cases of the problem of probabilistic choice

a) Monopoly
\[ \Pi_j < \Pi_j, \phi_j = 1, \varepsilon_j \phi_j < \varepsilon_j \phi_j \]

b) Perfect competition
\[ \Pi_j = \Pi_j, \varepsilon_j \phi_j = \varepsilon_j \phi_j \]

Note. This figure shows the solution to the problem of probabilistic choice (2) under two market structures. Figure a) shows the probability of transaction when the market structure is a monopoly, that is when \( \Pi_j < \Pi_j, \phi_j = 1, \) and \( \varepsilon_j \phi_j < \varepsilon_j \phi_j \). On the other hand, figure b) shows the probability of transaction under perfect competition, that is, when \( \Pi_j = \Pi_j \) and \( \varepsilon_j \phi_j = \varepsilon_j \phi_j \).

For further detail, refer to the description of Figure 2.4 in the text.

On the one hand, let’s suppose that transactions with the rival supplier \( j \) involve absolute risk, in other words, \( \phi_j = 1 \), which would mean \( \Pi_j = \varepsilon_j < 0 \), and therefore, \( \Pi_j < \Pi_j \) and \( \phi_j \varepsilon_j < \phi_j \varepsilon_j \). This scenario is shown in Figure 2.6.a. In this case, the optimal solution to problem (2) is found at \( \psi_{jk}^* = 1 \) because the slope of the straight line representing the expected profit \( \psi_{jk} \Pi_j + (1 - \psi_{jk}) \Pi_j \) becomes positive. This behavior grants a monopolistic nature to the regular supplier \( j \), since for the buyer, engaging in a transaction with the rival supplier \( j \) would always incur in great losses.

Of course, this is an extreme case. However, for there to be a monopoly, the buyer’ evaluation of risk need only be high enough so that \( f(\psi_{jk}) > \beta \) always holds or, the expected profit when engaging in a transaction with the rival supplier must always be below that of transacting with the regular supplier.
On the other hand, let’s suppose that transactions with both suppliers \( j, \bar{j} \) generate the same level of profit and have the same level of risk, in other words, \( \Pi_j = \Pi \) and \( \varepsilon_j \phi_j = \varepsilon_{\bar{j}} \phi_{\bar{j}} \). This situation is shown in Figure 2.6.b. Here, the function \( f(\psi_{jk}) \) and the expected profit \( \psi_{jk} \Pi_j + (1 - \psi_{jk}) \Pi \) become horizontal lines and are located above the level of \( \beta \). In this case, the solution to problem (2) is indeterminate since all values \( 0 \leq \psi_{jk} \leq 1 \) bring about the same level of profit. As a result, the buyer is indifferent towards engaging in a transaction with either supplier, since both offer the buyer the same level of profit and risk. If any of the two suppliers raises slightly the level of profit (or the risk associated with it drops slightly), then it will immediately supply the buyer and leave its competitor outside of the market. This outcome is similar to that of the Bertrand model, which converges to a solution where the price equals the marginal cost; which corresponds to the outcome under perfect competition as well.

2.3.1.3 Probabilistic choice with respect to price

The buyer’s probabilistic choice can also be analyzed in relation to other variables that impact profits directly, like for example, the selling prices set by the suppliers. This analysis is essential for the understanding of price setting behavior in the network, which will be explained in further detail later in this section.

Let \( p_{jk}^m \) and \( p_{\bar{j}k}^m \) denote the prices set by the regular and the rival suppliers, respectively. Because these prices are included in the buyer’s costs, we have:

\[
\frac{\partial \Pi_j}{\partial p_{jk}^m} \leq 0, \quad \frac{\partial \Pi_j}{\partial p_{\bar{j}k}^m} \leq 0
\]

and as a result:

\[
\frac{\partial \psi_{jk}^*}{\partial p_{jk}^m} = \frac{\partial \psi_{jk}^*}{\partial \Pi_j} \frac{\partial \Pi_j}{\partial p_{jk}^m} \leq 0, \quad \frac{\partial \psi_{jk}^*}{\partial p_{\bar{j}k}^m} = \frac{\partial \psi_{jk}^*}{\partial \Pi_j} \frac{\partial \Pi_j}{\partial p_{\bar{j}k}^m} \geq 0
\]

In other words, the probability \( \psi_{jk}^* \) increases as price \( p_{jk}^m \) decreases or as price \( p_{\bar{j}k}^m \) rises. This behavior is very intuitive given the rivalry that exists between both suppliers to sell their products.
Now, if we consider that the buyer demands its inputs from the regular supplier \( j \) when this supplier offers the lower price (in other words, the outcome is a monopoly that favors the regular supplier), then we have:

\[
\psi^*_j = 1 \iff p^m_{jk} \leq p^m_{j^k}
\]

Based on these results, the probability \( \psi^*_j \) may adopt the following functional forms:

![Figure 2.7. Probability \( \psi^*_j \) function](image)

Note: Both figures illustrate the probability function’s behavior that stems from the problem of probabilistic choice in relation to the price set by the regular supplier \( p^m_{jk} \) and the price set by the rival supplier \( p^m_{j^k} \). The abscissa’s axis represents the price offered by the regular supplier \( p^m_{jk} \) and the ordinate’s axis shows the probability of transaction \( \psi^*_j \). Both are decreasing functions and equal 1 when \( p^m_{jk} < p^m_{j^k} \).

As can be seen, they are decreasing functions that equal 1 when \( p^m_{jk} < p^m_{j^k} \), and they can be quasiconcave or concave depending on the second order conditions assumed for \( f \) and \( g \).\(^{43}\)

---

\(^{43}\) Given the conditions \( f' > 0, g_1 > 0, g_2 > 0, g_{11} < 0, g_{22} < 0, g_{12} > 0 \), it can be shown that with constant- returns-to-scale technologies the probability of transacting with the rival supplier \( j \) is concave with respect to the price \( \left( \frac{\partial^2 \psi^*_j}{\partial p^m_{j^k}^2} < 0 \right) \). However, under these same circumstances, the probability of transacting with the regular supplier \( j \) is not necessarily concave \( \left( \frac{\partial^2 \psi^*_j}{\partial p^m_{jk}^2} \leq 0 \right) \).
2.3.2 Agents’ behavior in the model

2.3.2.1 Intermediate good firms

Each firm \( j \in F^m \) makes a decision which consists in finding the price vector \( p^m_j = (p^m_{j1}, \ldots, p^m_{jk})' \in \mathbb{R}^N_+ \) for selling good \( a(j) \) to its potential buyers in the network, in a way that maximizes its expected profit over the set of realizations \( \Omega \).\(^{44}\)

Formally, this problem can be formulated in the following way:

\[
\max_{p^m_j} E[\pi_j | p^m_j, p^m_{-j}] = \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} \Psi(\omega | p^m_j, p^m_{-j}) \pi_j(p^m_j, p^m_{-j}, \omega) \tag{4}
\]

where \( p^m_{-j} = (p^m_1, \ldots, p^m_{j-1}, p^m_{j+1}, \ldots, p^m_N) \in \mathbb{R}^N_+ \times \mathbb{R}^{N^m-1}_+ \) are the vectors of the prices set by the firms that produce intermediate goods, except for firm \( j \); \( \Delta_j^+(R) = \{k \in \mathcal{V} | (j, k) \in \Gamma \} \) is the set of potential buyers for the firm \( j \); and \( \Psi(\omega | p^m_j, p^m_{-j}) \) is the conditional probability of realization \( \omega \in \Omega \) given prices \( p^m_j \) and \( p^m_{-j} \). Notice that \( p^m = (p^m_j, p^m_{-j}) \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N^m} \).

This probability is defined by the following function:

\[
\Psi(\omega | p^m) = \prod_{j \in F} \prod_{i \in b(k)} \prod_{j \in c(k,l)} (\psi_{jk})^{\gamma_{jk}(\omega)} \tag{45}
\]

where \( \psi_{jk} \) is the probability that buyer \( s \) demands the input from its regular supplier \( r \in c(s, i) \); and \( \gamma_{jk}(\omega) \) is the function that represents the inclusion of transaction \( (j, k) \) in the set of transactions \( \bar{f}(\omega) \) in realization \( \omega \in \Omega \).\(^{46}\)

---

\(^{44}\) In the literature, there are contributions that examine price setting in markets structured in a network, this is the case of Bimpikis, Elhansi, and Ilkiliç (2014) y Baqaee (2016). Unlike those studies, our model involves a price setting behavior that considers the buyers’ probabilistic choice in the network.

\(^{45}\) Recall that \( \forall \omega \in \Omega, \forall k \in F, \forall i \in I \ [\bar{A}_{ki}(\omega)] = 1 \), which is why \( \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} \Psi(\omega | p^m) = 1 \) holds.

\(^{46}\) \( \gamma_{jk}(\omega) = 1 \iff (j, k) \in \bar{f}(\omega); \gamma_{jk}(\omega) = 0 \iff (j, k) \notin \bar{f}(\omega) \)
As was stated in the previous section, the probabilities $\psi_{jk}$ are decreasing functions with respect to the regular supplier’s price $p_{jk}^m$, and increasing functions with respect to the rival supplier’s price $p_{jk}^m$.

$$\forall k \in J, \forall i \in \mathbf{b}(k), \quad \psi_{jk} = \psi_{jk}(p_{jk}^m, p_{jk}^m) \quad j, \tilde{j} \in \mathbf{c}(k, i)$$

$$\frac{\partial \psi_{jk}}{\partial p_{jk}^m} \leq 0, \quad \frac{\partial \psi_{jk}}{\partial p_{jk}^m} \geq 0$$

Notice that due to complementarity, we have $\psi_{jk} = 1 - \psi_{\tilde{j}k}$.

On the other hand, $\pi_j(p_{j}^m, p_{-j}^m, \omega)$ represents the profit obtained by firm $j$ for transacting in realization $\omega \in \mathcal{J}$. This function is determined by:

$$\pi_j(p_{j}^m, p_{-j}^m, \omega) = \sum_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} p_{jk}^m z_{k,a(j)}(y_k, p_{jk}^m, p_{-j}^m, w(\omega)) - c_j(y_j, p_{-j}^m, w(\omega))$$

Function $z_{k,a(j)}(y_k, p_{jk}^m, p_{-j}^m, w(\omega))$ is the conditional demand of firm $k$ with respect to good $a(j)$, which depends on the level of production $y_k$, price $p_{jk}^m$, input $a(j)$, prices $p_{-j}^m$ and the wage $w(\omega)$. On the other hand, function $c_j(y_j, p_{-j}^m, w(\omega))$ is the minimum cost function for firm $j$, which is defined by total production $y_j = \Sigma_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} z_{k,a(j)}$, prices $p_{-j}^m$ and the wage $w(\omega)$. These functions for a CES type technology with constant returns to scale are shown in Appendix D. 47

Notice that for both functions $z_{k,a(j)}(y_k, p_{jk}^m, p_{-j}^m, w(\omega))$ and $c_j(y_j, p_{-j}^m, w(\omega))$ the argument is the wage $w(\omega)$, which is subject to the realization of $\omega \in \mathcal{J}$. The reason behind this feature is simple. The labor market is assumed to be perfectly competitive, therefore the wage depends intrinsically on the behavior of the rest of economic agents and consequently, on the way in which these engage in transactions in each realization in the production network.

47 Unlike in the case of a competitive market setting, in an oligopoly it is not necessary to assume decreasing returns to scale to guarantee the existence of a unique solution that maximizes firms’ profits. To guarantee such a solution, it suffices to assume decreasing marginal returns, which can be achieved by using a constant-returns-to-scale technology and constant capital. We thank Carlos Uribe for this observation.
Assuming the second order effects of price setting are non-existent \( i.e. \frac{\partial y_k}{\partial p^m_j} = 0 \forall j, k | j \neq k \)\(^{48}\), the first order conditions of the problem (4) to reach an interior solution are:

\[
\forall k \in \Delta^+_k(R), \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} \left[ \frac{\partial \psi_j}{\partial p^m_{jk}} \pi_j(p^n, \omega) + \Psi(\omega | p^m) \frac{\partial \pi_j}{\partial p^m_{jk}} \right] = 0
\]

where:

\[
\frac{\partial \psi_j}{\partial p^m_{jk}} = \psi_j \frac{\partial \psi_{jk}}{\partial p^m_{jk}} \left( \frac{y_{jk}(\omega)}{\psi_{jk}} - \frac{1 - \gamma_{jk}(\omega)}{1 - \psi_{jk}} \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \pi_j}{\partial p^m_{jk}} = \gamma_{jk}(\omega) \left( z_{k,a(j)} + p^m_{jk} \frac{\partial z_{k,a(j)}}{\partial p^m_{jk}} \frac{\partial \gamma_{jk}(\omega)}{\partial y_j} \frac{\partial y_j}{\partial p^m_{jk}} \right)
\]

For the sake of simplicity, this system of equations may be represented using the following reaction function for each firm \( j \in J\):

\[
p^m_j = F_j(p^m_{-j}, W, Y_{-j})
\]

where \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{[\Omega]}_+ \) is a vector that contains the wages \( w(\omega) \) corresponding to the realizations \( \omega \in \Omega \); \( Y_{-j} \in \mathbb{R}^{N-1} \times \mathbb{R}^{[\Omega]}_+ \) is a matrix where the columns represent the production vectors \( y_{-j}(\omega) = (y_1(\omega), ..., y_{j-1}(\omega), y_{j+1}(\omega), ..., y_N(\omega))' \in \mathbb{R}^{N-1}_+ \) of all firms except for firm \( j \), for each realization \( \omega \in \Omega \).

It is worth underlining that, as stated in formulation (4), firms’ decisions may not be optimal \( ex \ post \). This result arises from the probabilistic nature of the buyers’ choice and the ability firms \( J^m \) possess to influence this choice through their prices setting behavior (which implies that \( \Psi(\omega | p^m) \) is endogenous). In this sense, selling prices set by firms \( J^m \) will not necessarily maximize their expected profits after any realization \( \omega \in \Omega \) takes place, they will only maximize their expected profits before this realization happens.\(^{49}\)

\(^{48}\) Under this assumption, a firm’s behavior only takes into account the direct effect its prices have on its buyers’ demand, and not the indirect effect on their output (or on the output of other firms in the network). The algorithm for the determination of the General Market Equilibrium suppresses this limitation through the iterative determination of both direct and indirect effects.

\(^{49}\) If the firm can decide its selling prices after some realization (in order to maximize its ex-post profit), the best strategy for the firm would be to set a monopoly price. In this case, the firm would know with certainty
2.3.2.2 Final good firms

Firms $J^g$ carry out their activities in perfectly competitive markets. These firms decide how much to produce in each realization $\omega \in \Omega$ seeking to maximize their expected profits and taking the prices of final consumption goods as given. Formally, this problem can be formulated as follows, for firm $j \in J^g$:

$$\max_{y_j(\omega)} \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} \Psi(\omega \mid p^m) \cdot \pi_j \left( y_j(\omega) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $y_j(\omega) \in \mathbb{R}^+$ is firm $j$’s output in realization $\omega \in \Omega$; and $\pi_j \left( y_j(\omega) \right)$ is the profit function. This function is defined as:

$$\pi_j \left( y_j(\omega) \right) = p^g_{a(j)}(\omega) y_j(\omega) - c_j \left( y_j(\omega), p^m_{-j}, w(\omega) \right)$$

where $p^g_{a(j)}(\omega) \in \mathbb{R}^+$ is the price of good $a(j) \in I^g$ which is produced by firm in realization $\omega \in \Omega$, and $c_j \left( y_j(\omega), p^m_{-j}, w(\omega) \right)$ is the minimum cost function for this realization. This function for the case of a CES type technology with constant returns to scale is presented in Appendix D. As can be observed in this formulation, price $p^g_{a(j)}(\omega)$ is dependent on the realization of $\omega \in \Omega$, since its determination is carried out in perfectly competitive markets (just as is the case of the wage $w(\omega)$).

In solving this problem, we have that firm $j \in J^g$ decides to produce the quantity for which its marginal cost is equivalent to the market price.

$$\forall \omega \in \Omega, \quad \frac{\partial c_j \left( y_j(\omega), p^m_{-j}, w(\omega) \right)}{\partial y_j(\omega)} = p^g_{a(j)}(\omega)$$

These conditions bring about the following supply functions $y_j(\omega, p^m, p^g(\omega), w(\omega))$.

In contrast with firms $J^m$, firms $J^g$ have no way of influencing the probabilistic choice of buyers in the network, which is why the probability $\Psi(\omega / p^m)$ associated with their transactions is exogeneous. In this sense, these firms’ decision may be optimal both ex...
ante and ex post; in other words, its supply may be optimal even after any realization \( \omega \in \Omega \) takes place.

### 2.3.2.3 The Representative household

The representative household maximizes its expected utility; for this purpose, it decides how much of each good it will demand and how much labor it will supply in each realization \( \omega \in \Omega \), subject to a budget restriction. In this restriction, the household receives part of its income from supplying labor, but also from owning the firms’ capital. Formally, this agent’s behavior may be formulated as follows:

\[
\max_{x(\omega), l_h(\omega)} \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} \Psi(\omega | p^m) \cdot u(x(\omega), l_h(\omega))
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in I^g} p_i^g(\omega)x_i(\omega) = \pi(\omega) + w(\omega) \cdot l_h(\omega), \quad \forall \omega \in \Omega
\]

where \( u(x(\omega), l_h(\omega)) \) is the consumer’s utility function, \( x(\omega) = (x_1(\omega), ..., x_M^g(\omega))' \in \mathbb{R}^{M^g}_+ \) is the consumption vector for the realization of \( \omega \in \Omega \), \( p^g(\omega) = (p_1^g(\omega), ..., p_{M^g}^g(\omega))' \in \mathbb{R}^{M^g}_+ \) is the price vector for final consumption goods, \( l_h(\omega) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) is the supply of labor and \( \pi(\omega) \) is the firms’ total profits.

\[
\pi(\omega) = \sum_{j \in j^m} \pi_j(\omega) + \sum_{j \in j^g} \pi_j(\omega)
\]

The solution to this problem generates Marshallian demand functions \( x_i(\omega, p^g(\omega), w(\omega), \pi(\omega)) \) and labor supply functions \( l_h(\omega, p^g(\omega), w(\omega), \pi(\omega)) \). The corresponding functions for CES type preferences are presented in Appendix D.

It is worth noticing that the conditional probability \( \Psi(\omega | p^m) \) is an exogeneous variable in the representative household’ decisions, same as was the case for the firms that produce final consumption goods. Hence, the representative household’ decisions are optimal both ex ante and ex post.

### 2.3.3 General Market Equilibrium (GME)

The model’s equilibrium, which we name the General Market Equilibrium (GME), is determined by the behavior and interactions of the firms and the representative
household in the production network. This equilibrium denotes a system of prices and
quantities which the firms and the household have decided upon by making the
decisions that are in their best interests, in accordance with the formulation of the
problems detailed previously.

It is worth noting that these decisions are optimal ex ante, as the economic agents
maximize the expected value of their profits or utility. As has been shown, only for
households and firms producing final consumption goods these decisions are also
optimal ex post; while for intermediate good firms, not necessarily. On this matter, it is
essential to establish certain considerations to ensure that the buying and selling
transactions are executed in any realization \( \omega \in \Omega \), even those where the intermediate
good firms may obtain profits below those expected initially.

2.3.3.1 Assumptions for the equilibrium and definition of the GME

Assumption 1. Ex post local equilibrirum in the intermediate goods market

The intermediate goods suppliers have the right to set the price of their products; while
the buyers of these products have the right to establish the quantity they demand,
nwithout the suppliers refusing to produce the quantity the buyers require once prices
have been set.

In formal terms, this assumption states the following\(^{50}\):

\[
\forall \omega \in \Omega, \forall j \in J^m, \quad y_j(\omega) = \sum_{k \in A_j^j(\omega)} z_{k,a(j)} \left( y_k, p_{jk}^m, p_{m,j}, w(\omega) \right)
\]

Assumption 2. Ex post global equilibrium in the final consumption goods market

Firms that produce final consumption goods and the representative household have the
same right to determine their supply and demand of goods, respectively.

Formally, from this assumption we have:

\[
\forall \omega \in \Omega, \forall i \in I^g, \quad x_i(\omega, p^g(\omega), w(\omega), \pi(\omega)) = \sum_{j \in J^g(\omega(i) = i)} y_j(\omega, p^m, p^g(\omega), w(\omega))
\]

---

\(^{50}\) This assumption cancels the possibility of rationing and introduces a local equilibrium aspect; however,
as has been stated previously, it does not ensure that the firms’ decisions are optimal ex post.
Assumption 3. Ex post global equilibrium in the labor market

Firms and the representative household have the same right to determine their demand and labor supply, respectively.

In formal terms, from this assumption we have:

\[ \forall \omega \in \Omega, \quad l_h(\omega, p^g(\omega), w(\omega), \pi(\omega)) = \sum_{j \in J} l_j(y_j, p^m, w(\omega)) \]

where \( l_j \) the demand for labor of firm \( j \in J \).

For the sake of simplicity, these three assumptions will be represented using the following system of equations:

\[ \forall \omega \in \Omega, \quad H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^g(\omega), w(\omega), p^m) = 0 \]  \( (8) \)

This system is characterized for being squared for prices \((p^g(\omega), w(\omega))\) and quantities \((x(\omega), y(\omega))\) in a realization \( \omega \in \Omega \); taking as given prices \( p^m \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N_m} \).

Based on these assumptions, the GME is defined as follows.

Definition 1. General Market Equilibrium (GME)

The General Market Equilibrium is the system of prices and quantities \( \Lambda = (p^m, \{x^*(\omega), y^*(\omega), p^g(\omega), w^*(\omega)\}_{\omega \in \Omega}) \) which are determined by the agents’ behavior as described in \( (4) \), and restricted by the ex post equilibrium conditions contained in \( (8) \).

The GME shares some characteristics with the Walrasian equilibrium. For example, the prices of final consumption goods \( p^g(\omega) \) and the wage \( w^*(\omega) \) are determined in such a way that, in each realization of \( \omega \in \Omega \), all final goods markets and the labor market are cleared. In fact, due to the representative household’s budget restriction, Walras’ Law holds in system of equations \( (8) \), which is why it is enough to consider the local equilibrium in the intermediate goods market (assumption 1) and the global equilibrium in the final goods market (assumption 2) to attain the global equilibrium in the labor market (assumption 3). Despite sharing this similarity, the GME is not in itself a
Walrasian equilibrium, since it is treated as a phenomenon of price setting and price discrimination in the supply of intermediate goods.

Additionally, the GME has strong consonance with the concept of Nash equilibrium, since prices $p^{*}$ are determined interdependently, taking into account each of the other firms’ strategies, given their potential transactions in the production network. As stated in problem (4), each firm $j \in J^m$ determines its price vector $p^*_j$ in a way that maximizes its expected profits, assuming the rest of suppliers act in the same way in setting their prices $p^*_m$. It is this interaction the one that determines price setting in the network and the one that conditions the agents’ behavior in the model.

As pointed out by Mas-Colell (1999), general equilibrium theory has a great potential if supplemented with game theory, since it can manage to break down the strategic simplicity and the anonymous interrelations assumptions which are present in competitive markets. The concept defined in this work, the General Market Equilibrium (GME), constitutes a contribution in that respect, as it combines the idea of the Walrasian equilibrium with the Nash equilibrium, with the purpose of attaining a more reliable representation of the production network and its transactions.

The existence of this equilibrium with the following characteristics is demonstrated in Appendix E: a representative household with Cobb-Douglas preferences and no preference for leisure, firms with Marx-Leontief technologies in their demand for inputs, the production of each final consumption good is carried out by a representative firm and the trade-off function has a lineal specification.

---

51 Mas Collel affirms that game theory has a close relationship with the theory of general equilibrium, to the point that it could be stated that the former is the latter’s “cousin”. He emphasizes that both theories manage the idea of equilibrium with agents’ interaction, and that, in fact, both have supplemented each other methodologically. Nevertheless, according to the author, historically, both have been separated by the application of the principle of “Ockham’s razor”, since the most simplistic explanation that uses the assumption of price-taking firms has been preferred, instead of problematizing the economic phenomenon under the assumption of various agents making decisions in a strategic way.
2.3.3.2 Algorithm for finding the General Market Equilibrium

As can be observed in the previous section, the GME $\Lambda$ is a Nash equilibrium within the structure of an *ex post* equilibrium. In the literature, various techniques are employed for the numerical computation of a Nash equilibrium.

One of the simplest techniques to find this kind of equilibrium is to use the fixed-point method. This method uses reaction functions derived from the model to perform various iterations to find the equilibrium values. The present study uses this option and the algorithm that further explains its application is shown below:

Algorithm 1. Determination of the GME

1. Find all realizations in the production network $\omega \in \Omega$
2. Give an initial value to prices $p_{m,0}^{m} \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{N} \times \mathbb{R}_{+}^{Nm}$.
3. While $\|p_{m,t+1}^{m} - p_{m,t}^{m}\| \geq \varepsilon$
   
   3.1. Compute $p_{m,t}^{m} = p_{m,t-1}^{m}$
   
   3.2. For every realization $\omega \in \Omega$
      
      3.2.1. Find vectors $x(\omega), y(\omega), p^{g}(\omega), w(\omega)$ that solve for expression:
      
      $H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^{g}(\omega), w(\omega), p_{m,t}) = 0$.
      
      3.2.2. Incorporate solution $y(\omega)$ in matrix $Y_{-j}$
   
   3.3. For every firm $j \in J^{m}$,
      
      3.3.1. Find the price vector $p_{j}^{m,t+1} \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{N}$ so that the following expression holds:
      
      $p_{j}^{m,t+1} = F_{j}(p_{-j}^{m,t}, W, Y_{-j})$.
      
      EGM: $\Lambda \leftarrow p_{m}^{*}$
   
4. For every realization $\omega \in \Omega$
   
   4.1. Find vectors $x^{*}(\omega), y^{*}(\omega), p^{g*}(\omega), w^{*}(\omega)$ that are a solution to:
   
   $H(x^{*}(\omega), y^{*}(\omega), p^{g*}(\omega), w^{*}(\omega), p_{m}^{*}) = 0$.

---

52 von Heusinger (2009), and Facchinei and Kanzow (2010) carry out a thorough review of the algorithms used to determine computationally the Nash Equilibrium. The following methods stand out: decomposition methods, fixed-point methods that use homotopies and Nikaido-Isoda type functions and the conventional Newton methods to solve non-lineal systems of equations.
EGM: \( \Lambda \leftarrow (p^m, \{x^*(\omega), y^*(\omega), p_g^*(\omega), w^*(\omega)\}_{\omega \in \Omega}) \)

This algorithm finds prices \( p^{m,t} \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N^m} \) iteratively so that they constitute solutions to the reaction functions (5) and solve for the local and global ex post equilibriums (8).

Essentially, the algorithm comprises four routines. Routine 1 generates the set of realizations in the production network \( \Omega \). These realizations satisfy the condition that states that all firms must offer their products to one or more buyers (or none); and demand their inputs from only one supplier. Routine 2 gives initial values \( p^{m,0} \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N^m} \) to the prices of intermediate goods. These values are generated randomly and are consistent with the structure of the production network \( R \) (which means \( p_{jk}^m > 0 \) if \( (j, k) \in I \)).

Routine 3 is composed of three subroutines. Subroutine 3.1 computes prices \( p^{m,t} \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N^m} \) for iteration \( t \), in accordance with prices \( p^{m,t-1} \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N^m} \) which were determined in the previous iteration. Subroutine 3.2 solves the system of equations \( H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^g(\omega), w(\omega), p^{m,t}) = 0 \) for every realization \( \omega \in \Omega \), taking prices \( p^{m,t} \) as given. Then, the solution for the production vector \( y(\omega) \) is incorporated in matrix \( Y_{-j} \), as its \( \omega \)-th column. Based on this result and on the prices estimated in previous iterations, subroutine 3.3 determines the price vector \( p_j^{m,t+1} \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \) for firm \( j \in J^m \) by using the reaction function \( p_j^{m,t+1} = F_j(p_{-j}^{m,t}, W, Y_{-j}) \). In solving both systems, \( H \) and \( F_j \), the wage is taken as the numeraire in line with the satisfaction of Walras’ Law (i.e. \( W = (1,1,\ldots,1); w(\omega) = 1 \)). These subroutines are repeated until the difference between prices \( p^{m,t} \) and \( p^{m,t-1} \) is below the value of the error term \( \epsilon \).

Once the prices for intermediate goods \( p^{m*} \) have been determined, routine 4 repeats subroutine 3.2 until obtaining prices \( p^g^*(\omega), w^*(\omega) \) and quantities \( x^*(\omega), y^*(\omega) \) which define in a supplementary manner the GME \( \Lambda \).

2.3.4 Firm bankruptcy

A crucial element in the analysis of the General Market Equilibrium is how the set of firms that participate in the production network is defined. In other words, the
conditions that determine which firms remain active in their industries and which firms go bankrupt. In the present model, we assume that firms go bankrupt randomly and not in a deterministic manner as is usually assumed in the literature. This formulation is powerful, since it enables the representation of firm bankruptcy under unpredictable circumstances, especially given the economic system’s high level of heterogeneity and complexity.

This approach demands certain considerations before analyzing it in conjunction with the notion of the GME. Let’s assume the probability of firm bankruptcy is dependent on their level of profits. For example, the lower the level of profit, the higher the likelihood of firms exiting the industry and not engaging in transactions in the production network. In this sense, the GME may give off important signals about which firms would go bankrupt in the network, since firms’ profits can be known from the prices and quantities exchanged in this equilibrium. However, to gain access to these signals, first it is necessary to know the set of firms that would previously make up the network and which would therefore condition the transactions that would take place in it. In other words, the GME will not be determined before identifying which firms are more likely to remain in the industry. This feature generates a sort of dynamic circularity between the GME’s determination and firm exit, which must be incorporated in the model through the formulation of a stochastic process.

To this end, let’s consider the process of firm permanence in the industry. Let \( \{s_t\}_{t \geq 0} \) be a stochastic process that shows the set of active firms \( s_t \) in period \( t \), so that \( s_{t+1} \subseteq s_t \). This process’s probability distribution is given by:

\[
H(v_{t+1}, v_t, ..., v_{t-r}) = \Pr(s_{t+1} = v_{t+1} / s_t = v_t, ..., s_{t-r} = v_{t-r}) \quad \forall t \geq 0, \forall v_{t+1}, v_t, ..., v_{t-r} \in \mathcal{J}(f)
\]

(9)

where \( \mathcal{J}(f) \) denotes the set of subsets of \( J \), which satisfy condition (1) and which have at least one supplier for the inputs demanded by each active firm in the network, in other words:

\[
\forall s \in \mathcal{J}(f), \forall k \in s, \forall i \in b(j), c(k, i) \neq \emptyset
\]

53 If an active firm \( k \in s_t \) has only one supplier with respect to the input it requires (i.e. \( |c(k, i)| = 1 \)), it will have monopoly power, regardless of whether it was previously a regular supplier or rival.
On the other hand, \( H(v_{t+1}, v_t, \ldots, v_{t-r}) \) is the probability that firms \( v_{t+1} \) are active during period \( t + 1 \), given that firms \( v_t, \ldots, v_{t-r} \), were active during the \( r \) previous periods.

Each set of firms \( s_t \) in the process \( \{s_t\}_{t \geq 0} \) finds itself associated with a general market equilibrium \( \Lambda^{s_t} \) and with its corresponding space of realizations \( \Omega^{s_t} \) in the production network.

It is assumed that firms go bankrupt independently, therefore we have the probability function \( H(v_{t+1}, v_t, \ldots, v_{t-r}) : \)

\[
H(v_{t+1}, v_t, \ldots, v_{t-r}) = \prod_{j \in v_{t+1}} \eta_j(\hat{\pi}_j | \Lambda^{v_t}, \ldots, \Lambda^{v_{t-r}})
\]

where \( \eta_j(\hat{\pi}_j | \Lambda^{v_t}, \ldots, \Lambda^{v_{t-r}}) \) is the probability that firm \( j \) is active during period \( t + 1 \), given the equilibria \( \Lambda^{v_t}, \ldots, \Lambda^{v_{t-r}} \) in \( r \) previous periods; and \( \hat{\pi}_j = (\hat{\pi}_{j,t}, \ldots, \hat{\pi}_{j,t-r})' \in \mathbb{R}^r_+ \) is the vector of observed profits for firm \( j \) in the last \( r \) periods. It must be emphasized that each value \( \hat{\pi}_{j,t-k}, 0 \leq k \leq r \) in this vector denotes the profit obtained by firm \( j \) in realization \( \omega \in \Omega^{v_{t-k}} \) which belongs to equilibrium \( \Lambda^{v_{t-k}} \).

For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the probability of firm \( j \) remaining in the network depends on the number of times it obtained a profit above zero in the last \( r \) periods. The larger this number, the higher its probability of remaining in the network. To do so, we consider the following function:

\[
\eta_j(\hat{\pi}_j | \Lambda^{v_t}, \ldots, \Lambda^{v_{t-r}}) = \left(\frac{1}{r} \sum_{k=1}^{r} 1(\hat{\pi}_{j,t-k} > 0)\right)^{\theta_j}, \quad \theta_j < 1
\]

where \( 1(\hat{\pi}_{j,t-r} > 0) \) is the indicator function and \( \theta_j \) is a bankruptcy sensitivity parameter.\(^{54}\) Since firms producing final consumption goods operate in perfectly competitive markets, their profits are always positive in any realization of the network, and therefore, these firms will always trade in the market (i.e. \( \eta_j = 1 \ \forall j \in f^\beta \)).

\(^{54}\) The higher this constant, the more concave will the probability function be, and with it, the higher the firm’s probabilities of remaining in the industry when the number of periods with positive profits is large.
2.4 Empirical analysis of the General Market Equilibrium

The purpose of this section is to show some of the GME’s characteristics, to observe how firm productivity shocks may impact the equilibrium’s determination and firm bankruptcy and analyze the propagation of these shocks in the network. It must be emphasized that this analysis is merely empirical. It is carried out on the basis of numeric simulations on a non-real production network, which satisfy the assumptions and rules of the model proposed in the previous section.

To do so, we consider a production network with 15 firms \( J = \{j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_{15}\} \), 5 goods \( I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_5\} \) and a representative household \( H \), as shown in Figure 2.8. For illustrative purposes we only display transactions in the goods market.

![Figure 2.8. Production Network used in the model’s simulation](image)

Note. This figure shows the production network over which simulations are run in the model. Each node denotes a firm, each edge represents a buying-selling transaction and each color identifies a good. If the edges’ line is continuous, then transactions are carried out with the regular supplier; on the contrary, if the edges’ line is dotted, then transactions occur with the rival supplier. For illustrative purposes, transactions in the labor market are omitted from the figure.

All transactions in the network are denoted by directed edges. As you may recall from the explanation in Figure 2.1, the color identifies the good that is being exchanged, for
example, firm $j_9$ produces good $i_3$ (colored blue), which is acquired by firms $j_{11}, j_{12}$, and demands good $i_2$ (colored cyan) which is sold by firms $j_5, j_6$. On the other hand, the nature of the line distinguishes between the type of supplier: a continuous line represents a regular supplier, while a dotted line denotes a rival supplier. This distinction is not applied to the representative household, since its suppliers remain unchanged. For example, as a seller, firm $j_9$ is the regular supplier of firm $j_{12}$ (continuous line) and the rival supplier of firm $j_{11}$ (dotted line); whereas, as a buyer, firm $j_9$’s regular supplier is firm $j_5$ (continuous line) and its rival supplier is firm $j_6$ (dotted line).

This network is built satisfying the assumptions that were established in the economic model, in other words: each market has at least one buyer and one supplier, no firm produces intermediate and final consumption goods simultaneously; all firms have two suppliers for every input they demand. To simplify the network’s structure, it is assumed that firms are divided uniformly by levels of linkages, through a multipartite graph without cycles.\(^{55}\) Additionally, it is assumed that each firms demands an intermediate good and labor (except for firms that are located on the first linkage level, and which demand only labor).

Regarding the economic agents’ behavior, it is assumed that all firms use CES technologies with constant returns to scale and elasticities of substitution above 1. This technology’s coefficients and parameters are generated randomly and are similar for firms located on the same linkage level. On the other hand, the representative household adopts CES preferences with an elasticity of substitution above 1. Technologies and preferences with elasticities of substitution greater than 1 ensure that the algorithm’s performance in the determination of the GME is good.\(^{56}\)

\(^{55}\) In graph theory, a multipartite graph is a graph whose nodes may be divided in independent sets (meaning, a set where nodes are not adjacent to each other). For the purposes of the present work, each partition in this graph represent a linkage level in the network, which is conformed by firms that provide the same good and demand the same set of inputs. The firms’ layout throughout the network ensures that each linkage level supplies only one different linkage, from firms that demand labor to those that produce final consumption goods.

\(^{56}\) Firms that produce intermediate goods set their prices by observing their buyers’ demand, which is why there is a risk that prices vary sharply when the price-elasticity of demand is low. This situation arises specially when the buyers’ elasticity of substitution is close to zero (that is, when there exists a high degree of complementary between different inputs).
Finally, it is assumed that the market for intermediate goods has a pseudo-monopolistic structure. Here, the buyers’ probabilistic choice is denoted by a 3rd order spline. In this spline, it is assumed that regular suppliers have a decreasing probability, which is equal to 1 when their price is below the rival supplier’s, and which is equal to 0 when their price is above the rival supplier’s.

Next, the GME is estimated in the initial period and a simulation of firm bankruptcy in the absence of productive shocks is carried out. This scenario constitutes our base scenario. Then, a 20% productivity shock is introduced in each firm’s technology and its main effects are examined. These scenarios constitute the alternative scenarios (one scenario for each firm). In both scenarios, firm bankruptcy is simulated with 1,000 random trials in a time horizon of 30 periods. In each period, the probability of a firm remaining in the industry depends on the number of times it attained non-negative profits considering up to 5 lags ($r = 5$).

Numerical programming of the GME and firm bankruptcy was carried out in MATLAB.\textsuperscript{57}

2.4.1 Base scenario

The production network in Figure 2.8 comprises $|\Omega| = 2^{12} = 4,096$ possible realizations. Each realization represents a different set of buying-selling transactions between firms. Recall that these realizations satisfy the restriction that states that firms must demand inputs from one supplier only and that they may offer their output to one or more buyers (or none) in the network.

Based on this set of realizations and taking into account the conditions for the production network’s \textit{ex post} equilibrium and the price reaction functions of each firm, the GME is determined for the initial period. The selling prices for intermediate goods $p^{m*}$ that correspond to this equilibrium are shown below.

\textsuperscript{57} The determination of the GME uses algorithms for optimization and non-linear systems of equations, while the modelling of firm bankruptcy uses stochastic simulation algorithms. The model’s programming was carried out in supercomputer from the National Research and Education Network for Ecuador (CEDIA) and the supercomputer from Center for Mathematical Modelling in Key Areas for Development (MODEMAT). Its compilation requires around 4 to 5 days.
Figure 2.9. General Market Equilibrium for the base scenario (no shock).
Intermediate goods prices. Initial period.

Note. Table a) shows the selling prices set by the suppliers for their potential buyers. The suppliers are arranged by rows, while the buyers are arranged by columns. The yellow-red gradation represents the magnitude of the price; the higher the intensity of the red coloration, the higher the offered price. Figure b) translates this color-coding scheme to the edges of the production network.

Each cell in matrix 2.9.a displays the selling price that the supplier (specified by row) sets for its potential buyer (specified by column) using a yellow-red gradation. The intensity of the red coloration is stronger, the higher the price. For example, cell (6, 9) shows that supplier \( \psi_6 \) sets its price at 1.09 monetary units for buyer \( \psi_9 \). From the cell’s orange coloration, we may infer that this is a medium price level, compared to the rest of prices in the matrix. This coloration may also be observed on the edges of the network in Figure 2.9.b.

A quick inspection of the price matrix 2.9.a makes it possible to establish two characteristics of price determination in the GME. First, the price offered by the regular suppliers is always higher than that offered by the rival suppliers, for every buyer in the production network. This inference arises from observing the color variation in the cells belonging to the same column in matrix 2.9.a (alternatively, from the color variation observed in the edges that meet at the same node in the network in Figure 2.9.b. For example, firm \( j_9 \)’s regular supplier \( j_5 \) offers a selling price of 1.54 monetary units (colored orange), while the rival supplier \( j_6 \) offers a price equal to 1.09 (colored yellow-orange). As may be recalled, regular suppliers have the advantage of frequently
engaging in transactions with their buyers and therefore, presenting a lower risk for them. This characteristic allows them greater power in setting their prices and therefore, a greater ability to fix selling prices above those fixed by the rival suppliers.

Second, prices rise along the productive linkages. This characteristic can be inferred by observing the increase in the red coloring’s intensity of the cells in matrix 2.9.a, when moving from the upper left corner to the lower right corner (this characteristic is more clearly observed in the network in Figure 2.9.b, where the red coloring’s intensity of the edges increases as we move from the first levels of the linkages, to the last). For example, supplier \( j_1 \), which is located on the first level of linkages, offers a vector price equal to \([0.652 ; 1.14]\) with low level price values (colored yellow and light orange), while supplier \( j_{10} \), which is located in the next-to-last level in the linkages, offers a vector price equal to \([3.6 ; 4.02 ; 3.59]\) with high level values (colored carmine and dark red). The occurrence of this phenomenon is reasonable since firms must set selling prices which are above their marginal costs to maximize their profits. These prices intervene in the inputs demanded by their buyers, in turn, the buyers of the latter, and so on, as all firms exhibit the same price setting behavior. Consequently, prices must increase from transaction to transaction in the production network.

Another element that is characteristic of the GME is the production of firms \( \{y(\omega)\}_{\omega \in \Omega} \). Recall that selling prices of intermediate goods in the GME condition the behavior of various variables in the economic system, including household consumption, final goods prices, labor demand and supply and even production. Next, the distribution of the output of the 15 firms introduced previously is shown, with their corresponding expected values.\(^{58}\)

---

\(^{58}\) Appendix D shows the distribution of the representative household’s consumption and the prices of final consumption goods. Moreover, the most probable realizations of the production network are shown, with their respective probabilities.
Figure 2.10. General Market Equilibrium in the base scenario (no shock).
Firm Output. Initial Period.

Note. Figure a) is a multidimensional histogram of firms output, based on the empirical distribution function of the GME. The x-axis denotes the network’s firms, the y-axis represents the logarithm of output and the z-axis denotes the probability. The yellow-red gradation indicates the expected value of production. The higher the color red’s intensity is, the higher the expected value. Figure b) reproduces this gradation over the nodes in the network. The values in parenthesis show the expected output value of each node.

As can be observed, firms output rises when moving across the productive linkages in an ascending way. This remark can be observed in histogram 2.10.a, in the increasing intensity of the color red along the x-axis coordinates. It can also be visualized in the network in Figure 2.10.b, in the increasing intensity of the nodes’ red color when moving from the first levels of linkages to the last. For example, if we analyze the network from one end to the other, we find that firm $j_1$ (which is located at the first linkage level) has an expected value below 0.0164 (colored light yellow), while firm $j_{15}$ (which is located at the last linkage level) has a high expected value of 0.9591 (colored dark red).

Two reasons underlie this increase in the expected value of output. First, there exists a multiplying effect on production caused by the structure of the production network. Each linkage level demands all inputs produced by the linkage found immediately before it, and labor, which is why its output must necessarily be larger. This effect extends from those firms which only demand labor (first linkage level) to those firms that satisfy the representative household’s demand (final linkage level). Second, intermediate good firms and final good firms operate under different market structures.
The firms that produce intermediate goods work in pseudo-monopolistic markets, which is why in some occasions they may not produce any output. This may occur specially in realizations in the network in which the buyers decide not to engage in transactions with their suppliers because their offered prices are too high. These realizations cause a left bias on the distribution of output and therefore, reduce its expected value. On the contrary, firms that produce final consumption goods always produce a quantity above zero because they operate in competitive markets. Here, each firm produces at a level where its marginal cost equals the market price. Consequently, the output distribution is symmetric, and its expected value is higher.

The GME shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 represents the economic system’s situation in the initial period. From this point on, the simulation of firm bankruptcy for 1,000 random trials is carried out, for a time horizon of 30 periods. The network’s behavior in each period is determined by a new GME based on the firms that remained within the market up until that period. It is worth emphasizing that in this exercise, the permanence of each firm in the market is determined by the number of times the firm obtained a non-zero profit in the last 5 periods.

First, let’s analyze the situation of each firm. Figure 2.11 illustrates firm bankruptcy in the production network throughout time by using a heat map. The rows on the map represent the firms, while the columns denote the time periods. The higher the intensity of the red color in each cell is, the higher the firm’s average rate of bankruptcy in a specific time period.
Figure 2.11. Firm bankruptcy in the base scenario (with no shock).
Average Rate of Bankruptcy, by firm. 30 time periods.

Note. This figure shows firms average rate of bankruptcy over a set of 1,000 random trials in a
time horizon of 30 periods. Each row corresponds to a specific firm and each column corresponds
to a specific time period. The yellow-red gradation specifies the magnitude of the average rate of
bankruptcy. The higher the intensity of the color red is, the higher the firm’s average rate of
bankruptcy in the specific time period.

As observed in this figure, firms in the first linkage levels have a higher likelihood of
going bankrupt and they do so faster; on the contrary, firms located at the last linkage
levels are less likely to go bankrupt and they do so slower.

This observation excludes firms that produce final consumption goods, which never go
bankrupt because they always exhibit positive profits. For example, firms $j_2, j_3, j_4$
(linkage levels 1 and 2) exit the industry starting at approximately period 5 and attain a
maximum bankruptcy rate of 35% at the end of 30 periods. On the other hand, firms
$j_{10}, j_{11}, j_{12}$ (linkage level number 4) exit the industry starting at approximately period 17
and attain a maximum bankruptcy rate of 20%.

The high bankruptcy rate observed in the first levels of productive linkages can be
explained by the way in which the network’s structure conditions the activity of the
firms. If a firm goes bankrupt, its suppliers have less chances of earning profits, which is why their probabilities of going bankrupt increase. This effect is transmitted from supplier to supplier, all the way down to the firms located at the first levels of linkages, where the propensity of exiting the industry is multiplied. It is necessary to underline that this effect is not transmitted to buyers, since there always exist another firm that can replace the firm that went bankrupt and which can provide the inputs required in the network. In aggregate terms, the economic system’s total income and the number of firms that participate in transactions in the production network is shown in Figure 2.12. The thick line in each subfigure represents average GDP and the average number of firms in each time period, while the blue bands represent the confidence intervals, calculated at the 95% level.

Figure 2.12. Firm bankruptcy in the base scenario (with no shock). GDP and total number of continuing firms. 30 time periods.

Note. Figures a) and b) show GDP and the total number of firms, respectively, over a set of 1,000 random trials in a time horizon of 30 periods. The thick line represents the general trend, while the blue bands represent the 95% confidence intervals.

As can be observed in Figure 2.12.b, firm bankruptcy reduces the set of firms that participate in the production network from 15 to approximately 11. According to Figure
12, firms with the higher likelihood of going bankrupt in this transition are firms $j_2, j_3, j_4, j_6$. This phenomenon reduces GDP approximately from 14.2 to 13.4 monetary units (Figure 2.12.a).

It is worth noticing that the reduction in GDP and the number of firms is not stabilized throughout time (meaning, there is no stationary state), because there is no mechanism in the model to create capital that may increase the number of firms in the production network. Consequently, the reduction in GDP and the number of firms may continue if the number of time periods in the simulation is increased.

2.4.2 Alternative scenarios. Productivity shocks

This section analyzes how the GME and firm bankruptcy change when there are productivity shocks of 20% on firms’ technologies. These shocks are simulated in an independent and separate way for each firm and represent what we had defined in the beginning as alternative scenarios. To understand the impact of these shocks and their propagation in the production network, we will center our attention in one single scenario; in this case, on the case of a productivity shock that affects firm $j_9$ because of its intermediate location in the production network. The rest of scenarios are shown in Appendix G.

First, we will examine how the GME changes in the initial period. As observed in table 2.13.a, a productivity shock on firm $j_9$ generates changes not only on its selling prices but also on the selling prices of the rest of firms in the network. Each cell in this table shows the percentage variation in the price set by the supplier (specified by row) for its potential buyer (specified by the column) using a red-blue gradation. This color coding indicates the sign and magnitude in the price variations. If the cell is red, then prices decrease; on the contrary, if the cell is blue, then prices increase. Each color’s intensity depends on the magnitude of the absolute value’s variation. This same color grading is applied to the edges in the network in Figure 2.13.b.

59 To ensure a stationary state in the model, it may be assumed that there exists an amount of capital in the economy which may be invested in the creation of new firms. These firms must have similar (or improved) characteristics in relation to the firms that went bankrupt, so they may replace them and occupy their position in the network. This investment may depend on the profit a firm would expect and competition in the industry. Its incorporation may be implemented using a stochastic process, same as it was carried out for the inclusion of firm bankruptcy in the model.
First of all, we observe that the productivity shock on firm $j_9$ increases its selling prices by 18.3% and 7.1% for buyers $j_{11}$ and $j_{12}$, respectively. This increase is due to the increase in the marginal cost that the firm experiences after the productivity shock; this effect is stressed in those transactions where the firm participates as a rival supplier (since in these cases, the chances of losing a buyer because of a decision to increase the price are lower). This shock is propagated in the network generating two prevalent effects on the selling prices of the rest of the firms in the network: a horizontal effect and a cascade downstream effect.

The horizontal effect is an increase in the prices of firms that compete with the firm impacted by the shock. This effect can be distinguished by the blue color of the cells in rows 7, 8 and 9 in table 2.13.a and they are located in columns 11 and 12. It may also be visualized in the production network in Figure 2.13.b. in the blue color in the edges that stem from nodes 7, 8, and 9, and end in the same nodes 11 and 12. For example, we observe that competition between firms $j_8$ and $j_9$ for buyer $j_{11}$ spreads the shock received by firm $j_9$ to firm $j_8$, increasing its selling price by 8.6% for buyer $j_{11}$. On the
other hand, the downstream cascade effect represents the increase in prices that occurs from buyer to buyer in the network. This effect can be visualized in the blue color of the cells located below row 9 in table 2.13.a. Similarly, this effect may be observed in the blue colored edges above node 9 in the network shown in Figure 2.13.b. For example, we observe that the shock received by firm $j_9$ is diffused to its buyer $j_{11}$, which raises its prices by 1.3% and 3% for buyers $j_{13}$ and $j_{14}$, respectively.

The explanation underlying both effects is simple. On the one hand, the horizontal effect is due to the interaction between firms when setting prices. If a firm increases its selling prices after a shock, then its buyers will start transacting with other competing suppliers. These suppliers, in view of the increase in demand, will also raise their selling prices, but will do so in a proportion lower than that corresponding to the impacted firm, because otherwise, they would lose the buyers that were secured initially. On the other hand, the downstream cascade effect can be explained by a cost factor. When a firm is affected by a negative shock, its marginal cost increases, forcing it to raise its selling prices. This effect, supplemented by the horizontal effect, increases costs for its buyers’ who will also increase their selling prices to adjust to the cost increase. This effect is diffused from buyer to buyer in the network and diminishes as buyers are located farther from the impacted firm.

In Appendix G.1, we observe that the horizontal effect and the downstream cascade effect in the increase in prices is a characteristic of all alternative scenarios. There are scenarios like the one shown in Figure 2.13, where a decrease in upstream prices, in other words, from supplier to supplier. However, this phenomenon is not present in an absolute way for all prices and neither in a generalized way in all scenarios.\(^{60}\)

The increase in the prices of the firm that was impacted by the shock brings about three important implications in the analysis of the GME. An important rise in prices reduces the competitiveness of the affected firm within the set of firms that focus on the same

\(^{60}\) In theory, the upstream effect on prices is indeterminate. When a firm experiences a negative productivity shock, its selling price rises and output decreases. This fact reduces the demand for inputs and therefore, the price at which suppliers are willing to sell their products. Nevertheless, a productivity shock also raises firms’ costs due to the reduction in the factors of production efficiency. This aspect, in turn, increases the demand for inputs and raises the price set by suppliers. Consequently, the variation in the prices set by suppliers are ambiguous.
market segment, thereby decreasing its chances of selling its product and earning a profit. This effect may diffuse in the production network through the buying-selling transactions and endanger the profitability of other firms. To examine this phenomenon, we calculate the percentage variation in the frequency with which firms earn non-negative profits in the initial period. This frequency gives an idea of a firm’s probability of earning a positive profit and engaging in trade relations with its buyers.

Variations in this indicator are shown in Figure 2.14.a, where the red bars correspond to negative values and the blue bars, positive ones. The same color coding is used for nodes in the network represented in Figure 2.14.b, where the delineated path corresponds to the firms that exhibit the largest negative variations. In inspecting both figures, it is observed that the shock on firm $j_9$ generates an upstream cascade effect that affects firms’ profits, and which is propagated only towards the regular suppliers in the network.

Figure 2.14. The GME in the alternative scenario. Prod. Shock of 20% on firm 9. Variations in the Frequency of non-negative profits. Initial period.

Note. Figure a) is a bar diagram that shows the percentage variation in the frequency with which firms earn non-negative profits. This frequency is computed based on the empirical distribution function of the GME before and after the productivity shock. The red-blue color gradation indicates the sign of the variation. The color red indicates a reduction in the frequency, while a blue coloration denotes an increase in the frequency. Figure b) replicates this color grading on the nodes in the production network and outlines a path with the nodes that exhibit the largest negative variation.
As can be observed, the shock that impacts firm $j_9$ reduces its chances of obtaining positive profits by 8.0%. On top of that, it also reduces this possibility for its regular supplier $j_5$ by 6.2%, and for the regular supplier of the latter $j_1$ by 5.2%. These effects are accompanied by positive effects on the firms that tend to replace the affected supplier in the same linkage level. For example, after the shock that affects firm $j_9$, competing firms $j_7$ and $j_8$ increase their chances of earning positive profits by 1.3% and 4.9%, respectively.

The reason why this upstream cascade effect propagates exclusively to the regular suppliers can be explained by the high frequency with which these suppliers engage in transactions in the network. Regular suppliers earn a profit on most occasions in which buyers choose to transact with them, which is why if the buyers make no profits (because their selling prices are less competitive), they don’t either. In other words, if a supplier usually sells its product to some buyer in the network, all that happens to this buyer has an impact on the supplier’s profits (and consequently on the profits of those suppliers who regularly supply the latter). It must be emphasized that the shock’s diffusion favors the rival suppliers’ competitiveness, who, on the other hand, increase their chances of trading in the network and therefore, of obtaining a profit.

Appendix G.2. shows that the upstream cascade effect on the regular suppliers’ profits is present in all alternative scenarios, except for those scenarios where the productivity shock affects firms that produce final consumption goods. In these scenarios, the cascade effect is sometimes diffused through the rival suppliers, producing variations which are milder than those observed in the first levels of linkages.

The upstream diffusion of the productivity shock over firms’ profits during the initial period is critical for understanding how firms go bankrupt over the course of time. As may be recalled from the model’s design, a firm has a higher probability of going bankrupt as the number of periods where it registered zero profits increases. Along these lines, if a shock’s influence on the mechanism for earning profits is known, then its effect on firm bankruptcy can be explained. To analyze this effect, we turn to Figure 2.15. This figure shows the variation in the average bankruptcy rate of firms in the production network through a heat map that uses an inverted red-blue color gradation. The color red signals a positive variation (i.e. the chances of a firm going bankrupt
Broadly speaking, we observe that the productivity shock on firm \( j_9 \) exacerbates the bankruptcy of the regular supplier found upstream. First, this shock causes an increase in firm’s \( j_9 \) chances of going bankrupt, starting at period 3, until reaching the increase in its rate of bankruptcy of 14% by the end of the 30 time periods. This effect is propagated from supplier to supplier, with lessened intensity. For example, it may be observed that firms \( j_5 \) and \( j_1 \) augment their odds of going bankrupt in periods 3 and 5, but with an increase in their bankruptcy rates of 10% and 8% by the end of the 30 periods, respectively. A negative effect on firms \( j_{11} \) and \( j_{12} \), firm \( j_9 \)’s buyers, is also observed, albeit milder.

Figure 2.15. Firm bankruptcy in the alternative scenario. Prod. Shock of 20% on firm 9. Variation on the Average Bankruptcy Rate by firm. 30 time periods.

Note. This figure shows the percentage variation in the average bankruptcy rate of firms over a set of 1,000 random trials in a time horizon of 30 periods. Each row represents a firm and each column, a time period. The red-blue color gradation specifies the sign and magnitude of the variation. If colored red, then there is an increase in the rate of bankruptcy. The higher the intensity of the color red, the larger the rise in the bankruptcy rate. On the contrary, if colored blue, then there is a decrease in the rate of bankruptcy. The more intense the blue color is, the larger the decrease in the rate of bankruptcy.
In this figure it is worth noting that there are firms which experience an increase in their odds of remaining in the industry due to their rival supplier status. This is the case of firms $j_2, j_4, j_6, j_7, j_8$, which augment their permanence in the network by replacing regular suppliers that were displaced by the productivity shock.

As was mentioned before, the upstream cascade effect on profits in the initial period helps to understand the origin of the upstream cascade effect on the bankruptcy of regular suppliers. A productivity shock affects a firm by increasing its selling prices, which reduces its chances of trading in the network and gaining positive profits in the initial period. This effect spreads from supplier to supplier in a way that regular suppliers also experience a reduction in their chances of earning a profit. In this way, the entire chain of firms, starting at the firm that was hit by the shock until the last of the affected suppliers, will experience a higher probability of going bankrupt in the next period.

If in the next period one of these firms goes bankrupt, the economic activity of this firm’s regular suppliers will contract considerably (since, losing their buyer, a large part of their sales is lost as well), further restricting their chances of earning a profit and thus, remaining in the network. The same will be experienced by the rest of regular suppliers located upstream, due to the cascade effect on firms’ profits which happens in that point in time. This process occurs successively from period to period, as firms exit the industry and further condition the profits of those firms that remain in the production network.

Appendix G.3. shows the upstream cascade effect on firm bankruptcy in all alternative scenarios. As was the case in the productivity shock on firm $j_9$, in some scenarios, the shock also produces effects on some buyers; however, these effects have lower magnitude and are unstable over time. It must be underlined that in these results there exists some sort of intertemporal substitution between regular suppliers and rival suppliers in the network, since the latter become less competitive as a result of the shock. 61

---

61 The intertemporal substitution between regular and rival suppliers during the process of firm bankruptcy stabilizes the number of firms that remain in the network in relation to the base scenario, consequently, no
2.5 Conclusions

The diffusion of microeconomic shocks in production networks stands as one of the most developed research fields in the analysis of economic networks, in the last decade. Its objective is delimited by the study of cascade effects, in other words, the propagation of productivity shocks towards the chain of buyers or suppliers in the network, through intersectoral input-output relations.

In the same line, diverse theoretical work focused on the theory of general equilibrium has been developed, with the widespread use of assumptions such as: markets with perfect competition, representative firms, exogeneous networks, permanent firms (with no possibility of bankruptcy), and Cobb-Douglas technologies and preferences. These assumptions incorporate strong restrictions regarding the production network’s behavior and reduce the complexity of the economic system under study. As such, they may lessen the propagation of microeconomic shocks or restrict its effects to certain firms in the network.

The present document makes a special contribution to this theoretical framework. It analyzes the propagation of microeconomic shocks in production networks with imperfect competition and the possibility of firm bankruptcy. Here, firms that produce intermediate goods have ability to set the price of their output, considering that their buyers exhibit a probabilistic choice behavior. This behavior assumes that buyers assign a probability to each of the transactions with their potential suppliers, a probability that emerges from the trade-off they face between profit and risk, due to the lack of information regarding the transactions’ terms. Determined this way, the intermediate goods prices, together with other economic variables, help us define what we call the General Market Equilibrium (GME). On the other hand, firm bankruptcy is modelled using a stochastic process in which each time period is determined by the GME of the firms that survived up to that period. Here, a firm’s probability of remaining in the industry is determined by the number of periods where the firm obtained a positive profit; the larger this number, the higher this probability.

significant variations in the macroeconomic aggregates are to be expected. For further detail see Appendix G.4.
Under these circumstances, a productivity shock on a firm produces several effects. First, there are two effects on the selling prices in the initial period: a horizontal effect and a downstream cascade effect. The former effect increases the selling prices of firms that compete with the impacted firm, while the latter effect raises the selling prices from buyer to buyer in the network. These effects stem from the price setting behavior and the rivalry between firms. Second, there is an upstream cascade effect on firms’ profits in the initial period. This effect is produced by the loss of competitiveness in the affected firm and is propagated from regular supplier to regular supplier in the network, due to the regularity with which these firms engage in buying-selling transactions. Third, there is an upstream cascade effect on firm bankruptcy over the course of time. Here, regular suppliers go bankrupt period after period as a consequence of the upstream cascade effect on profits, which is replicated successively throughout the time horizon and more intensely when some firm exits permanently the network.

Although these results are supported by numerical simulations performed on a small non-complex productive network (a network structured uniformly by levels of linkages without cycles), they constitute an important display of the various indirect effects generated by a microeconomic shock when certain fundamental assumptions from the competitive equilibrium and the analysis of networks are relaxed. In this sense, it may be relevant to explore other problems which go hand in hand with price setting and firm bankruptcy, such as regional market segmentation, firm centrality and capital investment.
Conclusions

The chapters in this thesis investigate two big topics about networks in economy: the interaction between accountants and taxpayers in firm’s tax reporting when any of them (or both) are notified by tax administration, and the diffusion of microeconomic shocks through input-output interrelations in economies with imperfect competition and firms’ bankruptcy. Even though these chapters have a common background (i.e. networks), they have a different scope and methodology. The first topic about the participation of accountants and taxpayers in firm’s tax reporting is fully empirical and focus on impact evaluation of deterrent notifications on income tax. The second topic about shock diffusion is fully theoretical. It develops a microeconomic model of productive networks and supports its findings with numeric simulations.

The first chapter analyzes the effect of electronic deterrent notifications on accountants, through an experiment in Ecuadorian tax system with the cooperation of tax administration. This experiment sent five different kinds of deterrent notifications to accountants and taxpayers prior to the reporting deadline of fiscal year 2015 via the tax box system. Using a simple regression model and information of corporate income tax for microenterprises, it was shown that simultaneous notifications on both accountants and taxpayers were the only treatment that increased significantly firms’ declared income tax. They were even more effective at improving firms’ declared tax than notifications on accountants only. Furthermore, it was shown that penalty notifications on accountants, rather than taxpayers only, were the most significant treatment at increasing firms’ declared revenue, however they did not generate a significant impact on declared tax due to a cost overreporting mechanism.

All these results demonstrate that there is a systemic relationship between accountants and taxpayers that could explain how firms evade taxes and how they react when any of the parties is notified by the tax administration. In fact, these findings provide initial insight to microeconomic theories about tax evasion through agency problems, such as the Crocker and Slemrod’s model.

The second chapter examines how a productive shock could be propagated in productive networks with imperfect markets and bankruptcy. To do so, it was built a microeconomic network model with three kind of agents: intermediate good firms, final-good firms and a
representative household. Intermediate good firms can set their selling prices, taking into account that buyers have a probabilistic choice behavior. This behavior supposes the buyers assign a probability to each transaction they make with their suppliers, as a result of the trade-off between expect profits and risk of loss they face due to the lack of information about transactions (e.g. quality product). Final-good firms and the representative household are price-takers. This economic system can be used to define what is called in this research the General Market Equilibrium (GME), which represents a kind of Nash equilibrium within a structure of ex-post supply-demand equilibrium. Furthermore, the firm bankruptcy is represented by a stochastic process in which each period is determined by the GME of the firms that survived until that moment.

Based on this model, the simulation of productive shocks shows different cascade effects on prices and economic flows of the productive network. First, there are two types of price effects in the initial period: a horizontal effect and a downstream cascade effect. The former increases selling prices for the firms that belongs to the competition of the impacted firm, and it is produced by the rivalry between firms. The latter increases the selling prices from buyer to buyer and it is caused by the increase in marginal costs after the shock. Second, there is an upstream effect on firms’ profit in the initial period, due to the loss of competitiveness in the impacted firm and the contraction in the production of regular suppliers (i.e. those suppliers that commonly engage in buying-selling transactions and have the lowest risk). Finally, it is found an upstream cascade effect on firm bankruptcy that is propagated exclusively to regular suppliers in the network over time. In other words, if the firm that received the shock goes bankrupt, their regular suppliers, the regular suppliers of these suppliers, and so on, will most likely go bankrupt in the next periods. This effect is generated as a result of the effects described above, and is replicated each period more intensely as firms exits the network.

Although the simulations of the model are limited to a small non-complex productive network, they provide a preliminary view about shocks diffusion when there are market failures and firm bankruptcy. As such, these results complement Acemolgu's findings, which instead show that productivity shocks in productive networks with perfect competition could generate downstream cascade effects.
Appendix

A. Notifications

A.1. Treatment 1. Accountant placebo notification

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE

Dear

<Name>

Accountant

Declare income tax on time:

The Internal Rents Service is pleased to inform that the deadline for the income tax declaration for the fiscal year 2015 began on February 1, 2016, and will end in the case of natural persons on 28 March 2016, and in the case of companies on April 28, 2016; according to the ninth digit of the RUC.

Therefore, you are asked to review timely the values that will be reported and to prepare the accounting and tax documentation of taxpayers for whom you work as an accountant.

Sincerely,

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE
A.2. Treatment 2. Accountant penalty notification

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE

Dear

<Name>

Accountant

Declare income tax on time:

The Internal Rents Service is pleased to inform that the deadline for the income tax declaration for the fiscal year 2015 began on February 1, 2016, and will end in the case of natural persons on 28 March 2016, and in the case of companies on April 28, 2016; according to the ninth digit of the RUC.

Therefore, you are asked to review timely the values that will be reported and to prepare the accounting and tax documentation of taxpayers for whom you work as an accountant.

Avoid penalties:

In your status as accountant, according to article 101 of Internal Tax Regime Law, you are liable for the accuracy and reliability of the data reported in the firm’s declaration.

The Internal Revenue Service has the legal authority, as well as the technical and computer tools, to verify the fulfilment of tax obligations. In the case to check any infringement, we will initiate the appropriate legal actions.

Tax fraud, for your own or third parties benefit, is punished with imprisonment of three to seven years according Article 298 of the Criminal Integral Organic Code.

Sincerely,

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE
A.3. Treatment 3. Accountant risk notification

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE

Dear

<Name>

Accountant

Declare income tax on time:

The Internal Rents Service is pleased to inform that the deadline for the income tax declaration for the fiscal year 2015 began on February 1, 2016, and will end in the case of natural persons on 28 March 2016, and in the case of companies on April 28, 2016; according to the ninth digit of the RUC.

Therefore, you are asked to review timely the values that will be reported and to prepare the accounting and tax documentation of taxpayers for whom you work as an accountant.

Avoid tax controls:

The Internal Revenue Service, according to information from the second half of 2015, has detected that you carry out the accounting of <###> taxpayers.

The calculation of income tax is based on the data recorded in the accountancy, and to the extent that the accounting technique is applied correctly, the tax reporting will be appropriate. Therefore, as an accountant, you must ensure that financial statements fairly present the economic and financial situation of each of these taxpayers, and also support documents meet all legal requirements for issuing them.

If there are irregularities, we will start the appropriate legal action.

Sincerely,

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE
A.4. Treatment 4. Accountant-Taxpayer risk notification (notification for accountant)

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE

Dear

<Name>

Accountant

Declare income tax on time:

The Internal Rents Service is pleased to inform that the deadline for the income tax declaration for the fiscal year 2015 began on February 1, 2016, and will end in the case of natural persons on 28 March 2016, and in the case of companies on April 28, 2016; according to the ninth digit of the RUC.

Therefore, you are asked to review timely the values that will be reported and to prepare the accounting and tax documentation of taxpayers for whom you work as an accountant.

Avoid tax controls:

The Internal Revenue Service, according to information from the second half of 2015, has detected that you carry out the accounting of <###> taxpayers.

The calculation of income tax is based on the data recorded in the accountancy, and to the extent that the accounting technique is applied correctly, the tax reporting will be appropriate. Therefore, as an accountant, you must ensure that financial statements fairly present the economic and financial situation of each of these taxpayers, and also supporting documents meet all legal requirements for issuing them.

If there are irregularities, we will start appropriate legal actions.

For your knowledge, taxpayers for whom you work as an accountant will be notified of all information shown here.

Sincerely,

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE
Dear

<Name>

Taxpayer

Declare income tax on time:

The Internal Rents Service is pleased to inform that the deadline for the income tax declaration for the fiscal year 2015 began on February 1, 2016, and will end in the case of natural persons on 28 March 2016, and in the case of companies on April 28, 2016; according to the ninth digit of the RUC.

Therefore, you are asked to review timely the values that will be reported and to prepare the accounting and tax documentation used for the declaration.

Avoid tax controls:

The Internal Revenue Service, according to information from the second half of 2015, has detected that your accountant carries out the accounting of <###> taxpayers.

The calculation of income tax is based on the data recorded in the accountancy, and to the extent that the accounting technique is applied correctly, the tax reporting will be appropriate. Therefore, your accountant must ensure that financial statements fairly present the economic and financial situation of each of these taxpayers, and also supporting documents meet all legal requirements for issuing them.

If there are irregularities, we will start appropriate legal actions.

For your knowledge, your accountant will be notified of all information shown here.

Sincerely,

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE
A.6. Treatment 5. Taxpayer penalty notification

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE

Dear

{Name}

Taxpayer

Declare income tax on time:

The Internal Rents Service is pleased to inform that the deadline for the income tax declaration for the fiscal year 2015 began on February 1, 2016, and will end in the case of natural persons on 28 March 2016, and in the case of companies on April 28, 2016; according to the ninth digit of the RUC.

Therefore, you are asked to review timely the values that will be reported and to prepare the accounting and tax documentation used for the declaration.

Avoid penalties:

In your status as legal representative, according to article 101 of Internal Tax Regime Law, you are liable for the accuracy and reliability of the data reported in the firm's declaration.

The Internal Revenue Service has the legal authority, as well as the technical and computer tools, to verify the fulfilment of tax obligations. In the case to check any infringement, we will initiate the appropriate legal actions.

Tax fraud, for your own or third parties benefit, is punished with imprisonment of three to seven years according Article 298 of the Criminal Integral Organic Code.

Sincerely,

INTERNAL RENTS SERVICE
### B. Impact differences between treatments

#### B.1. Impact Differences on declared total revenue. Fiscal year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1. Acc. Placebo notification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. Acc. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.059**</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3. Acc. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
<td>(0.405)</td>
<td>(0.242)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.077**</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>(0.048)</td>
<td>(0.643)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5. Txp. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.070</td>
<td>(0.844)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each cell of this matrix shows the difference between one impact treatment (row) to other (column) on total revenue relative change in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). All covariable’s sets were included for the estimation (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Pvalues are in parenthesis. Robust standard errors were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
B.2. Impact Differences on declared total cost. Fiscal year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1. Acc. Placebo notification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. Acc. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.052* (0.074)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3. Acc. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.025 (0.426)</td>
<td>-0.027 (0.388)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.024 (0.540)</td>
<td>-0.028 (0.475)</td>
<td>-0.001 (0.978)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5. Txp. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.005 (0.896)</td>
<td>-0.047 (0.203)</td>
<td>-0.020 (0.601)</td>
<td>-0.019 (0.668)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each cell of this matrix shows the difference between one impact treatment (row) to other (column) on total cost relative change in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). All covariates’ sets were included for the estimation (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Pvalues are in parenthesis. Robust standard errors were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

B.3. Impact Differences on declared income tax. Fiscal year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1. Acc. Placebo notification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2. Acc. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.046 (0.161)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3. Acc. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.034 (0.320)</td>
<td>-0.013 (0.648)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4. Acc-Txp. Risk notification</td>
<td>0.110*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.063* (0.054)</td>
<td>0.076** (0.028)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5. Txp. Penalty notification</td>
<td>0.073* (0.063)</td>
<td>0.026 (0.434)</td>
<td>0.039 (0.264)</td>
<td>-0.037 (0.339)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each cell of this matrix shows the difference between one impact treatment (row) to other (column) on income tax relative change in the post-treatment period (fiscal year 2015). All covariates’ sets were included for the estimation (firm’s variables, accountant’s variables and time variables). Pvalues are in parenthesis. Robust standard errors were corrected by accountant cluster. *, **, *** denote significance at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
C. Preference approach to probabilistic choice problem

Assume that buyer $k$ has the preferences $\succ^{(k)}$ defined on the vector $V = (\Pi, \mathcal{E})$, where $\Pi$ is the expected profit and $\mathcal{E}$ is the expected security obtained from inputs. Here, security represents the expected value that a catastrophe loss does not occur, that is, it is a variable contrary to risk. According to Figure 2.4, the values of $\Pi, \mathcal{E}$ for the regular supplier $j$ and the rival supplier $\overline{j}$ can be calculated as:

$$
\Pi_{j} = (1 - \phi_{j})\pi_{j} + \phi_{j}\varepsilon_{j}, \\
\Pi_{\overline{j}} = (1 - \phi_{\overline{j}})\pi_{\overline{j}} + \phi_{\overline{j}}\varepsilon_{\overline{j}}, \\
\mathcal{E}_{j} = (1 - \phi_{j})\varepsilon_{j}, \\
\mathcal{E}_{\overline{j}} = (1 - \phi_{\overline{j}})\varepsilon_{\overline{j}}
$$

As it will be recalled, $\pi_{j}, \varepsilon_{j} y \phi_{j}$ are the positive profits, negative profits and risk of loss for the regular supplier, respectively; while $\pi_{\overline{j}}, \varepsilon_{\overline{j}}$ are the level of profits and losses obtained with this supplier, respectively, and $\phi_{j}$ is the risk of incurring losses.

Assume that the preferences $\succ^{(k)}$ are rational, continuous and convex, so there is a utility function $U^{(k)}$ quasiconcave that represents them. This function measures the buyer’s satisfaction, based on the expected profit and the security offered by his suppliers.

Because the preferences are convex, the buyer will always prefer to make a transaction that has the best terms (benefit and security) of the proposals from both suppliers, instead of making a transaction with a single supplier, since this fact will allow him to increase his utility. In this sense, the probabilistic choice of the buyer $k$ represents the proportion at which the proposals of the regular supplier $j$ and the rival $\overline{j}$ are combined, in such a way that his utility is maximized. Formally,

$$
\max_{\psi_{jk}} U^{(k)}(\hat{\Pi}, \hat{\mathcal{E}}) \\
s.t. \\
\hat{\Pi} = \psi_{jk}\Pi_{j} + (1 - \psi_{jk})\Pi_{\overline{j}} \\
\hat{\mathcal{E}} = \psi_{jk}\varepsilon_{j} + (1 - \psi_{jk})\varepsilon_{\overline{j}} \\
0 \leq \psi_{jk} \leq 1
$$
The solution to this problem is illustrated in the following figure, when the rival supplier offers the greatest utility to the buyer, that is, $U^{(k)}(\Pi_j, \varepsilon_j) > U^{(k)}(\Pi_j, \varepsilon_i)$. Point A shows the proposal of the regular supplier (lower profit, greater security), while point B shows the proposal of the rival supplier (greater profit, lower security). The indifference curves that pass over these points delimit the segment BC, which contains all combinations that gives the buyer a greater preference. The most preferred combination is reached at point D where a new indifference curve is tangent to the segment BC. In this way, the probability $\psi_{jk}^*$ that maximizes the buyer's utility is determined by the proportion that segment DC represents within segment BA.

Figure. Solution to probabilistic choice problem under a preference approach

Note. This figure shows the solution to probabilistic choice problem under a preference approach, when the rival supplier offers greater utility to the buyer, that is, $U^{(k)}(\Pi_j, \varepsilon_j) > U^{(k)}(\Pi_j, \varepsilon_i)$. The abscissa axis represents the expected security $\varepsilon$ and the ordinate axis represents the expected benefit $\Pi$. Point A represents the proposal of the regular supplier (lower profit, greater security), and point B represents the proposal of the rival supplier (greater profit, lower security). Segment BC represents the set of combinations that are preferred to points A and B, reaching the most preferred combination at point D. The probability $\psi_{jk}$ is determined by the proportion that segment DC represents within segment BA.
D. Demand functions with CES technology/preferences

D.1 Conditional demand functions and minimum cost functions

All firms of the production network are price takers when they demand inputs. Their objective is to minimize the total cost, subject to a technological restriction CES with constant returns of scale and fixed capital.

Formally, each \( \mathbf{j} \in J \) firm faces the following decision problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{z_{ji}, l_j} c_j &= \sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} p_i z_{ji} + w l_j + r k_j \\
y_j &= A_j \left( \sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} \alpha_{ji} z_{ji}^{\rho_i} + \alpha_{jl} l_j^{\rho_l} + \alpha_{jk} k_j^{\rho_k} \right)^{1/\rho_j}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( y_j \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) is the production of the firm \( j \), \( z_j = (z_{j1}, ..., z_{jm}) \in \mathbb{R}_+^m \) is the vector of input demand, \( l_j \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) is labor demand, \( k_j \) is the demand for fixed capital, \( p = (p_1, ..., p_m) \in \mathbb{R}_+^m \) is the vector of input prices, \( w \) is the wage and \( r \) is the capital return\(^{62}\). \( A_j > 0 \) is a productivity constant; \( \alpha_{ji}, \alpha_{jl}, \alpha_{jk} > 0 \) are participation coefficients of input demand, and \( \rho \leq 1 \) is a parameter related to the elasticity of substitution between factors.

The solution to this problem using the method of Lagrange multipliers produces the following conditional demand functions:

\[
\begin{align*}
z_{ji}(y_j, p, w) &= \left( \frac{y_j^{\rho_j}}{A_j} - \alpha_{jk} k_j^{\rho_k} \right)^{1/\rho_j} \left( \frac{\alpha_{ji}}{p_i} \right)^{1/\rho_j} \left( \frac{\alpha_{jl}}{w} \right)^{1/\rho_j} \\
l_j(y_j, p, w) &= \left( \frac{y_j^{\rho_j}}{A_j} - \alpha_{jk} k_j^{\rho_k} \right)^{1/\rho_j} \left( \frac{\alpha_{jl}}{w} \right)^{1/\rho_j} \left( \frac{\alpha_{ji}}{p_i} \right)^{1/\rho_j} \sum_{i' \in \mathbb{I}} \frac{p_{i'}}{p_{i'}} \left( \frac{\alpha_{ji'}}{p_{i'}} \right)^{1/\rho_j} + \frac{w}{w} \left( \frac{\alpha_{jl}}{w} \right)^{1/\rho_j} \sum_{i' \in \mathbb{I}} \frac{p_{i'}}{p_{i'}} \left( \frac{\alpha_{jl'}}{p_{i'}} \right)^{1/\rho_j}
\end{align*}
\]

On the other hand, the minimum cost function is:

\[62\text{ It should be noted that the vector } p \text{ shows the price of the inputs after the firm selected their suppliers in the realization of } \omega \in \Omega, \text{ so it is related to the set of vectors } p^m_j \text{ in the problem (4).} \]
\[ c_j(y_j, p, w) = \left( \frac{y_j}{A_j} - \alpha_{jk} k_j^\rho \right)^{\frac{1}{\rho_j}} \left( \sum_{i' \in I^m} p_{i'} \left( \frac{\alpha_{ji'}}{p_{i'}} \right)^{1-\rho_j} + w \left( \frac{\alpha_{ji'}}{w} \right)^{1-\rho_j} \right)^{(\rho_j - 1)/\rho_j} + r k_j \]

D.2. Marshallian demand and labor supply functions of the representative household

Suppose the following utility CES with preference to leisure:

\[ u(x(\omega), l_h(\omega)) = \left( \sum_{i \in I^g} y_i x_i^\eta(\omega) + y_l (L - l_h(\omega))^\eta \right)^{\frac{1}{\eta}} \]

where \( x(\omega) \) is the vector of input demand, \( l_h(\omega) \) is the labor supply for each realization of the productive network \( \omega \in \Omega \). \( y_i, y_l > 0 \) are consumption and leisure coefficients, respectively; and \( \eta \leq 1 \) is a parameter related to the elasticity of substitution between final goods and labor.

Therefore, the solution of problem (7) by the method of Lagrange multipliers produces the following functions of Marshallian demand:

\[
x_i(\omega, p^g(\omega), w(\omega), \pi(\omega)) = \left( \frac{y_i}{p_i^g(\omega)} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\eta}} \frac{\pi(\omega) + w(\omega)L}{\sum_{i' \in I^g} p_{i'}^g(\omega) \left( \frac{y_{i'}}{p_{i'}^g(\omega)} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\eta}} + w(\omega) \left( \frac{y_l}{w(\omega)} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\eta}}}, \quad \forall i \in I^g \quad \forall \omega \in \Omega
\]

On the other hand, the optimal labor supply is defined by:

\[
l_h(\omega, p^g(\omega), w(\omega), \pi(\omega)) = L - \left( \frac{y_l}{w(\omega)} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\eta}} \frac{\pi(\omega) + w(\omega)L}{\sum_{i' \in I^g} p_{i'}^g(\omega) \left( \frac{y_{i'}}{p_{i'}^g(\omega)} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\eta}} + w(\omega) \left( \frac{y_l}{w(\omega)} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\eta}}}, \quad \forall \omega \in \Omega
\]
E. Proof of the existence for the General Market Equilibrium.

The existence of the General Market Equilibrium is demonstrated in 5 steps. First, it is proved that the solution to the system of equations $H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^g(\omega), w(\omega), p^m)$ for each scenario $\omega \in \Omega$ given the prices $p^m$ exists. Second, it is proved that prices $p^m$ belong to a compact and convex set. Third, it is proved that the expected profit for firms that produce intermediate goods $E[\pi_j/p^m_j, p^-_j]$ is a continuous function. Fourth, it is proved that this function is concave. Finally, based on the result of the previous steps, it is proved that there is a price matrix $p^{m*}$ that solves the reaction functions $p^{m*}_j = F_j(p^{m*}_-, W, Y_j), \forall j \in J^m$.

To simplify the demonstration, it is assumed that the utility of representative household is Cobb-Douglas without preference on leisure (i.e. there is a fixed total labor). In addition, firms are supposed to have Marx-Leontief technology for input demand. For firms $j \in J^m$, labor is required in fixed proportions, while for firms $j \in J^g$ labor is required with a decreasing marginal productivity. It is also assumed that each final good is produced by a representative firm. Finally, it is assumed that the function that measures the trade-off between profit and risk in the probabilistic choice problem is linear.

E.1. The solution of the system $H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^g(\omega), w(\omega), p^m)$ exists

Let $\omega \in \Omega$ be a realization of the productive network. Let $p^m \in \mathbb{R}^N_+ \times \mathbb{R}^{Nm}_+$ be the prices of intermediate goods in the production network. These variables will be considered fixed in this first part of the demonstration. Because firms have Marx-Leontief technology, the demand for each input is a fixed proportion of firms’ production. In formal terms:

$$\forall j \in J, \forall i \in b(j), \ z_{ji}(\omega) = \alpha_{ji}y_j(\omega)$$

where $z_{ji}$ is the demand of input $i$ for firm $j$, $\alpha_{ji}$ is the technical coefficient of the input $i$ for firm $j$, and $y_j$ is the total production of firm $j$ in the realization $\omega$. On the other side, by the ex-post local equilibrium in the intermediate good market, we have:

$$\forall j \in J^m, \ y_j(\omega) = \sum_{k \in \Delta_j^*(\omega)} z_{k,a(j)}(\omega)$$

Consequently, the production of an intermediate good firm can be represented as a linear combination of the production of its buyers.
∀j ∈ J^m, \quad y_j(\omega) = \sum_{k \in A(j)(\omega)} \alpha_{k,a(j)}y_k(\omega)

If this property is applied from buyer to buyer in the productive network, then it can be concluded that the production of any firm can be represented as a linear combination of the supply of final consumption goods. In other words:

∀j ∈ J^m, \quad y_j(\omega) = \sum_{i \in I^b} \theta_i(\omega)\hat{y}_i(\omega)

where \(\theta_i(\omega)\) is a constant that depends on the realization \(\omega\), and \(\hat{y}_i(\omega)\) is the production of the representative firm \(i\). This equation states an important characteristic in the solution of the system \(H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^0(\omega), w(\omega), p^m)\). If the production of the final-good firms is determined, then the production of any intermediate good firm in the network will be too. In this sense, it is enough to demonstrate the equilibrium in the final-good market and the labor market to solve the system.

First, we will study the equilibrium in final-good market. On the supply side, the representative firm \(i \in I^b\) carries out its activity in competitive markets. That is, it decides how much to produce in order to maximize its profits given market prices. This problem is shown below:

\[
\max_{y_i^i(\omega)} p_i^b(\omega)\hat{y}_i(\omega) - \sum_{k \in b(i)} \alpha_{ik}\hat{y}_i(\omega)p_i^m_k - w l_i(\hat{y}_i(\omega))
\]

where \(p_i^b(\omega)\) is the price of final good \(i\), \(\alpha_{ik}\) is the technical coefficient of the input \(k\) for firm \(i\), \(p_i^m_k\) is the price of input \(k\) required by the firm \(i\), \(w\) is the wage and \(l_i(\hat{y}_i(\omega))\) is the labor demand function such that:

\[
\forall i \in I^b, \quad l_i(\hat{y}_i(\omega)) = \hat{y}_i(\omega)^{\vartheta_i}
\]

where \(\vartheta_i\) is a coefficient related to labor marginal productivity. It is assumed that \(\vartheta_i > 1\) in order to assume a diminishing marginal productivity. The solution to this problem is:

\[
\hat{y}_i(\omega) = \left(\frac{p_i^b(\omega) - \sum_k \alpha_{ik}p_i^m_k}{\vartheta_i}\right)^{\frac{1}{\vartheta_i-1}}
\]
It should be noted that this function exists whenever \( p_i(\omega) > \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m \). This restriction could be called as activity condition and implies that the representative firm \( i \in I^p \) produces if the price is higher than the input costs per unit.

On the demand side, the representative household maximizes its utility under a budget constraint where its income is obtained exclusively from firms’ profit. In formal terms:

\[
\max_{x_i(\omega)} \prod_{i \in I^p} x_i(\omega)^{\gamma_i} \sum_{i \in I^p} p_i^s(\omega) x_i(\omega) = \pi(\omega)
\]

where \( x_i(\omega) \) is the consumption of good \( i \), \( \gamma_i \) is the consumption coefficient of good \( i \) \((\sum_{i \in I} \gamma_i = 1, \gamma_i > 0)\), and \( \pi(\omega) \) is the total of firms’ profit in the realization \( \omega \in \Omega \). The solution to this problem is:

\[
\forall i \in I^p, \quad x_i(\omega) = \frac{\pi(\omega)}{p_i^s(\omega)}
\]

The supply (2) and demand (3) functions can be used to obtain the following equilibrium conditions for final-good market:

\[
\forall i \in I^p, \quad p_i^s(\omega) \left( p_i^s(\omega) - \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m \right)^{-1} = \gamma_i \pi(\omega) w^{\frac{1}{\vartheta_i-1}}
\]

Let us denote the right side of these equations by \( f_i \left( p_i^s(\omega) \right) \). Since \( \vartheta_i > 1 \) and \( p_i^s(\omega) > \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m \), we have \( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial p_i^s} > 0 \).\(^{63}\)

Due to the Walras Law, one of these equations is irrelevant so it is necessary to choose a numeraire to solve the system\(^{64}\). If the household income is taken as a numeraire (i.e. \( \pi(\omega) = \bar{\pi} \)), then there is a price \( p_i^s(\omega, w) \) that solves:

\[\frac{\partial f_i}{\partial p_i^s} = f_i \left( p_i^s(\omega) \right) \cdot \left( \frac{1}{p_i^s(\omega)} + \frac{1}{(\vartheta_i-1)(p_i^s(\omega) - \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m)} \right) > 0\]

\(^{63}\) An important characteristic about the transactions of the productive network \( R = (V, \Gamma) \) is that the representative household’s income is equal to the total sales of final-good firms. This fact is generated by the accumulation of added value in the productive network (the sales of the final-good firms are equal to the added value plus the input costs of these firms. These costs are equal to the sales of their suppliers, which in turn are equal to the added value

\(^{64}\)
\[ f_i \left( p^\ast_i(\omega, w) \right) = \gamma_i \bar{\pi} w^{\frac{1}{\sigma_i-1}} \] (4)

The solution to this equation could be seen in the following figure:

![Figure. Determination of Price \( p^\ast_i(\omega, w) \)](image)

As shown, \[ \lim_{w \to 0} p^\ast_i(\omega, w) = \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p^m_{ki} \] and \[ \lim_{w \to \infty} p^\ast_i(\omega, w) = \infty \]

Equation (4) states an interesting result: If the wage is known, the price of final goods that clears the market will also be known. To find this wage, it is necessary to analyze the labor market. Here, the equilibrium is determined by:

\[ L = \sum_{j \in J} l_j \left( y_j(\omega) \right) = \sum_{j \in J} l_j \left( \sum_{i \in I^g} \theta_i(\omega) \hat{y}_i(\omega) \right) \]

where \( L \) is the fixed total labor supply. By equations (1) and (2) this equilibrium can be expressed as:

and the input costs of these firms, and so on from supplier to supplier). Because of the budget constraint, representative household’s income is also equal to their spending in final goods, so the total excess demand is zero (ed the Walras Law is true). In this sense, it is possible to choose as a numeraire any linear combination of the prices of final goods or the total household income.
\[ \bar{L} = \sum_{j \in J} l_j \left( \sum_{i \in I} \theta_i(\omega) \left( p_i^*(\omega) - \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m \right) \frac{1}{\omega \theta_i} \right) \]  
(5)

Suppose this equilibrium is achieved by the prices \( p_i^*(\omega, w) \) that solve (4). In this sense, the total labor demand (left side of equation (5)) can be represented as a function \( g(p_i^*(\omega, w), w) \). Let's examine the properties of this function.

First, if the wage is close to zero, by L'Hopital theorem\(^65\) we have:

\[
\lim_{w \to 0} \left( \frac{p_i^*(\omega, w) - \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m}{w \theta_i} \right)^{\frac{1}{\theta_i-1}} = \frac{\gamma_i \bar{\pi}}{\sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m}
\]

thus:

\[
\lim_{w \to 0} g(p_i^*(\omega, w), w) = \sum_{j \in J} l_j \left( \frac{\gamma_i \bar{\pi}}{\sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m} \right) > 0
\]

Second, if the wage tends to infinity, applying in the same way L'Hopital theorem we have:

\[
\lim_{w \to 0} \left( \frac{p_i^*(\omega, w) - \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m}{w \theta_i} \right)^{\frac{1}{\theta_i-1}} = 0
\]

thus:

\[
\lim_{w \to 0} g(p_i^*(\omega, w), w) = 0
\]

Given these properties, there is a wage \( w^* \) that clears the labor market. This fact can be seen in the following figure.

\(^65\) Using implicit differentiation in (4), we have:

\[
\frac{\partial p_i^j}{\partial w} = \frac{\theta_i(\omega)^{(\theta_i-1)} \left( \frac{\gamma_i \bar{\pi}}{\sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m} \right) + p_i^m}{(\theta_i-1) \omega \theta_i^{(\theta_i-2)} \left( p_i^m - \sum_k \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m \right) + p_i^m}
\]
In summary, the equilibrium wage in (5) can be used to determine the prices of final goods by (4). Both variables determine the production of final goods by (2), the final consumption by (3) and, consequently, the production of all firms in the productive network by (1). Therefore, the system $H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^\theta(\omega), w(\omega), p^m)$ has a solution. This implies that the variables $x(\omega), y(\omega)$ and the prices $p^\theta(\omega), w(\omega)$ are determined for any realization $\omega \in \Omega$, so the expected value $E[\pi_j/p_J^m, p_m^J]$ for any firm $j \in J^m$ is well defined.

E.2. The prices of intermediate goods $p^m$ belongs to a convex and compact set

It is known that $p^m \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N^m}$. This set is closed and convex by definition, however, it is not bounded. This condition is necessary for compactness.

In this sense, it is necessary to demonstrate if there is a real number such that the prices are lower than it. As stated in the previous section, Walras Law requires taking a numeraire to solve the system of equilibrium equations. If a price index of the form $I = \sum_k \gamma_i p_i^\theta(\omega)$ is taken as a numeraire, then:

$$\forall i \in I^\theta, \quad p_i^\theta(\omega) \leq I$$

Using the activity conditions for the final-good firms, we have:

$$\forall i \in I^\theta, \quad p_i^\theta(\omega) > \sum_{k \in b(i)} \alpha_{ik} p_{ki}^m$$
since \(0 \leq \alpha_{ik} \leq 1\), then:
\[
\forall i \in I^0, \forall k \in b(i), \quad p_{ki}^m < I
\]

Likewise, the activity conditions for intermediate goods firms implies:
\[
\forall j \in J^m, \forall k \in \Delta_j^+(R), \quad p_{jk}^m > \sum_{l \in b(j)} \sum_{k' \in \Delta_{ji}(\omega)} \alpha_{l} p_{k'j}^m
\]

Thus:
\[
\forall j \in J^m, \forall k \in \Delta_j^+(R), \quad p_{jk}^m < I
\]

Hence, \(p^m\) belongs to a convex and compact set \(A = \{p \in \mathbb{R}_+^N \times \mathbb{R}_+^{N^m} | \forall j, k \in J^m, \ p_{jk} < I\}\).

**E.3. The expected profit \(E[\pi_j/p_j^m, p_j^m]\) for any firm \(j \in J^m\) is a continuous function of \(p_j^m\)**

Before doing this step, let’s first consider the probabilistic choice problem when the trade-off function has a linear specification.

\[
\max_{\psi} \psi_{jk} \Pi_j + (1 - \psi_{jk}) \Pi_j
\]

subject to

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \qquad & f(\psi_{jk}) \geq \beta \\
& 0 \leq \psi_{jk} \leq 1 
\}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\psi_{jk}\) is the probability that the buyer assigns to transacting with the regular supplier \(j\); \(\Pi_j, \Pi_j\) are the expected profits obtained from trade with the regular supplier \(j\) and the rival supplier \(f\), respectively, \(\beta\) is the minimum preference value for the trade-off, and \(f(\psi_{jk})\) is the following linear function:

\[
f(\psi_{jk}) = (\Pi_j - \Pi_j) + \alpha(1 - \psi_{jk})(\phi_j \varepsilon_j - \phi_j \varepsilon_j), \quad \alpha > 0
\]

Here, it is assumed that \(\beta < (\Pi_j - \Pi_j) < \beta - \alpha(\phi_j \varepsilon_j - \phi_j \varepsilon_j)\) in order to obtain an internal solution. In this way, the probabilistic choice is determined by:

\[
\psi_{jk} = 1 - \frac{\beta - (\Pi_j - \Pi_j)}{\alpha(\phi_j \varepsilon_j - \phi_j \varepsilon_j)} \quad (6)
\]
Due to Marx-Leontief technology, it is known that \( \Pi_j - \Pi_j = -\alpha_{k,a(j)}(p^m_{jk} - p^m_{jk}) \), so the probability function is:

\[
\psi_{jk} = 1 - \beta + \alpha_{k,a(j)}\frac{(p^m_{jk} - p^m_{jk})}{\alpha(\phi_j e_j - \phi_j e_j)} , \tag{7}
\]

Here, it can be checked that:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \psi_{jk}}{\partial p^m_{jk}} &= \frac{1}{\alpha(\phi_j e_j - \phi_j e_j)} < 0, & \frac{\partial^2 \psi_{jk}}{\partial p^m_{jk}^2} &= 0, \\
\frac{\partial \psi_{jk}}{\partial p^m_{jk}} &= \frac{1}{\alpha(\phi_j e_j - \phi_j e_j)} < 0, & \frac{\partial^2 \psi_{jk}}{\partial p^m_{jk}^2} &= 0 \tag{8}
\end{align*}
\]

In other words, the probability functions \( \psi_{jk} \) and \( \psi_{jk} \) are decreasing and concave continuous functions in the prices \( p^m_{jk} \) and \( p^m_{jk} \), respectively. These results are important points in the demonstration.

Now we can return to step 4. As it will be recalled, the expected profit of intermediate good firms is:

\[
E[\pi_j/p^m_{j}, p^m_{-j}] = \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} \Psi(\omega/p^m_{j}, p^m_{-j}) \pi_j(p^m_{j}, p^m_{-j}, \omega)
\]

On the one side, the probability \( \Psi(\omega/p^m_{j}, p^m_{-j}) \) is equal to the multiplication of the probabilities \( \psi_{jk}(p^m_{jk}, p^m_{jk}) \), which have the continuous form (7). On the other side, the profit \( \pi_j(p^m_{j}, p^m_{-j}, \omega) \) for each realization \( \omega \in \Omega \) is:

\[
\pi_j(p^m_{j}, p^m_{-j}, \omega) = \sum_{k \in \Delta^m_j(\omega)} p^m_{jk} z_{k,a(j)}(y_k, p^m_{jk}, p^m_{-j}, w(\omega)) - c_j(y_j, p^m_{-j}, w(\omega))
\]

Here, the conditional demand \( z_{k,a(j)}(\omega) \) and the minimum cost function \( c_j \) are determined from the cost minimization problem with a Marx-Leontief technology. Formally, this problem for firm \( j \) has the following formulation:

\[
\min_{z_{ji}} \sum_{i \in b(j)} \sum_{k \in \Delta^m_{ji}(\omega)} p^m_{kj} z_{ji} + w l_j
\]
\[
\min \left\{ \frac{z_{j1}}{\alpha_{j1}}, \ldots, \frac{z_{jm}}{\alpha_{jm}}, \frac{l_j}{\alpha_{jl}} \right\} = y_j
\]

Solving this problem, we obtain \(^{66}\):

\[l_j = \alpha_{ji}w \quad z_{ji} = \alpha_{ji}y_j, \quad \forall i \in b(j)\]

\[c_j = y_j \left( \sum_{i \in b(j)} \sum_{k \in \Delta^-_{ji}(\omega)} \alpha_{ji}p^m_{kj} + \alpha_{ji}w \right), \quad y_j = \sum_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} z_{k,a(j)}\]

thus, the profit in realization \(\omega \in \Omega\) is:

\[\pi_j\left(p^m_j, p^{-m}_j, \omega\right) = \sum_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} \alpha_{k,a(j)}p^m_{kj}y_k - y_j \left( \sum_{i \in b(j)} \sum_{k \in \Delta^-_{ji}(\omega)} \alpha_{ji}p^m_{kj} + w\alpha_{ji} \right) \quad (9)\]

As noted, this function is linear and continuous in \(p^m_j\). Hence, because of the fact that \(\Psi(\omega/p^m_j, p^{-m}_j), \pi_j(p^m_j, p^{-m}_j, \omega)\) are continuous functions, it can be concluded that the expected profit \(E[\pi_j/p^m_j, p^{-m}_j]\) is also a continuous function.

**E.4. The expected profit \(E[\pi_j/p^m_j, p^{-m}_j]\) for a firm \(j \in f^m\) is a concave function in \(p^m_j\)**

To do this step, it is necessary to make two observations about the expected profit \(E[\pi_j/p^m_j, p^{-m}_j]\). First, the probability function \(\Psi(\omega/p^m_j, p^{-m}_j)\) can be rewritten as follows:

\[\Psi(\omega/p^m_j, p^{-m}_j) = \Psi_{-j}(\omega/p^{-m}_j) \Psi_j(\omega/p^m_j)\]

where \(\Psi_{-j}\) is the multiplication of all transaction probabilities in the productive network, except those transactions made by the firm \(j\) with its buyers \(\Delta^+_j(\omega)\); and \(\Psi_j\) is the multiplication of the probabilities for those transactions made by the firm \(j\) with its buyers \(\Delta^-_{ji}(\omega)\). Formally:

---

\(^{66}\) Recall that \(\Delta^+_j(\omega)\) and \(\Delta^-_{ji}(\omega)\) are operators that show the set of buyers and suppliers of the firm \(j\) in realization \(\omega \in \Omega\), respectively.
\[
\Psi_j(\omega/p_j^m) = \prod_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} \left( \Psi_{jk}(\omega/p_j^m) \right)^{\gamma_j(\omega)} 
\]

where \( \gamma_{rs}(\omega) = 1 \iff (r, s) \in \hat{\Omega}(\omega) \).

Second, due to the linear form (9), the set of realizations \( \Omega \) can be reduced to a set of smaller size \( \hat{\Omega} \) containing those realizations in which suppliers trade exclusively with only one buyer. Namely:

\[
\hat{\Omega} = \{ \omega \in \Omega \mid \forall j \in J \; |\Delta^+_j(\omega)| = 1 \}
\]

Under these considerations, the expected profit \( E[\pi_j/p_j^m, p_{-j}^m] \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
E[\pi_j/p_j^m, p_{-j}^m] = \sum_{\omega \in \hat{\Omega}} \Psi_j(\omega/p_j^m) \sum_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} \alpha_{k,a(j)} y_k \Psi_{jk}(p_{jk}^m, p_{jk}^m) \left( p_{jk}^m - \sum_{i \in b(j)} \sum_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} \alpha_{ji} p_{jk}^m - \alpha_j w \right)
\]

Here, the terms \( \Psi_j, \{y_k \mid k \in \Delta^+_j(R)\}, \{p_{jk}^m \mid i \in b(j), k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)\} \) do not depend on \( p_j^m \), so they remain constant for decisions made by the firm \( j \). In this sense, the concavity of the expected profit \( E[\pi_j/p_j^m, p_{-j}^m] \) with respect to \( p_j^m \) is given by the following term:

\[
h(p_{jk}^m) = \Psi_{jk}(p_{jk}^m, p_{jk}^m) \left( p_{jk}^m - \sum_{i \in b(j)} \sum_{k \in \Delta^+_j(\omega)} \alpha_{ji} p_{jk}^m - w \alpha_{ji} \right)
\]

The second derivative of this term with respect to \( p_{jk}^m \) is:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial p_{jk}^m} = \frac{\partial^2 \Psi_{jk}}{\partial p_{jk}^m} p_{jk}^m + 2 \frac{\partial \Psi_{jk}}{\partial p_{jk}^m} p_{jk}^m
\]

by (8) we have:

\[
\forall k \in J, \forall i \in b(k), \forall j \in c(k, i), \quad \frac{\partial^2 h}{\partial p_{jk}^m} < 0
\]
Hence, $h(p_{jk}^m)$ is a concave function with respect to $p_{jk}^m$. Since any linear combination of concave functions is also concave, then it is proved that $E[\pi_j/p_{j}^m, p_{-j}^m]$ is a concave function with respect to $p_{j}^m$.

**E.5. There is a price matrix $p^m*$ that solves $p_j^m* = F_j(p_{-j}^m, W, Y_{-j}), \forall j \in J^m$.**

This step uses the results obtained in the previous steps. The Step 1 proves that there is a set of variables $x(\omega), y(\omega), p^g(\omega), w(\omega)$ such that $H(x(\omega), y(\omega), p^g(\omega), w(\omega), p^m) = 0 \forall \omega \in \Omega$, so the expected value $E[\pi_j/p_{j}^m, p_{-j}^m]$ is well defined. The Step 2 proves that $p^m \in A$, where $A$ is a compact and convex set. Finally, steps 3 and 4 prove that the expected profit $E[\pi_j/p_{j}^m, p_{-j}^m]$ is a continuous and concave function with respect to $p_{j}^m$.

Consequently, using the Nash equilibrium theorem for continuous strategies, there is a price matrix $p^m*$ that simultaneously maximizes the expected profit of firms. That is, each firm $j \in J^m$ sets a price vector $p_{j}^m*$ that maximizes its profits, assuming that the rest of the firms in the productive network do the same for prices $p_{-j}^m$. Formally:

$$\exists p^m* \in A | \forall j \in J^m, \quad E[\pi_j/p_{j}^m*, p_{-j}^m] > E[\pi_j/p_{j}^m, p_{-j}^m], \forall p^m \in A_j$$

Hence, the price matrix $p^m*$ solves the reaction functions $p_{j}^m* = F_j(p_{-j}^m, W, Y_{-j})$. 

F. Characterization of General Market Equilibrium on base scenario

Figure. General Market Equilibrium. Final consumption price distribution.

Note. The graphic above shows the distribution of final consumption prices over all the realizations of the productive network. On the other hand, the graph below shows the price dispersion in a straight line.

Figure. General Market Equilibrium. Final consumption distribution

Note. The graphic above shows the distribution of final consumption over all the realizations of the productive network. On the other hand, the graph below shows the final consumption dispersion in a straight line.
Figure. General Market Equilibrium. Most likely realizations of productive network.
G. Simulation of General Market Equilibrium on alternative scenarios

G.1. Intermediate good price

Figures. General Market Equilibrium on alternative scenarios
Variation of intermediate good price. Initial period.

Note. Table a) shows the percentage variation in the selling prices set by the suppliers for their potential buyers. Suppliers are arranged by rows, while buyers are arranged by columns. The red-blue gradation denotes the sign and magnitude of the price variation. If red, then prices decrease; the higher the color red’s intensity, the larger the price reduction. On the contrary, if blue, then prices rise; the higher the color blue’s intensity, the larger the increase in prices. Figure b) replicates this color grading on the edges of the production network.
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Alternative scenario.

a) Percentage variation of prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Buyer 1</th>
<th>Buyer 2</th>
<th>Buyer 3</th>
<th>Buyer 4</th>
<th>Buyer 5</th>
<th>Buyer 6</th>
<th>Buyer 7</th>
<th>Buyer 8</th>
<th>Buyer 9</th>
<th>Buyer 10</th>
<th>Buyer 11</th>
<th>Buyer 12</th>
<th>Buyer 13</th>
<th>Buyer 14</th>
<th>Buyer 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2.0%</td>
<td>-1.1%</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>-0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3.0%</td>
<td>-6.7%</td>
<td>-4.0%</td>
<td>-1.3%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>-0.4%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-6.0%</td>
<td>-8.1%</td>
<td>-6.0%</td>
<td>-4.0%</td>
<td>-1.3%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>-0.4%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-5.0%</td>
<td>-4.0%</td>
<td>-3.0%</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-4.0%</td>
<td>-2.0%</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Table a) shows the percentage variation in the selling prices set by the suppliers for their potential buyers. Suppliers are arranged by rows, while buyers are arranged by columns. The red-blue gradation denotes the sign and magnitude of the price variation. If red, then prices decrease; the higher the color red’s intensity, the larger the price reduction. On the contrary, if blue, then prices rise; the higher the color blue’s intensity, the larger the increase in prices. Figure b) replicates this color grading on the edges of the production network.
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G.2. Non-zero profits

Figures. General Market Equilibrium on alternative scenarios
Variation of non-zero profit frequency. Initial period.

Alternative scenario.
Productive shock of 20% on firm 1

Note. Figure a) is a bar diagram that shows the percentage variation in the frequency with which firms earn non-negative profits. This frequency is computed based on the empirical distribution function of the GME before and after the productivity shock. The red-blue color gradation indicates the sign of the variation. The color red indicates a reduction in the frequency, while a blue coloration denotes an increase in the frequency. Figure b) replicates this color grading on the nodes in the production network and outlines a path with the nodes that exhibit the largest negative variation.
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Note. Figure a) is a bar diagram that shows the percentage variation in the frequency with which firms earn non-negative profits. This frequency is computed based on the empirical distribution function of the GME before and after the productivity shock. The red-blue color gradation indicates the sign of the variation. The color red indicates a reduction in the frequency, while a blue coloration denotes an increase in the frequency. Figure b) replicates this color grading on the nodes in the production network and outlines a path with the nodes that exhibit the largest negative variation.
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Alternative scenario, Productive shock of 20% on firm 11

Note. Figure a) is a bar diagram that shows the percentage variation in the frequency with which firms earn non-negative profits. This frequency is computed based on the empirical distribution function of the GME before and after the productivity shock. The red-blue color gradation indicates the sign of the variation. The color red indicates a reduction in the frequency, while a blue coloration denotes an increase in the frequency. Figure b) replicates this color grading on the nodes in the production network and outlines a path with the nodes that exhibit the largest negative variation.
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G.3. Bankruptcy of firms

Figures. Bankruptcy of firms on alternative scenarios. Variation of the average bankruptcy rate by firm. 30 time periods.

Alternative scenario.
Productive shock of 20% on firm 1

Alternative scenario.
Productive shock of 20% on firm 2

Note. This figure shows the percentage variation in the average bankruptcy rate of firms over a set of 1,000 random trials in a time horizon of 30 periods. Each row represents a firm and each column, a time period. The red-blue color gradation specifies the sign and magnitude of the variation. If colored red, then there is an increase in the rate of bankruptcy. The higher the intensity of the color red, the larger the rise in the bankruptcy rate. On the contrary, if colored blue, then there is a decrease in the rate of bankruptcy. The more intense the blue color is, the larger the decrease in the rate of bankruptcy.
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G.4. GDP and number of firms

Figures. Bankruptcy of firms on alternative scenarios. Variation of GDP and total number of firms. 30 time periods.

Note. Figures a) and b) show the percentage variation of the Gross Domestic Product and the total number of firms, respectively, over a set of 1,000 randomized trials in a time horizon of 30 periods. The thick line corresponds to the average percentage variation, while the blue bands represent 95% confidence intervals.
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